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The Eminent Monk
Introduction

This book is a study of monastic ideals as revealed in three collections of biographies of monks compiled in China from the sixth to the tenth centuries. Although usually based on historical figures, these accounts of the lives of monks contain much that is fabulous and historically inaccurate—tales of monks who lived for hundreds of years, monks who defeated monsters with esoteric spells, monks able to fly through the air, and so on. In the past, scholars have concentrated on winnowing out such fabulous elements in an attempt to uncover a factual core. While this is often an arduous and complicated task, there is much to be said for this approach, which is crucial if we are to understand what a given monk really said and did at a particular place and time. In this study, however, I have chosen instead to set aside the historicity of the accounts and accept them as representations of the image of the monk, of what monks were supposed to be. In other words, this is a study of the monastic imagination.

Let me explain what I mean with an example from one of the three collections I draw on. The Song Biographies of Eminent Monks (Song gaoseng zhuan), a tenth-century collection of biographies of monks, contains two separate accounts of a meeting between the Chinese monk Daoxuan and the Indian monk Šubhakarasimha (Ch. Shanwuwei), two of the most influential monks of the Tang. One account appears in the biography devoted to Šubhakarasimha; the other, in the biography of Daoxuan. According to both accounts, Šubhakarasimha had heard of Daoxuan while still in India, and on arriving in China, asked to meet the famous Chinese monk. The emperor then arranged for the two monks to share a room at a monastery in the capital. At this point, the two accounts diverge. According to Daoxuan's biography, Šubhakarasimha was impressed by Daoxuan's practice of care-
fully wrapping fleas in a strip of silk and placing them gently on the ground after catching them instead of killing the pests. Śubhakarasimha's biography, on the other hand, recounts that the two roommates had a falling out. Śubhakarasimha, the biography relates, was a crude and unkempt monk. But one night when he reprimanded Daoxuan for killing a single flea, Daoxuan realized that the foreign monk was in fact a holy man. Yet another account of the encounter between these two monks supplies more detail, claiming that Śubhakarasimha would come home drunk every night and vomit on the floor. In this account also, Śubhakarasimha reprimands Daoxuan for killing a single flea.

If we could accept any of these accounts as reliable, we could learn important information about these influential monks and the society in which they lived. Had Daoxuan really become famous in India? Did Daoxuan, a leading expert on the monastic regulations, in fact kill insects? Did Śubhakarasimha actually routinely get drunk? Unfortunately, we are forced to reject all three accounts, for such an encounter between these two men could not have taken place: examination of well-attested dates for the two monks reveals that Daoxuan died a half century before Śubhakarasimha arrived in China.

Therefore, if we hope to reconstruct the lives of these monks, and perhaps even uncover something of their psychology, we would do better to peel away the layers of legend that grew up around them and try to uncover a factual core from material that can be reliably dated to an earlier period. After all, Śubhakarasimha's contemporaries would have found absurd any reference to a meeting with Daoxuan, a figure they knew to have died some time previous. In this case, this approach works well. Daoxuan's writings contain a number of autobiographical references, none of which makes any reference to a meeting with Śubhakarasimha, and which on the contrary date Daoxuan's death to a time before the arrival of Śubhakarasimha in China. In short, the earliest accounts of these monks indicate that the story of their meeting given in the Song Biographies is a later, historically inaccurate legend.

Nevertheless, in the case of Daoxuan, as in the case of most Chinese monks, attempts to strip stories of legendary materials meet with only limited success. For while the value of dating the various layers of a biography and tracing its development over time is undeniable, the assumption that fabulous elements were added to a more sober, early biography does not always hold true. To see the problem more clearly, let us for a moment move from the Tang to modern times and examine the case of the Chinese monk Xuyun, who lived from 1840 to 1959.

Reconstructing the life of Xuyun is considerably easier than reconstructing the life of a medieval monk. Not only are we separated from Xuyun by only a few decades, but he also left us an autobiography. As
Xuyun is perhaps the most revered figure in modern Chinese Buddhism, many legends circulate about his life. In this case, however, we can set aside these later legends and turn instead to an earlier, more reliable source for the monk: his autobiography, the first lines of which begin with his birth:

I was born at the headquarters of Quanzhou Prefecture on the last day of the seventh month in the year Gengzi, the twentieth of the Daoguang reign [26 August 1840]. When my mother saw that she had given birth to a fleshy bag, she was frightened, and thinking that there was no hope of bearing child again, she succumbed to her desperation and passed away. The following day an old man selling medicine came to our house and cut open the bag, taking out a male child which was reared by my stepmother. 2

Later in the autobiography, Xuyun describes his enlightenment, which occurred after a period of illness during a long bout of meditation.

I opened my eyes and suddenly perceived a great brightness similar to broad daylight wherein everything inside and outside the monastery was discernible to me. Through the wall, I saw the monk in charge of lamps and incense urinating outside, the guest-monk in the latrine, and faraway, boats plying on the river with the trees on both its banks—all were clearly seen: it was just the third watch of the night when this happened. The next morning, I asked the incense-monk and guest-monk about this and both confirmed what I had seen the previous night. 3

While not doubting Xuyun's sincerity, I have difficulty accepting either his account of his birth or his claim to have seen through a wall. Yet to discount the stories entirely, or, worse, to speculate on possible medical conditions that approximate his miraculous birth, or the "real" experience behind Xuyun's belief that he had seen through a wall, is to abandon the cultural context that makes the stories relevant and to lose an opportunity to see the monk's world as he saw it, rather than as a skewed reflection of our own sensibilities. In other words, these stories illustrate that the themes and limits of Buddhist hagiography were a part of Xuyun's life. And if we do not always have access to the actions behind the legends, we can learn to appreciate the far-reaching consequences of the legends themselves.

The same holds true for medieval accounts of monks. When read carefully, these biographies are of great value for reconstructing the geographic spread of monasticism in China, the relative strength of various doctrinal trends over time, the monastic economy, and so on. But in addition to reading these biographies for accounts of actual monks, we can also read them as an expression of the idea of the
monk, that is, what people thought monks were and what they thought monks should be. The stories of Daoxuan and Subhakarasimha, for example, tell us that for the writers and presumably the readers of these stories, it was wrong for a monk to kill a flea. Curiously, the biography of Subhakarasimha also suggests that it would somehow have been acceptable for the great monk to routinely become drunk. These are the sorts of questions I address in this book—questions about how monks were expected to behave that often yield striking and unexpected answers.

Not surprisingly, the image of the monk and notions of the ideal monk varied widely from one time to another, from monk to layman, and from one genre of biography to another. In the following chapters I draw on biographies of monks to describe and analyze representations of the monk in medieval China. In particular, I mine the biographies for monastic ideals concerning asceticism, thaumaturgy, and scholarship—three of the most common themes in the hagiography. But before diving into the biographies for evidence of monastic ideals, let us pause to consider the nature of the material and the extent of its influence.

The Biographies of Eminent Monks

This study focuses on three collections of Buddhist hagiography known collectively as the Biographies of Eminent Monks. At the beginning of the sixth century, the scholar-monk Huijiao (497–554) drew on literary sources and epigraphy as well as personal interviews to compile a collection of 257 biographies of Chinese monks, which he termed Biographies of Eminent Monks. In the preface to his work, Huijiao distinguishes his collection from a previous, no longer extant work entitled Biographies of Famous Monks (Mingseng zhuan). The Biographies of Eminent Monks, Huijiao notes, includes only biographies of monks worthy of admiration. “If men of real achievement conceal their brilliance, then they are eminent but not famous; when men of slight virtue happen to be in accord with their times, then they are famous but not eminent. Those who are famous but not eminent are, of course, not recorded here; those who are eminent but not famous have been fully treated in the present work.”

In style and format, Huijiao’s work was based on Chinese secular histories and owes comparatively little to Indian forms of hagiography. A typical biography begins by listing the monk’s secular surname and place of origin. The biography may give information on the monk’s father or other ancestors if they were prominent. The biography then usually goes on to relate the monk’s first master, when the monk re-
received full ordination, what books he read, works he wrote or deeds he performed, and so on. The biography often ends with the precise date and circumstances of the monk's death, followed by names of his most prominent disciples. The brief biography of Tanjie is a typical example:

Shi Tanjie, who also went by the name Huijing, was surnamed Zhuo. A native of Nanyang, he was the younger brother of Zhuo Qian, Magistrate of Jiyang in the Ministry of Outer Troops for the Jin.

[Before he became a monk] Tanjie lived in poverty, devoting himself to study, and delving into the classics. Later, he heard that Yu Fadao would lecture on the Scripture of Great Light. He borrowed a robe and, on hearing the lecture, was profoundly enlightened to the principles of Buddhism. He then abandoned the secular life and followed the Way, serving Sire Dao'an as his master. He mastered the Three Repositories [Skt. tripitaka] and learned to chant more than five hundred thousand words of the scriptures. He bowed in obeisance to the Buddha five hundred times a day. Jin Prince of Linchuan [Sima Bao] held Tanjie in high esteem.

Later, when Tanjie took seriously ill, he chanted continuously, the name of Maitreya Buddha never leaving his lips. His disciple, Zhi-sheng, who waited on him in his illness, asked him why he did not want to be reborn in [the Heaven] of Peaceful Repose [i.e., Amitābha's paradise, Skt. Sukhāvati]. Tanjie replied, "Together with the Reverend [Dao'an] and eight others, I have vowed to be reborn in Tuṣita [i.e., Maitreya's paradise]. The Reverend, Daoyuan, and the others have already been born there, but I have not. That is why I have this wish."

When he finished speaking, a light shone on his body, and an expression of joy appeared on his face. He then quickly passed away. Tanjie was seventy years old. He was buried to the right of Daoan's grave.

Although Buddhist themes predominate, the style and structure of the biography are squarely in the tradition of secular biography established long before the Liang Biographies in the Shiji and Han shu. The mixture in this biography of precise historical information—such as Tanjie's ancestry and place of origin—with the miraculous light that appeared at his death, is typical of the accounts that appear in the Biographies, a characteristic that allows for multiple levels of interpretation, from meticulous comparison of dates and travel routes in different biographies to the sort of broad inquiries into beliefs and representations I will engage in below.

In the seventh century, Daoxuan (596–667) compiled a massive new biographical collection, the Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuang), to cover the lives of monks who had lived since the
appearance of Huijiao's work. Like the Liang Biographies, this book, containing some 485 biographies, was compiled privately. The genre reached its highest level of prestige in 982, when Zanning (919–1001), one of the most distinguished Buddhist figures of the Northern Song court, received an edict from the emperor commanding him to oversee the compilation of a new edition of the Biographies, the Song Biographies of Eminent Monks (Song gaoseng zhuan), to record the lives of worthy monks who lived during the period between Daoxuan's death and the early years of the Song. The completed manuscript, presented to the throne some six years later, contained more than five hundred biographies, ranging in length from a few lines to biographies of more than a thousand characters. One more version of the Biographies of Eminent Monks was compiled in the Ming, but it was not to achieve the prestige of its predecessors.

Motivation

When Huijiao compiled the Eminent Monks, he was participating in an established tradition of Chinese monastic biography, as demonstrated by the list of works he gives in the preface to his own work. In fact, the better part of the preface is taken up with a review of previous collections of biographies of monks. It is in the deficiencies of these works that Huijiao finds the major justification for compiling a new collection. Previous accounts, he tells us, "are sometimes too long and sometimes too brief; they differ in what they include and what they omit." They are "confused and difficult to draw upon," and the "literary form is inadequate." Even more than the inferior literary style of previous works, Huijiao lamented the lack of completeness and the danger that the noble deeds of worthy monks would soon pass from memory. Previous works, he writes, "each either strives to exalt a single region without covering both the modern and the ancient or concentrates on single good deeds without touching on other activities [of its subjects]." Others, "out of an aversion to multiplicity and breadth, abridge their data, and remarkable [instances of] exemplary conduct are often omitted or cut short."

Zanning, in his own Song Biographies, expressed the same concern for the historical record, writing that, "In his compilation, Huijiao used as his criteria 'real achievement and concealed brilliance.' Daoxuan in his collection continued the tradition of those 'eminent though not famous.' They prevented men who practiced the Way over the span of six hundred years from falling into obscurity." Elsewhere, Zanning related his efforts to the historical enterprise championed by the great Chinese secular historians of antiquity when he wrote, "If [the
Song Biographies] contains admirable and accurate accounts, this is because I have imitated Chen Shou. And if it includes egregious errors and misinterpretations of scripture, then I have done a disservice to Sima Qian.\(^{15}\)

The concern with comprehensiveness drove Daoxuan and Zanning to find fault even with the preceding works on which their collections were based.\(^{16}\) Daoxuan complained that Huijiao concentrated on southern monks to the exclusion of monks from the north. Zanning included biographies of several monks from the Sui and Six Dynasties period that Daoxuan had failed to record, explaining their absence from Daoxuan’s works with the following sympathetic note:

The empire is vast, and marvelous occurrences take place daily. It is truly difficult to keep abreast of all of them. It is also true that, for whatever reason, information on some monks was simply not included in the historical record. As the biographer then has nothing on which to base his account, he leaves such monks out. Unable to record the biography himself, he leaves the task for a later scholar to complete.\(^{17}\)

But if the compilers of the Eminent Monks were historians with allegiances to Sima Qian and a dedication to a complete historical record, they were also monks, and as such committed to the propagation of Buddhism. In a letter to an acquaintance, Huijiao justified the Liang Biographies with the exclamation, “For spreading the Way and explaining the Teaching, nothing surpasses eminent monks.”\(^{18}\) One of the most vital means for monks to “spread the Way” was through the assistance of powerful rulers; and it is to such figures that the Biographies were, in part, directed. Information about the intended audience of the Biographies is scarce, but all of the compilers must have realized that their works would be read by politically powerful figures. We know very little about Huijiao’s life, or the circumstances under which he compiled his work. We do know, however, that Emperor Liang Yuan Di (508–554), who was a contemporary of Huijiao, possessed a copy of the Liang Biographies.\(^{19}\) And a similar collection, the Mingseng zhuan—with which, as we have seen, Huijiao was familiar—was compiled under imperial auspices.

Biographical information on Daoxuan, as well as his voluminous extant writings, give ample testimony to his deep commitment to propagating Buddhism in court circles.\(^{20}\) His inclusion in the Further Biographies of a section devoted to monks who defended Buddhism from its enemies at court further suggests that he hoped his collection of biographies of eminent monks would convince powerful political figures of the merits of Buddhism.
Zanning's ties to the Northern Song court are well documented. Specifically, the *Song Biographies* were compiled under imperial auspices in response to an edict that appointed Zanning to head up a team of scholars to complete a collection of biographies of monks for the emperor's perusal. In a memorial to the emperor, composed on completion of the work, Zanning remarked, "Because the Teaching [of Buddhism] and the [Buddha] Law have nothing on which to rely, they must depend on the might of rulers," a comment that resonates with a famous passage in the biography of Daoan in the *Liang Biographies*: "Without the support of rulers, it is difficult to establish the [Buddha] Law." This, the role of benevolent defender of the Law, was a role the emperor was willing to play. In his response to Zanning's memorial, Emperor Taizong wrote, "The marvelous Way of the single vehicle, the profound gate of the six perfections, produces marvelous men in each generation who propagate the holy teaching. If [their deeds] are not recorded, how can [Buddhism] be proclaimed!" Both Emperor Taizong and Zanning, then, saw the *Biographies* not merely as a record of monks, but more importantly as a means of verifying the virtues of Buddhism and making these virtues widely known.

Finally, the compilers of the *Eminent Monks* hoped that their works would serve as models for the monastic community, that they would be held up as ideals to which ordinary monks should aspire. This is how Daoxuan read the *Liang Biographies* when he wrote that it had "been circulated throughout the empire. Truly, [it provides us with] models to be emulated." In a similar vein, Zanning referred to the monks in his collection as marvelous plants displayed before ordinary grass, and as extraordinary beasts placed before ordinary animals. He then called for the emulation of eminent monks, citing a passage from the *Book of Poetry* that states, "When King Wen is imitated in style and demeanor, the ten thousand states follow his example." And in his preface Zanning called on his readers, when reading the accounts of eminent monks, "to become enlightened, and long to equal them."

**Structure**

When Huijiao compiled the *Liang Biographies*, he divided the 257 biographies into ten categories: (1) Translators (*yijing*); (2) Exegetes (*yijie*); (3) Divine Wonders (*shenyi*), devoted to wonder-workers; (4) Practitioners of Meditation (*xichan*); (5) Elucidators of the Regulations (*minglì*), devoted to scholars of the Vinaya; (6) Those Who Sacrificed Themselves (*wangshen*), devoted to monks who sacrificed their bodies to feed animals, or as offerings to Buddhas or bodhisattvas; (7) Chanters
of Scriptures (*songjing*); (8) Benefactors (*xingfu*), devoted to monks who solicited funds to construct monasteries or for other Buddhist enterprises; (9) Hymnodists (*jingshi*); and (10) Proselytizers (*changdao*). In his preface, Huijiao singles out the translators for special praise, for “the enlightenment of China was wholly dependent on them.” He then explains that it is for this reason that he places their biographies at the head of his work. Although this comment indicates that a value judgment was involved in the ordering of the categories, there is no evidence to suggest that Huijiao applied such criteria throughout his classification; despite the order of the chapters, it does not seem, for example, that he considered wonder-workers superior to meditators, or chanters superior to benefactors.

Daoxuan followed Huijiao’s schema, with a few important innovations. He subsumed the categories for hymnodists and proselytizers under the heading “Miscellaneous Sermonists” (*zake shengde*), which includes monks skilled in poetry, calligraphy, and other areas not covered by the previous categories.28 Daoxuan also changed the wording for the thaumaturgy chapter, labeling this section in the *Further Biographies* “Spiritual Resonance” (*gantong*) instead of the “Divine Wonders” of the *Liang Biographies*. I will have more to say about this change below. Perhaps the most significant change Daoxuan made was to establish a new category called “Defenders of the [Buddha] Law” (*hufa*) for monks who defended Buddhism from Daoists and from enemies at court. In the *Song Biographies*, Zanning followed Daoxuan’s schema without changes in nomenclature, although the section originally devoted to meditators instead included figures associated with the “Chan school” in the *Song Biographies*, whether or not they were known for meditation.

At the end of each of the ten sections, Huijiao also included a “treatise” (*lun*) in which he discusses the subject of the section and usually summarizes the contributions of the monks in that section. Huijiao also included a short “paean” (*zan*) or poem of praise for each of the first eight categories.29 Like so much else in the structure of the *Biographies*, these conventions are rooted in the practices of secular historians. Daoxuan followed Huijiao’s format of including a treatise at the end of each section.30 In the *Song Biographies*, Zanning added “addenda” (*xi*) to some of the biographies. These are short comments that discuss aspects of a given biography that Zanning found problematic or interesting. Both the treatises of the three compilers and Zanning’s addenda are useful when studying the reflection of monastic ideals in the *Biographies* in that they give us more direct and personal information about how the three compilers understood the accounts they included in their collections.
Sources

Very few of the accounts in the *Biographies* were composed by the compilers of the three collections; most are instead taken directly, word-for-word, or with additions and deletions, from sources available to them.\(^3^1\) Huijiao describes the process of collecting information for his book as follows:

> I was wont in my leisure time to examine a large number of writings. I made a point of investigating the miscellaneous accounts of several tens of authors together with the chronicles and histories of the Jin, Song, Qi, and Liang dynasties, the heterodox histories of the frontier dynasties of Qin, Zhao, Yan, and Liang, geographical miscellanies, isolated pieces, and fragmentary accounts. In addition I made extensive interrogations of experienced ancients, and I widely questioned those more learned than myself. I collated what was included with what was excluded and found where they agreed and where they differed.\(^3^2\)

As these comments indicate, Huijiao drew on a wide variety of materials for information on the monks he wrote about. Daoxuan and Zanning also drew on a number of different genres of writing as well as a small number of oral sources for their accounts. The *Eminent Monks* biography of a prominent translator may be based on the account in a bibliography of Buddhist books, which in turn was based on a preface to one of the monk's works. Another biography may be copied directly from a collection of miracle tales compiled by a lay literatus devoted to Buddhism.\(^3^3\) Another common source for the *Biographies* was stupa inscriptions. On the death of a prominent monk, his disciples would compile a brief account of his life (*xingzhuang*) and then ask, or at times hire, an accomplished local literatus to work this material into an ornate encomium, including elaborate metaphors and complicated allusions. This epitaph was then inscribed in stone at the site of the monk's remains.\(^3^4\)

From the cases in which the original work or works on which the *Eminent Monks* biography was based survives, we can see that the compilers of the *Eminent Monks* often reworked the original material, combining passages from different sources, or, especially in the case of stupa inscriptions, extracting facts about the monk's life from a more ornate context.\(^3^5\) Other times, the original work is copied into the *Eminent Monks* word-for-word, usually without attribution.\(^3^6\)

The biography of Tanjie translated above, for example, was apparently taken from an account in the *Mingseng zhuan*, which survives as one of the extant fragments of that work.\(^3^7\) The *Mingseng zhuan* version of Tanjie's biography is for the most part the same as the version
in the Liang Biographies. It gives the same information about Tanjie’s family background, the same story of him borrowing a robe to attend a lecture on the Scripture of Great Light, his tutelage under Daoan, his commitment to chanting the name of Maitreya, and the marvelous light that shone at his death. Even the wording of much of the two biographies is the same. The Mingseng zhuan is slightly longer and gives a number of details omitted in the Liang Biographies. For example, it makes it clear that the reason Tanjie had to borrow a robe to attend the Buddhist lecture was because his family was too poor to buy him decent clothing.

In this case we might assume that, despite Huijiao’s criticism of the Mingseng zhuan, the world-view and motives of Baochang, the monk who composed the Mingseng zhuan, and Huijiao were roughly similar. But what of the case of a devotee collecting strange tales demonstrating the divine power of the bodhisattva Guanyin that happen to include information about a monk? Or what of the prominent literatus-official who composed a biography couched in allusions to the classics that he knew would be placed on public display at a local monastery? In the majority of cases in the Eminent Monks, we do not know where the biography originated. As I cite biographies from the Eminent Monks as illustrations of monastic ideals, the question arises of just whose ideals I am describing: those of a prominent monk, a devout layman, or a polished local official?

In general, my response to the troubling question of the origins of the biographies is that I am trying to describe generally held, slowly changing conceptions of how monks were supposed to behave, and that many of these conceptions were held in common by people of diverse social standing and occupation—a supposition based largely on the relative continuity of themes and standards from one biography to the next despite their diverse origins. Nonetheless, the question of just whose ideals a given biography represents is one that haunts any study of this material and is a question that the discriminating reader will pose relentlessly as he or she reads this book.38

Reception

Just as important as authorship of the accounts included in the Biographies is the question of readership and how readers responded to these accounts of monks. The three collections of Biographies of Eminent Monks have become the standard source for modern scholars interested in biographical information on monks of the period. But how widely were these books read in premodern times? Literary and archaeological evidence suggests that Buddhist books were well dis-
tributed already in the Tang. An imperial edict of 714 forbade monks from running shops “within the streets of the city wards” to copy and sell Buddhist books. When visiting a pilgrimage site in 1072, the Japanese pilgrim Jōjin noted that various Buddhist and non-Buddhist texts were on sale on either side of the entranceway to the site, including a copy of a collection of miracle tales concerning the *Lotus Sūtra.* Copies of the *Biographies of Eminent Monks* may well have been distributed in a similar fashion. Further, each of the versions of the *Biographies* quickly found its way into the official Buddhist canon, copies of which were periodically donated to the libraries of prominent monasteries as imperial gifts. And there is ample evidence testifying to the frequent use of monastic libraries by monks and literati alike in the medieval period.

In his preface to the *Further Biographies,* Daoxuan mentions reading the *Liang Biographies* in his days as a student. In another work on the proper treatment of a monk’s property upon his death, Daoxuan includes biographies of monks among the common property of the monks of his day. And occasionally we read of monks inspired by the biographies of their predecessors. But the greatest testimony to the popularity of the *Biographies* is the fact that their accounts of monks were copied directly into later collections time and again. In sum, the *Biographies* appear to have been well-distributed and widely read.

Assessments of the merit of the *Biographies of Eminent Monks,* however, are far from uniform. The editors of the eighteenth-century *Siku quanshu zongmu* praised the *Song Biographies* for its inclusion of biographical materials from a wide array of sources and for its elegant writing style. Similarly, nineteenth-century scholar and bibliophile Yang Shoujing praised the *Further Biographies* for its elegance, comparing Daoxuan to great secular historians of the past. Others, however, were less generous. The seventeenth-century monk Jiyin said of the *Song Biographies,* “The literary style is a jumble, and the organization of the book inferior. It is worth perusing, but nothing more.” In the same vein, the Yuan monk Purui criticized one of the accounts in the *Song Biographies* as “full of errors and not worth citing.”

Most critical of all was the Song monk Huihong who leveled his criticism against all three versions of the *Eminent Monks.* First, in reference to the style of the *Biographies,* he remarked, “Daoxuan was well-versed in the Regulations [the Vinaya], but literary style was not his strong point: his biographies of Chan monks read like residence permits and marriage certificates.” Elsewhere, Huihong records the comments of one of his students who, he says, once complained to him, “I have read through the histories of monks from Huijiao to
Daoxuan to Zanning, but these books are most different from the *Records of the Historian*, or the histories of the Han, the Southern and Northern [Dynasties] and the Tang. The style is confused and repetitive." Huihong then notes that the prominent Song writer Huang Tingjian also objected to the disjointed style of the *Biographies* and proposed to rewrite them himself. The basis for Huihong's stylistic complaint is that the compilers of the *Biographies* for the most part simply copied out the materials they collected, sometimes throwing together diverse documents, rather than rewriting the biographies in a consistent style.

Huihong also criticized the organization of the *Biographies*. As we have seen, although in the *Song Biographies* the section originally devoted to "practitioners of meditation" (*chan*) was increasingly reserved for members of the Chan school whether or not they were known for meditation, overall the interests of the compilers of the *Biographies* remained ecumenical: the *Biographies* cut across such divisions, attempting instead to highlight eminent monks regardless of their sectarian affiliation. It is precisely this refusal to presage the Chan school that Huihong objected to. In his *Linjian lu*, Huihong singled out Zanning's *Song Biographies* for criticism. "When Zanning compiled the *Song Biographies of Eminent Monks*, dividing the monks into ten categories, he put exegetes at the head of the collection. This in itself is ridiculous enough, but what is more, he classified Chan Master Yantou Huo as an ascetic (*kuxing*) and Chan Master Xingzhi Jueshou as a benefactor. Grand Master Yunmen—a king among monks and a contemporary [of Zanning]—he did not record at all!"

There is some justification for both Huihong's criticism of the style of the *Biographies* and his criticism of their system of classification. The compilers of the *Eminent Monks* series seldom composed the biographies themselves. Rather, they drew heavily on earlier sources, whether these sources were biographies composed soon after a monk's death and inscribed on a stele, or references to monks in collections of Buddhist tales, or from autobiographical references in the prefaces to a monk's works. Some of the accounts in the *Biographies* are awkward patchworks of these materials pieced together in a haphazard fashion, occasionally making for passages that are difficult if not impossible to understand.

Nevertheless, the modern historian is thankful for what we would now consider rampant plagiarism. Although the compilers of the *Biographies* seldom cite their sources, because they follow their original sources so closely it is often possible to determine the nature of the original source, whether it be a stele inscription, a miracle tale, or an oral story. Further, the heterogeneous nature of the *Biographies* means
that the collections do not represent the opinions of the compilers alone, but also of the hundreds of different authors who composed the material on which the biographies were based; more than the work of three prominent scholar-monks, the Biographies can hence be used to reconstruct more general mentalities of the time.

Huihong's second criticism, his sectarian bickering about the organization of the Eminent Monks, presents us with a different problem—namely, how representative was the organization of the Biographies of mental categories of medieval Chinese? Did people think of monks as belonging to one of the ten categories established by Huijiao, or were these merely a formal principle of organization of a particular biographical genre without real social resonance? I lean toward this second interpretation. The ten categories of the Biographies are not found in any other biographical collections.

Even within the Biographies the division seems an arbitrary one, often masking themes that tie one figure to another. The biography of Daoxuan in the Song Biographies, for example, is placed in the category reserved for Vinaya scholars. This is understandable as Daoxuan composed a number of extremely influential works on the Vinaya. At the same time, Daoxuan's biography provides valuable information on his role in the "defense of the Buddha Law" and his views of thaumaturgy; and no survey of Buddhist thaumaturgy or monastic involvement in court politics during the Tang would be complete without some reference to Daoxuan.

Hence, while a careful analysis of the way these categories changed from one collection to another and the extent to which they influenced other writers may yet prove fruitful, I have chosen instead to cut across the ten categories in order to follow three prominent themes through the biographies. In the pages that follow I divide my discussion of monks into the three areas of asceticism, thaumaturgy, and scholarship. These should not be taken as absolute or distinct categories; most monks were seen by themselves and others as possessing some combination of characteristics from all three areas.

Monastic ideals of asceticism, thaumaturgy, and scholarship permeate Buddhist literature of all sorts and appear in various guises. Even when we focus our attention on hagiography, the expression of these ideals is not entirely consistent. Nevertheless, when we draw together the hundreds of examples of stories involving these three areas of monastic life, patterns begin to emerge, and it becomes possible to trace the emergence and development of these ideals in one particularly influential body of writings. The components of these ideals are many, and each raises its own set of questions. What forms did asceticism take in China, and how was it received by those outside the clergy?
If many monks were thought to be wonder-workers, where was their power thought to reside: in techniques or in inherent properties? In monastic debate, were monks expected to treat their opponents with tolerance and deference or to fiercely attack them in defense of correct Buddhist views? Let us begin with the most pervasive and visible characteristic of the medieval monk: the habits, clothing, and practices that marked the monk as an ascetic.
The Monastic Distinction

When Yijing, a seventh-century Chinese pilgrim to India, composed a lengthy letter to his Buddhist brothers in China, he did not write about the universality of the Buddha nature or the latest Yogācāra tracts, or any other of a number of doctrinal issues with which Chinese exegetes of the late seventh century were engaged. Rather, he wrote about what at first seem the most mundane of matters: hygiene (monks should wash their hands after using the privy), decorum (one should not greet the host of one's destination immediately upon arrival, but should rest and wash first), and clothing (monks must learn to fold their robes properly). For Yijing these were not mundane matters at all, but among the most vital issues Chinese Buddhism faced, for it was through such matters that Yijing sought to define the Buddhist monk. The problem of definition was not one of discovery, but of implementation: the ideal monastic community was, for Yijing, already in place in India. While certain minor adjustments had to be made to fit the Indian model to a country with different climate and customs, the basic foundation of monasticism was sound.

But the problem of definition was never as straightforward as Yijing thought, for just as the full range of meaning of a given word differs from one language to another, or even within one language from one time to another; so too did the symbols of renunciation differ from India to China, from the second century to the tenth, from the monk to the layman. To the extent that the monastic community was essentially a "nonconformist subgroup,"1 or "counterculture," its values were meaningful largely in relation to the dominant culture. Indeed, any set of values in which renunciation plays a central role is of necessity in a constant dialectic with mainstream values—values, it is important to note, that are themselves in a perpetual state of flux.
When applied to Chinese monastic ideals, all of this may seem to trivialize Buddhist ethics, to suggest that men in China became monks simply to be different. This is certainly not the case. Many monks were undoubtedly motivated by a genuine revulsion for the decadence of secular society, for facile materialism, and for violence. Many no doubt carefully considered the principles by which they hoped to live. But at the same time we must recognize that no one is capable of formulating a life-style that is ethically consistent in every respect. When pressed, even the most sophisticated theologian would be hard put to justify all of his or her actions according to theological tenets. To even contemplate such a project is mind-boggling. One would have to carefully consider the origin and nature of every sort of food one bought at the market or ordered at a restaurant, every article of clothing, every sentence uttered in every circumstance. What we need then are general parameters of behavior.

One of the appeals of monastic Buddhism was precisely that it represented a circumscribed set of rules centered on general notions of the proper way to live that were appealing to those who joined the Order. Taken together, monastic regulations and the stories of the lives of eminent monks provided models for a detailed system of practice, including instructions on how to act, eat, dress, and even sleep. In large measure the monastic life-style was based on carefully thought-out doctrines relating to the meaning of life, Buddhist cosmology, Buddhist ethics, and so on. But the evolution of Buddhist monastic ideals was more complex than this. The ever-changing social and material context in which monks found themselves also contributed to the standard of what was practicable and what was desirable at a given time and place, so much so that when we look closely we discover not one definition of what it was to be a monk, but many. The official, the peasant, the erudite monk, and the novice each had markedly different ideas of what a monk should be, ideas that constantly clashed, adapted, and developed in accordance with the social interactions of everyday life. Nevertheless, the vast majority of these various ideals of monkhood are in some way related to notions of asceticism loosely defined. Below I focus on several areas in which we can see in hagiography and other sources the meeting of divergent attitudes toward asceticism, as well as the role the Biographies played in these encounters.

Sex

One of the earliest references we have to a Buddhist monk in China occurs quite by chance in the “Western Metropolis Rhapsody,” a long piece by the Han poet Zhang Heng depicting the glories of the flourishing capital of Chang’an in the second century A.D. At one point in
the poem, Zhang describes the incomparably beautiful dancing girls of the capital skipping lightly "between plates and goblets" dressed in "vermilion slippers" and "gossamer silks." Zhang ends his flowing description by noting that one glimpse of these whirling girls with their "arched backs" and "darting glances," and "even Zhan Ji or a śramaṇa could not help but fall under their spell."2

In addition to helping us trace the rise of Buddhism in the capital, this short, chance reference reveals at least two important aspects of the image of the monk in early Chinese Buddhism. First of all, even at this early stage, the monk was a symbol of continence, the control of sexual desire; the fact that Zhang Heng could drop a reference to a śramaṇa, confident that his readers would grasp the allusion, indicates that the image of the sober Buddhist monk had already earned a place in the mental landscape of the capital's literati. Second, while the appearance of dark-skinned religious professionals3 dedicated to a life of abstinence must have struck Han Chinese as novel, the reference in the poem to Zhan Ji reminds us that ascetic ideas were not entirely new to China. Zhan Ji, a figure from the seventh century B.C., was known for his spotless reputation, especially as exemplified by the story that he once allowed a scantily clad, unattached woman to sit on his lap in order to protect her from the freezing cold, without arousing suspicions as to his character.4

Nevertheless, while other early Chinese sources advocate restraint in sexual conduct and exhibit a suspicion of sensuality in general, the promotion of complete abstinence even for men who had as yet no offspring must have seemed peculiar, if not repugnant, to early Chinese.5 In addition to the longstanding concern with the propagation of one's lineage through male offspring, medieval Chinese medical manuals warned that refraining from sex entirely was quite dangerous to a man's health.6

At the beginning of the sixth century when the Liang Biographies was compiled, many laymen apparently still found the notion of a continent clergy more puzzling than admirable. Take for example the biography of Kumārajīva, one of the most prominent monks of his day, in which the breaking of the monastic prohibition against sex is a recurring theme. According to the biography, Kumārajīva himself was the son of a monk who had been forced to marry a Kuchean princess against his will.7 After the boy had come of age, a subsequent Kuchean king attempted to force the young Kumārajīva to marry yet another princess, a proposition the young monk steadfastly refused. Undaunted, the king then forced Kumārajīva to become drunk one night and locked him in a "secret chamber" with the girl, after which time, we are told, Kumārajīva "surrendered his integrity."8 After Kumārajīva
arrived in China, the northern ruler Yao Xing, impressed by the monk's intelligence, forced him to cohabit with no fewer than ten courtesans, arguing that otherwise his "seeds of the [Buddha]-Law would bear no offspring!"

"From this point on," the biography continues, "Kumarajīva no longer lived in the monks' quarters." The repetition of the theme may lead us to question the historical accuracy of the account: the biography may be an amalgamation of three distorted versions of an original legend. At one point Huijiao himself laments the difficulty of obtaining reliable details concerning "Kumarajīva's transgression." But setting aside the historicity of the story, it is significant that the author is at pains to explain Kumarajīva's helplessness in the matter: clearly, for the author and presumably his readers, monks, and especially eminent monks, were supposed to remain chaste. The reams of Indian scriptures translated into Chinese in the medieval period left little room for argument on this point. Vinaya texts are suffused with warnings and examples of the dangers of sex. In these texts, for a monk to engage in sexual relations, "even with an animal," is an offense entailing expulsion from the Order. When "filled with desire, to approach a woman with improper intentions and speak to her in a vulgar manner" is a serious offense, warranting probation from the sangha.

If Christian theologians projected their views of sexuality back in time to the days of Adam and Eve, Buddhist thinkers projected their ideals of sexual relations upward toward the heavens where it was said that male and female gods no longer so much as touch, for they are able to have sex (cheng yinyang) simply by thinking about each other.

Medieval Chinese did not all share this monkish enthusiasm for abstinence. The story of the king's treatment of Kumarajīva is indicative of a general disregard among non-Buddhists for the ideal of continence propounded by members of the Buddhist clergy, often coupled with a suspicion of the claims made for the sexual purity of monks and nuns. Aspersions on the sexual mores of monks, and especially nuns, were standard fare in anti-Buddhist polemic. The sixth-century official Zhangqiu Zituo, for instance, described the perverse conduct of monks in the palace, lamenting that "in the morning, [imperial] consorts enter the monks' quarters, while at night young men sleep in the nuns' rooms." In 446, the first widespread persecution of Buddhism in China, that of Tai Wu Di, was justified by the reported discovery of a weapons cache on monastic property. Also found on monastery grounds were underground rooms where monks were said to have carried on clandestine relations with "fallen women of good families."

Such dubious claims were reinforced by periodic court scandals,
such as the notorious incident involving the prominent scholar-monk Bianji and the Gaoyang Princess, daughter of Tang Taizong. Only when a gift from the princess was found in Bianji's quarters during a routine inspection was it discovered that the monk and the princess had been carrying on a secret affair for some nine years! For his role in the affair, Bianji was summarily executed, severed at the waist.  

In later vernacular fiction, this suspicion of the sexual habits of monks and nuns found expression in the stock figures of the depraved monk and the fallen nun.  

Already in the Tang, pornographic literature depicting sex in the monastery circulated widely. For example, among the texts found at Dunhuang was a lengthy erotic prose-poem attributed to Bai Xingjian, younger brother of the famed poet Bai Juyi. Included in the poem is this brief description of the supposed sexual life of monks and nuns:

There are famous worthy [śrāmaṇās] in the monasteries, and young nuns in the hermitages. Tired of living alone, they long to be together. Though they do not speak of it, in their hearts they silently surrender. [The monks may have been] profligate officials, or famous scholars of prominent families who 'in search of purity' entered the clergy. [They may be] closely shaven foreign men who speak Chinese despite their barbarian appearance, tall torsos, and thick pricks. Their thoughts are not of the Buddha Law, and [the nuns] finger more than rosaries.

In short, sexual license rather than, say, the mystique of continence surrounding great ascetic figures in Indian literature, makes for the most memorable images of monks in Chinese letters.

This sorry state of affairs must have been immensely frustrating to monks who had made considerable personal sacrifice in the face of enormous social pressures, only to be doubted and ridiculed. The Eminent Monks series was perhaps of some use in combating this image problem; for, not surprisingly, the monks of the Biographies are in this regard above suspicion. Fachong, for example, refused to allow women to set foot in his monastery, saying that to do so would "at the highest level, harm efforts to spread Buddhism, and at a lower level give rise to vulgar rumors." Similarly, the monk Lingyu only allowed women to enter his monastery when sermons were being delivered and insisted that they be the first to leave when the sermons were completed. The seventh-century monk Daolin, citing women as the "source of all defilement," refused to look upon women, deliver sermons to them, accept food from them, or set foot in their homes. In the end, even when Daolin was on his deathbed and a female devotee wished to see him to bid farewell, he firmly refused her entrance to his chamber.
The *Biographies* are particularly adamant in emphasizing the sharp lines of division between eminent monks and their female counterparts in the clergy. If monks were viewed with some suspicion for refusing to accept a clearly defined role in the Chinese family, full-grown women without husbands or sons were even more suspect. The *Biographies* do their utmost to put such doubts to rest. Though nuns often came to pay their respects to the monk Faxiang, he “never once spoke with them; he maintained the precepts with great purity.” Conversely, the monk Lingyu mentioned above exuded such an air of solemnity, that even the nuns who came to hear him speak dared not look him in the face. Some monks are said to have simply refused to set foot in nunneries or to allow nuns into their monasteries. Daoji refused to ordain nuns on the grounds that, in addition to giving rise to base rumors and “tainting one's reputation,” the admittance of women into the Order had, as attested by the Buddha himself, “damaged the True Law.”

The *Biographies of Nuns*, a sixth-century compilation, is even more acutely concerned with the chastity of its subjects. A number of the stories in this collection recount attempted rape or forced marriage, which the nun in question heroically resists, maintaining her chastity. Again, the relationship between nuns and monks is especially emphasized, as in the biography of the nun Jingxiu in which she is troubled when she finds herself the only one in attendance at a monk's lecture. Interpreting these biographies of nuns is even more complicated than interpreting biographies of monks in that, while the biographies of monks were compiled by monks about monks, the biographies of nuns were written about nuns by monks. Hence, we cannot be sure that the concern for chastity expressed in the biographies of nuns was a concern of nuns themselves, and not just that of their male biographers. Nonetheless, from the later experience of nuns in China up to the present day, it seems safe to say that the chastity of young nuns was always the subject of much salacious gossip, gossip that biographies of upright nuns were intended to temper.

Rumors about the sexual lives of monks and nuns were surely not limited to court circles and literati, though these make up the bulk of the accounts left us; one can imagine the sort of suspicions and loose talk the wandering unattached monk must have aroused among gossiping villagers, or in town markets just outside monastery gates. Perhaps it is because of this environment of suspicion that one searches the *Biographies* in vain for stories of temptation—the sort of genuine inner-turmoil expressed in the *Lives of the Desert Fathers* where we read of a Christian monk who, to drive away mounting passionate thoughts of a woman in the adjoining cell, slowly burned his fingers in a lamp, one by one. Monks in the *Biographies* have no such moments
of doubt. When the charming young daughter of a donor attempted to seduce the Korean pilgrim Ûisang, his "heart was like a rock and could not be moved." When an attractive daughter of yet another layman attempted to seduce the young Guangyi, he locked himself in a room and severed his penis, not in order to subdue his own passions, but simply to render himself unappealing to the seductress. Stories such as these, in addition to other Buddhist attempts to spread an ideal of abstinence, were not entirely in vain. Some accounts suggest that Buddhist ideals of chastity gradually spread even beyond the clergy. We read of Layman Bao, for instance, who refused to take a wife, preferring instead to spend his spare time engaged in meditation. Similarly, according to a secular source, layman Zhou Xuzhi, after studying on Lu Shan with the eminent exegete Huiyuan, "refused to take a wife for as long as he lived, wore garments of coarse cloth, and maintained a vegetarian diet." The notion of a continent clergy seems never to have been challenged in Buddhist circles in medieval China; the long, hard-fought struggle of leading clerics to wrest control of the monk's image from their detractors made a commitment to chastity an integral part of what it meant to be a monk. Recall that the śramaṇa of Zhang Heng's poem has no name; it was enough to mention his profession to know his life-style, part of which was that he should remain unmoved by the women of the capital.

Food
In China, as elsewhere, all sex was not equal. Medieval sex manuals reveal a highly developed aesthetic of sexuality that divided peasant from literati, official from emperor. But the "arts of the bedroom" were for the most part an intensely private concern, providing a relatively narrow range of possibilities for expression. Food, on the other hand, was a different matter. Food distinguished North from South, rich man from poor, connoisseur from plebeian. But if the monk could reject entirely social categories associated with sex, he could not renounce all food, at least not for an extended period of time. Nevertheless, the Buddhist renunciation of certain key types of food came to be one of the most important distinguishing features of the Chinese monk; for one of the most noticeable ways in which the monk differed from others was in his eating habits, particularly his refusal to eat meat.

Although meat seems to have played only a minor role in the everyday diet of early and medieval Chinese, it was of great symbolic importance, particularly during rituals and feasts. Meat, as a symbol of wealth, demonstrated the generosity of the host, or the sincerity of the
sacrificer. Han funerary paintings of kitchen scenes and literary
descriptions of feasts vividly document the preparation and consump-
tion of huge amounts of all manner of flesh, prepared in a variety of
ways. In light of the status associated with the consumption of meat,
inability to put meat on the table was considered a sign of pitiable
poverty. Righteous officials would memorialize the throne, complain-
ing that the "common people eat nothing but vegetables and wear their
garments ragged . . . . If Your Highness does not save them, to whom
will they turn?"

For an official to give up the opportunity to eat meat for the sake of
others was hence considered a great sacrifice worthy of praise and
even official recognition. The Han official Cui Yuan, for example, was
said ordinarily to have lived on a diet of vegetables and vegetarian
stew in order to supply his frequent guests with fine and plentiful
meats at hearty banquets. Before usurping the throne, the Han offici-

al Wang Mang limited himself to a vegetarian diet whenever there
was a drought, an act of conspicuous abstention that evoked a sympa-
thetic response from the empress who pleaded with him to "eat meat
regularly, and care for your health as you do for your country." Other
accounts tell us of how upright officials adopted vegetarian diets in
order to set an example for the decadent people under their adminis-
tration, or, even more commonly, as a demonstration of devotion to a
recently deceased parent. In short, meat was well established as a
marker of prestige before the entrance of Buddhism to China, and
never ceased to be so. Hence, aside from the ethical considerations at
the heart of Chinese Buddhist vegetarianism, for a monk to abstain
from meat altogether was an act of renunciation that must have car-
rried considerable force in society at large.

We may assume that some form of the monastic diet came to China
with the first monks, but the clearest written expositions of the ideal
monastic diet are found in the various versions of the monastic regu-
lations translated into Chinese over the course of centuries. By the sixth
century when the Liang Biographies was compiled, most of the ver-
sions of the Vinaya that were to affect Chinese monks had already
been translated, but the instructions these gave concerning the con-
sumption of meat were hardly uniform. The Si fen lü (Skt. *Dharma-
guptakavinaya), for instance, states that in general monks should eat
whatever is given them, meat included, with the exception of human,
dog, serpent, elephant, and horse flesh. Monks are not to accept any
meat, however, if they have seen, heard, or suspect that the animal has
been killed especially for them. The Mohe sengqi lü (Skt. *Mahāsāṃghikavinaya) gives similar instructions, adding pork, monkey meat,
and fowl to the list of taboo meats.
While all versions of the Vinaya allow monks to eat certain kinds of meat under certain circumstances, other texts just as prominent in China, such as the *Mahāparinirvāṇasūtra*, forbid monks to eat any form of meat at all.\(^{47}\) The biography of the fifth-century nun Jingxiu specifically states that she gave up eating fish and flesh after hearing a lecture on the sūtra.\(^{48}\) Partly because the *Mahāparinirvāṇasūtra* was considered the final word of the Buddha and partly because of the association of meat with decadence, eventually Chinese monks came to consider the consumption of any form of meat under any circumstances as wrong. In addition to meat, the Buddhist diet also excluded the five “strong flavors”—usually given as garlic, onions, ginger, Chinese chives (*jiu*), and leeks (*xie*)—which were thought to stimulate the passions.

It is difficult to determine just when this more stringent definition of vegetarianism took shape in China; it is even more difficult to determine the extent to which it was implemented. Michihata Ryōshū argues that it was during the Sui-Tang period that the monastic leadership successfully championed strict vegetarianism for all of the clergy, a position that Chinese monks maintain to this day.\(^{49}\) But already in the sixth-century *Liang Biographies*, we find examples of monks promoting vegetarianism.\(^{50}\) In his sermons, for example, the sixth-century monk Huimi called for his listeners to give up the consumption of flesh. He himself was said to be a lifelong vegetarian.\(^{51}\) That the adoption of the vegetarian diet was considered a difficult act of great renunciation is underlined by a sentiment attributed to the sixth-century official Guo Zushen: one way for the state to limit the size of the Buddhist clergy was to insist that it maintain a strict vegetarian diet.\(^{52}\)

The severity of the Chinese Buddhist dietary ideal is vividly illustrated in stories like those of the monk Fakan who, after taking ill, went to his death refusing a doctor’s prescription of pork,\(^{53}\) or of Anlin who refused a doctor’s prescription for chives to cure a gouty leg.\(^{54}\) Before becoming a nun, the *Lives of Nuns* records, Huimu took care of her aged mother. Because her mother had no teeth, Huimu would chew meat for her. Although Huimu did not herself eat the meat, she considered her mouth impure and hence refused to receive the complete precepts of a full-fledged nun.\(^{55}\) Here we move beyond a renunciation of decadent feasts and even, I think, beyond Buddhist concerns for merit and fault, to an overriding thirst for consistency, that is, a refusal to compromise, that was central to the identity of monks and nuns.

As vegetarianism was such a conspicuous act of renunciation, one may well ask to what extent it was inextricably tied to the monastic life-style. Did the monastic ideal of vegetarianism expressed in the
Biographies spread to the laity? Were laypeople who were not prepared to shave their heads, leave their families, and enter monasteries willing to renounce the standard Chinese diet?

Unlike the prohibition on sex, which was chiefly a monastic concern, Buddhist abhorrence of meat-eating applied to the laity as well. The biography of the monk Sengyai tells the story of a layman from Chengdu named Wang Senggui who, after witnessing Sengyai's self-immolation, swore off meat for both himself and his family. Such examples are important indicators that, much more than in the case of monastic views about sex, monastic views concerning the consumption of meat and wine extended beyond the sangha. All three versions of the Biographies abound in stories of monks who, in addition to maintaining strict vegetarian diets themselves, attempted to alter the eating habits of the laity as well, calling on people “throughout the land to give up the consumption of wine and meat, to release the hawks and hunting dogs, and renounce the practices of fishing and butchery.” After hearing the sermons of the monk Zhiwen, it is said that “the owners of wine shops smashed their goblets, while fishermen burned their nets.” When the Sui monk Huixiang spoke, “butchers gave up their profession, so that meat shops were no longer seen in the market.” As these examples come from Buddhist sources, we may question their accuracy, but the efforts they represent are undeniable.

From very early on, such proselytizing efforts extended beyond local butchers, fishermen, and pious laymen to the highest levels of the empire, and even to the emperor himself. In an audience with Wen Di of the Liu-Song Dynasty, Gunavarman is said to have advised the emperor to take up a vegetarian diet and swear off killing of any living creatures. We may be suspicious of such detailed transcriptions of conversations between monks and emperors, but in the case of at least one emperor, Liang Wu Di, such a conversation must indeed have taken place, for Wu Di eventually promulgated edicts calling on his subjects to adopt a vegetarian diet.

The case of Liang Wu Di suggests that the accounts of successful proselytizing in the Biographies of Eminent Monks represent more than wishful thinking, that the monastic ideal of vegetarianism expressed in the Biographies was shared by at least some members of lay society. The Liu-Song official Shen Daoqian, for example, came from a family that had supported Buddhism for generations. When Shen was an old man, though he never became a monk, he did give up meat and live his remaining years on a vegetarian diet. After his father's death at the hands of bandits, the Tang layman Li Yuan "abstained from wine and meat. He did not marry, or take on servants.
He often stayed at the Huilin Monastery, sleeping in a room there and eating vegetarian food with the monks. Further, there are dozens of accounts in the Tang and pre-Tang dynastic histories of filial sons who adopted a vegetarian diet on the death of a parent, sometimes only for a brief mourning period, sometimes for the remainder of their days.

It is difficult to assess to what extent this practice is simply a continuation of an old pre-Buddhist Chinese tradition of abstaining from meat during the mourning period, and to what extent it may have been supported by the circulation of Buddhist ideas and the efforts of Buddhist monks. The Chen official Wang Gu, for example, was known both for his filial acts following the death of his parents and for his devotion to Buddhism. When his mother died, Wang began to live on a vegetarian diet, a commitment he was to maintain for the rest of his life. In part because of historical accident and in part because of the efforts of the clergy, a vegetarianism with Buddhist connotations became for many people an important vehicle for what was perhaps the most public moment of religious expression in a person's life in medieval China: the period following the death of a parent.

Yet even the dynastic histories, which tend to downplay the role of Buddhism in Chinese history, leave some accounts of lifelong Buddhist vegetarians who adopted a vegetarian diet more as a part of a regimen of personal cultivation than as an expression of sorrow at a parent's death. The well-known Tang Buddhist layman and high official Pei Xiu, for instance, was the only member of his family who did not eat meat. When his brothers prepared a dish of venison, Pei Xiu politely declined, saying that he had been a vegetarian all his life and could not justify making an exception for a single meal, even one prepared by his own brothers.

Nevertheless, strict vegetarianism remained for the most part the responsibility of monks and not of the laity. While a monk was expected, through his diet, to set himself off from the laity as one following a completely different way of life, less demanding options were available to the Buddhist layman. The biography of the fifth-century figure Zhou Yong, for instance, indicates that the definition of vegetarianism among many laymen was more flexible than that of the stricter monks of the Biographies. Himself a devout Buddhist, Zhou was friends with one He Yin, also a Buddhist, who "kept neither wife nor concubine." When asked which of the two was the most vigorous (jingjin) in his practice, Zhou responded that they both continued to "carry certain burdens." When asked to explain just what these burdens were, Zhou replied: "For me it is my wife; for He Yin, meat." Perhaps on Zhou Yong's urging, He Yin is said to have later given up
“meat.” Nevertheless, he still saw nothing wrong with eating fish and certain other types of seafood. Even Zhou himself, when asked what his favorite vegetable was, said that he was fond of eating leeks in early spring, a violation of the Chinese Buddhist proscription on the “five strong flavors.”

In other words, though a monk was expected to keep to his rules, the same behavior in a layman might be seen as excessive. Outside of religious professionals, lifelong vegetarianism was never common in Chinese history. While the setting aside of periodic days for vegetarianism was seen as an acceptable if eccentric habit, certain occasions definitely called for meat. The *Song Biographies* relates the story of the Capital Director Gao Pian who had maintained a vegetarian diet for some twenty years. When Gao’s granddaughter was to be married, “custom called for the butchering of animals [for the wedding feast]. At first Sire Gao did not want to go along with the idea, but his relatives said, ‘You may keep a strict diet, but [if the same strictures are put on the feast,] how will we entertain the guests?’ While Gao hesitated, unable to make up his mind, many animals were butchered.”68 Shortly thereafter, Gao contracted a mysterious illness and fell into a delirium during which he descended to the netherworld where he was reprimanded for this moral lapse. Gao’s fate in this Buddhist source notwithstanding, the lay Buddhist had considerably more leeway in the question of meat than the monk. The definition of what it meant to be a Buddhist laymen was always quite flexible despite attempts to propagate standard sets of lay precepts. Monks, on the other hand, were under pressure from all levels of society—within the *saṅgha* and without—to keep to their rules.

It is as much because of social pressures from non-Buddhists as from monks or laypeople that diet became such an important part of the Chinese monk’s identity. The importance of diet comes to the fore in stories of conflicts between monks and their enemies. When those hostile to Buddhism wished to humiliate a member of the clergy, they often attempted to trick or force the monk to eat meat. The *Liang Biographies* relates the story of Regional Inspector Xie Hui who, angered by the erection of a stupa in a monastery in his jurisdiction, ordered the images in the monastery destroyed. To complement this physical devastation, Xie also performed the symbolic act of granting a generous supply of wine and meat to the monks there.69 In the same vein, during an interview with the fifth-century monk Fayuan, Emperor Wen Di of the Liu-Song Dynasty lost patience with the monk and his “insidious vegetarianism,” and ordered his attendants to force the monk to eat meat. Even after a struggle that left his two front teeth broken, we are told, Fayuan refused to eat the meat, whereupon the
emperor ordered the monk defrocked and returned to lay status. Clearly, for Xie and Wen Di, a meat-eating monk was no monk at all; and for a monk to eat meat was an act of submission to an authority higher than any “barbarian teaching.”

Monastic prohibitions against alcohol provide a parallel case to those against eating meat. Despite the fact that, outside of the monastic community, the drinking of wine was equally if not more important socially than eating meat, Chinese Buddhists always maintained the ideal of abstention from wine. Perhaps the chief difference between the case of meat-eating and that of wine-drinking is that, if the Vinaya was ambivalent in regard to meat, it was quite clear in its prohibition of wine. The hagiographical literature suggests that these stories of the Buddha’s admonitions to his disciples, brought to China by intrepid pilgrims and meticulously translated into Chinese, did indeed have an impact on the way monks lived, and even, in the case of one monk, on the way they dreamed.

The Further Biographies relates the story of the monk Yancong who dreamt one night of an enormous yellow giant who gave him a beautiful bowl filled with wine. Yancong knelt down reverently before the being, saying, “I humbly accept the gift of this precious vessel, and am overwhelmed by the burden of gratitude it entails. But as the Regulations (i.e., the Vinaya) prohibit the consumption of wine, I dare not drink it.” Later, Yancong realized the identity of the benefactor when he recognized the bowl in a painting of Guanyin. On his deathbed in 416, the famous exegete Huiyuan is said to have refused the medicinal wine offered him by his disciples. When they offered him “rice soup”—presumably a euphemism for rice wine—he refused once again. Finally, when offered a mixture of honey and water, Huiyuan ordered an expert in the Vinaya to search through the Regulations and determine if this would be acceptable. But before the Vinaya Master had found the answer, the story concludes, Huiyuan died.

The Biographies are replete with references to the sobriety of the sangha, of monks whose “feet never touched the ground of shop or wine house,” and conversely, of negative examples, such as the story of the drunk monk who, after dying sends back a dream to his colleagues telling them that he has been reborn in an inferior realm. The numerous references to the prohibition against wine in the Biographies may suggest that there was a need for repeating such admonitions, that the drinking of wine was widespread among the clergy. This is a subject to which we will return. For now, suffice it to say that in the Biographies the ideal Chinese monk was as strict in his refusal of alcohol as he was in his abstinence from sex and meat.
Abstinence from sex, the vegetarian diet, and the prohibition against alcohol were all key components to the monk's identity, an identity that centered, on the one hand, on renunciation of social norms and, on the other, on embracing the ascetic alternative. However much particular laymen might admire or imitate the monk's life-style, one who left his family to dedicate himself to following the monastic ideal clearly belonged to a different category of person. Perhaps the most visible sign of this monastic distinction was the monk's clothing. Indeed, a common term for monks in medieval texts is the “black-robed ones” (ziyi). And when referring to monks and laymen, Buddhist texts commonly use the expression, “the black and the white” (zibai). Following this line of inquiry it would be possible to write a detailed study of the relationship between Indian styles of monastic clothing and indigenous Chinese fashion. But more than in the cases of sex or food, clothing provides us a glimpse into the ways in which monks distinguished among themselves, quickly dispelling the picture of a uniform clergy that is painted in secular sources. This is the aspect of the monastic uniform that I focus on below.

As the term “black-robed ones” indicates, Chinese monks often wore black robes, but other colors were also worn. In his Brief History of the Clergy, Zanning includes a section on monastic garb in which he relates that during the Han-Wei period, most monks in China wore red robes. An expert in the Vinaya, Zanning further notes that the color of a monk's robes depended in India on the school to which he belonged. Pitch black (zao) for members of the Sarvāstivādins, deep red (jiang) for the Dharmaguptakas, blue (qing) for the Mahāsāṃghikas, and so forth. After citing examples from the Biographies of Chinese monks who wore robes of various colors, Zanning goes on to describe the variety found in his day, that is, the late tenth century. At that time, a given color of robe was associated with a particular region: deep-black (hei) or red in the Jiangnan region, brown (he) in the area around the capital at Kaifeng, and so forth. Though some difference between the Chinese monk's robe and its Indian counterpart was tolerated, there were limits to the degree of innovation allowed. Zanning is critical of the practice of wearing deep-black robes, and even more so of monks who had in his day taken to wearing white robes. The wearing of either color, he insists, is forbidden in the Vinaya.

Zanning was not the only leading Chinese Buddhist to express a concern for the diversity of attire within the saṅgha. When Yijing discussed the areas in which the Indian monastic ideal had been cor-
rupted in its transmission to China, innovation in clothing, no less than in the performance of ceremony or the interpretation of scripture, comes in for criticism. Yijing writes: "If we come to India in Chinese garments, they all laugh at us; we get much ashamed in our hearts, and we tear our garments to be used for miscellaneous purposes, for they are all unlawful."79 As Yijing is quick to point out, ideally, monks should limit themselves to three robes, each to be worn for a particular type of occasion: the *sañghāti*, a heavier outer garment to be worn on special occasions; the *uttarāsāṅga*, a lighter garment to be worn during regular Buddhist ceremonies; and the *antarvāsaka*, another lighter garment to be worn for day-to-day activities.80 But even Yijing admits that in India many monks kept more than just these three robes. And in the *Biographies*, monks who kept only the three robes are singled out for special praise.81

One sees in comments by Yijing and Zanning a tension between the ideal of a plain, subdued monastic uniform, setting the monk off from contemporary secular fashions, and a basic human need for distinction. Even within the confines of generally accepted norms for Buddhist clothing, there were opportunities to set oneself off from other monks. In the *Song Biographies*, in an addenda to the biography of the seventh-century monk Yuankang, for example, Zanning discusses the practice of wearing the *nabo*, a garment that had been described by Yijing some three hundred years earlier as a legitimate means of attire for monks living in colder climates. Zanning writes:

Question: What was this *nabo* that Yuankang dragged behind him?

Response: In Sanskrit it is called "libo;82 in Chinese it is called a "garment for wrapping around the belly" [*guofu yi*]—it is also called the "belly wrap" [*baofu*]. It is shaped like a shoulder sash [*biāntan*], with one end just reaching to the hand. Narrow at the shoulders, the garment is worn over the left side with the right side left open. The material is filled mostly with cotton floss.

This garment is used to keep out the cold, but in countries of hot climates it is used to demonstrate one's spiritual attainments. After the garment came east, monks began to make it of colored silk and to drape it over both left and right shoulders with the sleeves left hanging. The garment is worn to demonstrate that the wearer has mastered the scriptures and treatises. When one has mastered one book, one wears one of them; if one has mastered more books, one wears more. I do not know who started this custom. Today the term has been abbreviated to *bo*, leaving out the character *li*.

It has nothing to do with keeping out the cold and has become a sign of arrogance. Having lost its original meaning, it is manufac-
tured with reckless abandon. The holy teaching is thus passed down to later sages in an altered form. From now on, let us not practice peculiar customs that upset the Grand Order. The *Book of Poetry* says: "He who has no right to his dress brings misfortune upon himself."\(^{83}\)

This example is particularly interesting in that the *nabo* was not *inherently* extravagant and was in Yijing's time merely a useful garment for staving off the cold in northern climes. Such shifting attitudes and practices created a delicate problem for monastic leaders charged with dictating tastes to their fellow monks: when faced with such newfangled threats to the integrity of the monastic community, they had recourse to neither scripture nor consensus.

We see a similar dynamic at work in the more widespread and ultimately more threatening problem of positions and honors conferred by the state, an organization with much more power and experience in such matters than the *sangha* could ever muster. One of the most important of these markers of prestige issuing from the court was the purple robe (*ziyi*) bestowed on eminent monks by imperial edict.\(^{84}\) This practice began in 690 when Empress Wu Zetian conferred the robe on a number of monks as a part of her project to legitimate her rise to the throne.\(^{85}\) Such bestowals eventually became institutionalized, requiring a recommendation from a local administrator that was then submitted for review by court authorities before the robe was conferred. These regulations were marred by instances of bribery and corruption, and at one point the state simply sold the robes to monks or their supporters.\(^{86}\) Nevertheless, in the mid and high Tang periods, before the overabundance of purple robes began to deflate their value, the conferral of such a robe was a great honor, warranting the respect of monks and laymen alike.

But it is precisely at such points that the ascetic imperative asserts itself; like the imperially conferred name or personal invitations to the palace, the purple robe became the focus of much ascetic angst, a symbol of the trivial trappings of the world. According to the *Song Biographies*, when emperor Zhaozong bestowed the purple robe on the monk Qingguan at the end of the ninth century, the monk "became gloomy and downhearted."\(^{87}\) When, in 911, the first emperor of the short-lived Later-Liang Dynasty bestowed the purple robe on Hongchu, he flatly refused to wear it, inspiring the poet Zheng Yue to write:

> The purple robe is on the shelf, unused and unworn.  
> He sits instead staring at the golden characters etched in his mind.\(^{88}\)

Finally, when the monk Hengchao received the purple robe on the recommendation of a local governor in approximately 949, he is said to
have suddenly become depressed, and soon thereafter took ill and died.89

Similarly, there are numerous accounts in the Biographies of monks who, feeling the pull of the ascetic alternative, refused to wear robes made of silk, primarily because silkworms are killed in the silk-making process, but also because of the connotations of decadence associated with the fabric.90 After recounting the life story of a monk named Daoxiu who "kept the three robes, and did not wear silk because it entailed the taking of life," Daoxuan notes that he had personally questioned monks from the western region regarding this matter, and that none of them had heard of the practice of monks wearing silk outside of China, even in Kucha and other Central Asian kingdoms to which sericulture had long since spread.91 Writing roughly forty years later, however, Yijing notes that the use of silk in monastic garments was common in India, and complains of self-righteous Chinese monks who ostentatiously refused to wear it. After all, he continues, the manufacture of cloth also entails the death of earthworms.92

In this backlash against ascetic extremes, we catch a glimpse of what sociologist Pierre Bourdieu refers to as a "game of refusal and counter-refusal" in which those in a position to dictate tastes are in a constant state of interaction with their audience as they attempt to stay a step ahead of the game.93 This is not to trivialize the sort of genuine intellectual struggle that a monk like Yijing engaged in when considering such issues, but simply to suggest that the need to take up such issues was driven in large measure by the irrepressible attraction of aesthetic and ascetic innovation.

Because of the nature of our sources, it is very difficult to determine just how much effect the campaigns of leading monks had on lesser members of the clergy. At least in the case of silk, Yijing's comments seem to have fallen on deaf ears. For well into the Tang, individual monks of an ascetic bent continued to reject silk, wearing instead rags or robes made of hemp.94 Other monks went even further. Chujin "did not wear silk, only putting on a patched thatch robe when the weather turned cold."95 Others wore "hair-shirts,"96 ragged patched robes, nettle-hemp robes, robes made of tree bark, and so forth.97 The Biographies are replete with stories of monks who kept the same robe for years, not changing their garments no matter how hot the summer or how cold the winter. Huikai refused to wash his robe until it reached the point that "those around him could stand it no longer, and took the robe from him in order to wash it."98 Zhiyuan refused to remove his robe, even to sleep.99 But here we begin to move beyond the basic forms of asceticism common to all monks to a more exceptional, rigorous way of life—that of the monk who even from within the monastic community was considered an ascetic.
Asceticism among Ascetics

As depicted in the Biographies, the practices discussed to this point—abstention from sex, the vegetarian diet, the prohibition on wine, restrictions on clothing—were considered basic requirements of any monk, though, as we have seen, there was some room for individual expression in all of these areas. Although medieval Chinese laymen would have found such practices extraordinary, and might well have labeled them as "ascetic" (kuxing), they would for the most part not have been seen to be so by monks. In other words, the standards for distinction between monk and layman differed from the categories of behavior that distinguished one monk from another, or for that matter monks of a previous, more rigorous age from the degenerate age of one's own day.

One should always be suspicious when reading the lamentations of monastic leaders on the sorry state of the sangha. The fact that such monks inevitably measure the contemporary clergy against an ancient Indian ideal that surely never existed makes such bleak assessments inevitable. Throughout Chinese history, leading monks complain that their brethren do not maintain the precepts with the vigor of days gone by. But regardless of the accuracy of such depictions of the state of the sangha in relation to the past, such accounts are important for what they tell us about how monks perceived themselves. One area of particular sensitivity was the fundamental issue of the sources of monastic income. In his Brief History of the Clergy, Zanning laments the fact that monastic leaders of his day received salaries from the state, an indication for Zanning of the gulf separating the monks of his time from the monks of the Buddha's time when, he believed, monks lived on alms alone. 100

In addition to funds derived directly from the state, the growing body of secondary literature on the medieval monastic economy amply demonstrates the variety of ways in which monasteries, and especially large monastic estates, supported themselves through the rental of land to tenant farmers, the maintenance of orchards and mills, the performance of ceremonies for the dead, and so on. Begging seems to have played a relatively minor role as a source of monastic income. 101 Yet as Zanning's comments illustrate, the ideal of the mendicant monk was an important one to Chinese clerics, many of whom were undoubtedly uncomfortable with more lucrative sources of income. In other words, even though a relatively small proportion of monks were able to sustain themselves entirely on alms, the ideal of an independent, mendicant life continued to plague the thoughtful monk as he sat down to a hearty meal in the monastic refectory.

Those few who vowed to live on alms for long periods of time are
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singled out for special attention in the *Biographies*, according to which they were treated with a reverence reserved for the severest of ascetics. Daozhe, for example, "retreated to a small chamber, only eating once a day of food obtained from begging. He did not accept any of the benefits of the clergy, and the assembly held him in the highest esteem." The monk Fazong "always sustained himself through begging, which he did once a day. He bore the rigors of this vegetarian diet throughout his days in order thereby to repent for his faults." Other monks, like Zhu Tanyou, practiced begging while living the life of an ascetic mendicant, wandering the countryside in between long bouts of meditation. Similarly, the rule that monks were only to eat before noon was well known among Chinese monks, though only the most dedicated carried it out for more than a short period of time.

When we look closely at accounts of these distinctive monks in the hagiographical literature, patterns begin to emerge. Far from random anecdotes, we find in these stories nested systems of practice, lifestyles, within lifestyles. This is to say, monks who vowed to eat only what was placed in their begging bowls, or to eat only before noon were not acting according to individual, eccentric impulses; they were following a carefully defined set of practices, specifically a regimen known as dhūtānga formulated for monks who wished to adopt a more demanding life-style. These practices, described in a wide variety of Buddhist texts, are common in the *Biographies*. Zanning notes as the source for one of his biographies a monk he met "practicing dhūtānga" high atop Mount Kuaiji. Mountains such as Kuaiji were sites for some of the most famous monasteries in China. But as presented in the *Biographies*, even when in these mountains, practitioners of dhūtānga retreated far away from the nearest monastery to the mountain wilds, ravaged by storms and populated by fierce animals and demons. The most rigorous of these ascetics were said to have lived in the open country, although there are also occasional references to "forest huts." Shenxuan lived in a cave, "not building a hut, but practicing the 'open-air dhūtānga.' He did not even have a bed." Like their counterparts on the mountains or in the forests, cave-dwelling monks are attacked by snakes and other dangerous animals during their long bouts of meditation. Some, like Faren, are said to have "eaten from the trees," an expression found already in the *Zhuangzi* meaning to scavenge for berries, nuts, pine needles, and fruit.

In the discussion of dhūtānga in his *Notes on the Regulations in Four Divisions*, Daoxuan quotes various Buddhist texts that recommend that monks should contemplate impermanence while in the graveyard, or, while sitting beneath a tree, think "as the Buddha
thought" when he sat under the bodhi tree. But beyond an occasional reference to meditation, the Biographies are in general quite vague on just what monks were supposed to do while "practicing dhūtāṇga." Huizan "in body practiced the aranya method [i.e., living in the forest], and in mind thought thoughts of wisdom." Faxiang, while practicing dhūtāṇga spent his time "contemplating the Western Land [of Amitābha] and chanting namo Amitābha."114

In part because of the demands of narrative, the focus in the biographies of such monks is not on the content of meditative practices but on their context, on the eerie solitude of the ascetic monk, cut off from monastic as well as lay society. Huixiang "silently practiced meditation and chanted to himself, for he was different from the others." Chan Master Na "practiced dhūtāṇga and therefore did not visit village settlements." Huiming "wandered aimlessly, practicing the Way. None knew where he lived." Huishi lived for more than fifty years "cut off from the world of men." Elusive and strangely frightening, such figures appear in the Biographies as ascetics among ascetics, marginals among marginals.

Some of the ascetic practices described in the Biographies, particularly abstention from the "five cereals," derive from indigenous Chinese beliefs and medical theories. Others fall neatly under the rubric of "reduction of desire." But what are we to make of a figure like Faqing, known to his contemporaries as "the human worm" because of his habit of eating dirt, or Huizhu who lived on pine needles, or Sengshan who eventually died after complications caused from eating small stones during a period of ascetic practice? There are numerous stories of monks who, in accordance with one of the dhūtāṇgas, refuse themselves sleep for long stretches of time, or refuse to lie down for as many as thirty years! The Biographies are punctuated with haunting stories of monks who violently ravage their own bodies for reasons that, at least to this modern reader, are not readily apparent. These are the figures, the ascetic virtuosi, to which we now turn.

Self-Mutilation and Ritual Suicide

On the eighth day of the fourth month of the fourteenth year of the Xiantong era (873), the Buddha's birthday, Emperor Yizong of the Tang ignored the remonstrances of his officials and sent down an edict proclaiming that a segment of the Buddha's bone kept in the nearby Famen Monastery was to be brought into the capital. The emperor hoped thereby, not only to accrue merit for himself, but also to usher in an era of peace and prosperity for the empire as a whole.
Su E (fl. 890), a Tang writer of the fabulous and the bizarre, left us an account of the event. Su describes the festivities in detail. The bone was escorted through the capital streets in a spectacular procession of thousands of chanting monks. The inhabitants of the city, from noblemen to commoners, came out to watch as the relic was brought within the walls of the capital. When the procession came to a halt, the emperor left the palace and personally went to the bone where he knelt down, wept, and formally welcomed the holy relic into the capital. Local inhabitants also became caught up in the devotional spirit of the moment, donating their jewels and clothing to the sacred bone. In the midst of the festivities, the following event took place. As described by Su E:

A soldier cut off his left arm in front of the Buddha's relic, and while holding it with his hand, reverenced the relic each time he took a step, his blood sprinkling the ground all the while. Innumerable people walked on their elbows and knees, biting off their fingers or cutting off their hair. There was also a monk who covered his head with artemisia, a practice known as “disciplining the head.” When the pile of artemisia was ignited, the pain caused the monk to shake his head and to cry out, but young men in the marketplace held him tight so that he could not move. When the pain became unbearable, he cried out and fell prostrate on the ground. With his head scorched and his deportment in disarray, he was the object of the laughter of all the spectators.\textsuperscript{124}

Fifty-four years earlier, in 819, court scribes under Emperor Xianzong recorded a similar incident. Here again, the emperor ordered that the segment of the finger bone be brought into the capital so that “harvests would be abundant and the people tranquil.” In the frenzy that followed,

commoners abandoned their occupations and exhausted their fortunes, burning their heads and scorching their arms, saying that this was their offering. There were some hooligans from the shops who could endure the pain of burning and branding, deceptively saying that they were making offerings. They burned holes in their skin and bragged that the bones of the Buddha were within. There was much criminal activity. When caught they would all burn themselves. Peasants abandoned their plows and rushed to the capital city.\textsuperscript{125}

The Famen Monastery was known chiefly as the home to this relic of the Buddha, for it was the only monastery in or around Chang'an said to house a relic of the Buddha himself. In 980, some 150 years after the event described above, what was purported to be an ancient stupa of Aśoka was discovered and found to contain yet another relic of the
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Buddha. Once again, the discovery was accompanied by self-mutilation. "Monk and layman alike made burns on their heads and incinerated their fingers. Others burnt incense and candles. [Imperial] rewards were granted in various amounts."126

Each of the events cited above took place as part of a large communal activity—a spontaneous, ecstatic experience involving laymen as well as monks. But there was another type of raw, physical self-sacrifice in medieval China that on the surface at least seems to be of quite a different nature. The Biographies recount many stories of monks for whom corporal sacrifice, self-mutilation, and even suicide was a rational, premeditated ritual of offering. In other words, these self-inflicted monastic assaults on the body were an established form of ascetic practice.

**Forms of Self-Sacrifice in the Biographies**

More than an attempt to reduce desire, the forms of self-sacrifice lauded in the Biographies (chiefly, but not exclusively in chapters devoted to such figures) addressed the physical agent of desire, the human body. To give the reader a sense of the differences between self-sacrifice in the Biographies and the sort of collective self-mutilation described above, I begin with the biography of the Tang monk Wuran, an example of self-immolation in its most extreme form: suicide by fire. In the biography, Wuran, a monk of unknown background, goes on a long pilgrimage in search of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī. Finally, in a remote section of Mount Wutai, he comes across a spectacular monastery populated by several hundred Indian monks. The abbot of the monastery turns out to be none other than Mañjuśrī who assures Wuran that he will be rewarded if he but perseveres in his practice. Wuran promises to do so. As he walks away from the monastery, it disappears into thin air.

Wuran then followed Mañjuśrī's advice, doing all he could to support the clergy. Every time he had served one million monks, he would incinerate one of his fingers as a record. Little by little, the number of monks served reached five million. Monks came to him from near and far like sea water flowing into a bay. When he had finished supplying ten million monks, all ten of his fingers had been incinerated.

During the Kaicheng era [836–840], Wuran announced to the assembly, "I have something of a karmic affinity with this mountain. I have traveled to all of the sacred sites seventy-two times, even going to places men have never before been, and have moreover never left this mountain. My deepest wish has been fulfilled; no one is more fortunate than I. Nevertheless, I am old—today seventy-four
years old, fifty-five as a monk. While I still have breath in me I wish to go to the pinnacle of the Central Terrace to burn one stick of incense\textsuperscript{127} and say farewell to the Thus-Come-Ones of the ten directions and the ten thousand bodhisattvas. In resting me in death,\textsuperscript{128} who could take my place? All of you are disciples of bodhisattvas, relatives of dragon kings implanted with the seeds of excellence. Living on this mountain, you are truly diligent night and day, reigning in the three sources of karma.\textsuperscript{129} We will meet again on the day of the three assemblies of the dragon-flower.\textsuperscript{130} Now I will leave the mountain. Please do not try to keep me.” Wuran then pressed his palms together and saying, “Preserve and protect yourselves,” departed. At first the assembly, not understanding him, told him to come back soon.

Wuran took only his alms bowl and ring-staff. Burning a stick of fine incense, he ordered the devotee\textsuperscript{131} Zhao Hua to bring two bolts of waxed cloth, a bundle of rough hemp, and a vial of fragrant oil. On the pinnacle of the Central Terrace, Wuran made obeisance and burnt incense from dawn to dusk, not resting even to eat or drink. He chanted the Buddha’s name sincerely so that the sound of his chanting was unbroken. Late that night, Zhao became curious as to what Wuran was doing. Climbing up on a rocky peak, he saw that the monk had not moved, but was engaged in even more intense concentration. Wuran looked over at Zhao and said, “I have a secret wish. Help me fulfill my destiny and do not hinder me. Take the waxed cloth, the hemp, and the oil, and wrap up my body. In the middle of the night, at midnight, I want you to incinerate my body in offering to all of the Buddhas. If I attain the Way, I will deliver you as well.” [At first] Zhao objected, advising against it. [But in the end he] took up the cloth and wrapped it around Wuran’s body. Covering him with the hemp, Zhao doused the monk in oil [preparing to] burn him from the head down when Wuran said, “Take my bones and ashes and scatter them; don’t make a fuss over them.”

Zhao followed Wuran’s orders, without the slightest alteration, burning him from the head down. Only when the flames reached his feet did Wuran’s body fall over. Zhao exclaimed, “Of old, I hear, the Medicine King\textsuperscript{132} incinerated his body. Today, I have seen a superior man. How marvelous! What pain!” Later, disciples collected Wuran’s remains and erected a stupa south of Mount Fanxian that stands to this day.\textsuperscript{133}

In the first three versions of the \textit{Biographies}, there are numerous examples of monks who commit “self-cremation.” It is a practice that in the twentieth century has evolved into a form of political protest, often bereft of religious connotations. Both in its medieval and modern manifestations, the practice has long attracted the attention of Western scholars.\textsuperscript{134} But self-cremation is only one of many techniques of self-sacrifice extolled in the \textit{Biographies}. Before returning to
the practice of suicide by fire, let us first put the practice in context by looking at samples from a range of practices depicted in the *Biographies* that reveal much about Buddhist soteriology as well as medieval attitudes toward the body.

Stories of the many lives the Buddha passed through as a bodhisattva before finally becoming a Buddha in his life as Śākyamuni were translated into Chinese very early on and enjoyed widespread popularity. Many of these stories center on the Bodhisattva’s willingness to sacrifice himself for others. In a former life as a merchant, the Buddha threw himself into the sea to feed the fish; once as an ascetic, he lay down before a ravenous tigress and her cubs; and so on. Such stories of the Bodhisattva compassionately sacrificing himself for the benefit of others inspired many Chinese monks to imitation.

In the *Biographies*, one of the most common forms of self-sacrifice was for a monk to surrender his body to mosquitoes, leeches, and other bloodsucking insects. The Sillan monk Do-yuk, for example, “always wore a thick coarse robe, the weight of which was difficult to bear. At the beginning of summer and end of autumn, he would leave his chest, back, and legs uncovered in the afternoon, saying that he was giving the mosquitoes, gnats, gadflies, and leeches something to nibble. It reached the point where blood from the insect bites would flow to the ground.” During the hottest part of summer, Sengzang “would take off his clothes and enter into the midst of the thicket in order to allow the mosquitoes, gnats, and leeches to nibble and bite him. Clots of blood poured forth from his skin, yet he endured in silence, bathed in sweat. Throughout, he chanted the name of the Buddha Amitābha.” When the unexpected death of his parents left the impoverished monk Dinglan unable to provide for their funerals, he “stripped naked and entered Mount Qingcheng where he allowed the mosquitoes, gnats, and leeches to bite and nibble at his skin, all the while saying, ‘I surrender my “inner wealth” to repay the grief and care of my parents.’ ”

Other monks are lauded for the even greater sacrifice of giving themselves up to ravenous beasts. The *Song Biographies* relates the story of Wenshuang who, while practicing dhūtāṅga in the wilds, was threatened by a wolf. Taking pity on the hungry animal, Wenshuang announced, “I do not covet this filthy bag of meat. I give it over to you that I may quickly acquire a body of more enduring strength. This donation will thus benefit us both.” Similarly, Shouxian announced to his disciples, “I have a debt, and my mind will not be at rest until it is repaid.” The next day Shouxian’s disciples found only the master’s legs, still inside his trousers, the rest of him having been devoured by tigers.

All of these incidents were motivated by a compassion for pitiable,
inferior beings. But often the self-sacrificing monk gives up his life for other people. In the *Liang Biographies* in a chapter devoted to monks who "sacrificed their bodies" (*wangshen*), we read of the monk Fajin, who offered himself as food to starving villagers during a famine. When they refused to kill him for his flesh, he proceeded to slice strips of meat from his own body until he eventually passed out and died. The same chapter relates the story of Tancheng who saved a village from a hungry tiger by lying down in front of the animal. After eating the monk, the tiger left the village in peace. Sengfu saved the child of a local villager when he discovered that the boy had been kidnapped by men intent on sacrificing the child's heart and liver to a deity. When Sengfu's offer to take the child's place is refused—evidently reflecting a belief that the spirits preferred child offerings—the monk shouted out, "Aren't the five viscera of an adult good enough for you?" and then took a knife and sliced himself open on the spot, thereby frightening the bandits away and saving the child. Other monks died as martyrs proper. For example, when Hongxiu's monastery was about to be overrun by bandits, he walked out the front gates and said, "I hereby vow not to sully the pure grounds [of the monastery] with my blood," before slitting his own throat.

The monks of these accounts are driven to sacrifice themselves for reasons that are fairly explicit: to save a starving tiger, or a village, or a boy; even those who surrender themselves to blood-sucking leeches and mosquitoes do so in order to "nourish sentient beings." But other, equally common practices are motivated by more abstract notions of worship and sanctification. Take, for example, the widespread practice of blood-writing in which monks copied out scriptures in their own blood, thereby joining personal corporal sacrifice with the vigorous Buddhist tradition that extols the virtues of copying scriptures. Dinglan, the monk mentioned above who offered his body to insects after the death of his parents, later "punctured himself in order to copy out scriptures in his own blood, made burns on his arms, and eventually went so far as to cut off his ears and gouge out his eyes in order to feed them to wild birds and beasts. After this if he did not have someone to support and lead him when he walked he would bump into things and fall." Wen'gang is said to have copied some six hundred fascicles of scriptures in his blood, thereby "sowing seeds in the field of non-arising." Others, like Zhenbian and Daozhou, painted images of Buddhist deities entirely in their own blood.

It is not only the act of writing holy images and scriptures in one's own blood that was celebrated in the *Biographies*; the books and paintings themselves were venerated as precious holy objects. The *Song Biographies* notes that a copy of the *Lotus Sūtra* in the blood of the
monk Hongchu “is kept to this day in Yongjia. The people say that even among the treasures of the clergy, this is an extraordinary treasure.” The two hundred eighty three fascicles of Buddhist scriptures copied out in the blood of the monk Zengren were kept by his disciples and eventually submitted to the throne, a gift that resulted in the monk receiving the purple robe posthumously. Even today such books can be found on display in prominent Chinese monasteries.

Just as enduring among Chinese monks is the practice of cutting or burning off one or more fingers, a practice that has continued into the twentieth century and been vividly documented in interviews and photographs by Western scholars. The motivations for such acts in the numerous references to monks severing or incinerating their fingers in the Biographies are diverse. At times the slicing off of a finger is a dramatic sign of commitment. Such is the case in the biography of Daibing in the Song Biographies. When his father died, the seven-year-old Daibing asked his mother to allow him to become a monk, but she refused him permission. He then chopped off one of his fingers and asked again. This time, the astonished mother gave in. Similarly, the famous Chan monk Huiji convinced his parents to permit him to become a monk by kneeling before them and presenting them with a severed thumb in order to “repay them for the toil of rearing him.” Stories such as these provide a backdrop for the most famous incident of self-mutilation in Chinese Buddhist history, that of the “second Chan patriarch,” Huike. The most well-known incident in Huike’s life is the legend that he cut off his own left arm in order to demonstrate his sincerity before Bodhidharma, who had at first refused to take him on as a disciple.

More often, the incineration of a finger is associated with “offering” (gongyang). When Xichen, who had previously incinerated a number of his fingers, learned that a segment of the Buddha’s finger bone was kept at the Famen Monastery, he went there to pay reverence to it. “On seeing this rare and marvelous sight, he burned off yet another of his fingers, leaving him with only two fingers on both of his hands.” When relics were escorted to a local monastery as a part of Sui Wen Di’s campaign to distribute relics to prominent monasteries throughout the empire, the sramāṇa Tanyi, a “renown monk of lofty practice,” traveled to see the relics, and then proceeded to burn off his fingers as “candles of offering” during an all-night vigil. When Changyu arrived at the Huayan Monastery, the first stop on his pilgrimage to Wutai Shan, home of Mañjuśrī, his first act of devotion was to bow down before the image there of Mañjuśrī, coat the middle finger of his right hand in oil, and set it ablaze, whereupon “the countenance of the Holy One seemed pleased.”
Other monks variously cut off ears, gouge out eyes, make burns on their arms, and pierce their foreheads, all in the name of "offering." A similar language is used to justify the dozens of accounts of monks in the *Biographies* who, like Wuran, burned themselves to death in what was often a drawn-out, elaborate ritual. But surely there is a significant distinction between offering, say, fruit to a deity, and offering a finger or an arm. As we will see, the language used to describe offerings of the body differ markedly from that used to describe offerings of other sorts of objects. Similarly, the desire to nourish insects or to demonstrate one's sincerity only partly explain these practices. More than any one element, it was a nexus of ideological, psychological, and social factors that together provided the motivation for monks to hurt themselves, to voluntarily embark on a graded path of self-destruction ranging from mosquito bites to suicide.

**Motivation**

In these stories of self-sacrifice, we see an example of the formation and propagation of what anthropologist Victor Turner would call a "root-paradigm," by which he means a set pattern of special behavior with particular symbolic associations. Turner, for instance, interprets the actions of Thomas Becket in his conflict with King Henry II as an example of the playing out of the root-paradigm of Christian martyrdom. Beckett's actions have struck many political and institutional historians as irrational and self-destructive, but when we read Beckett's behavior as the actions of a man who saw himself as a martyr, his decisions seem perfectly reasonable and in keeping with well-established symbolic and literary conventions. The self-mutilation described in the *Biographies* is not simply a Buddhist version of Christian martyrdom, though it does share much in common with the self-mutilation of Christian ascetics. Let us look more closely at the ideology behind self-mutilation.

All of the practices discussed so far have canonical correlates that marked them as distinctly Buddhist forms of asceticism. In addition to the Jataka tales relating stories of self-sacrifice and a number of other, lesser texts, the most important source for self-mutilation and suicide was in what may be the most influential book in all of premodern Asia, the *Lotus Sūtra*. In the "Medicine King" chapter of the *Lotus*, Sākyamuni describes how in time past, "beyond kalpas as numerous as the sands of innumerable Ganges rivers," a bodhisattva decided to offer his body to the Buddha of that distant age. After drinking fragrant, flammable oils for two hundred years, he lit himself on fire. One thousand two hundred years later, his body was finally consumed, and the bodhisattva was reborn in a paradise. Later, when the Buddha
he had worshiped passed into Nirvana, the bodhisattva made an offering to the Buddha's stupa by burning his forearm. Having told this story, Śākyamuni says, "If there is one who, opening up his thought, wishes to attain anuttarasamyaksambodhi [supreme enlightenment], if he can burn a finger or even a toe as an offering to a Buddha stupa, he shall exceed one who uses realm or walled city, wife or children, or even all the lands, mountains, forests, rivers, ponds, and sundry precious objects in the thousand-millionfold world as offerings."\

Clearly, monks like Wuran were following the example of the bodhisattva and reading the Lotus story as a set of guidelines for practice—a handbook for the ascetic virtuoso who hoped to acquire great merit through such arduous acts. Indeed, monks described in the chapter devoted to those who “surrendered their bodies” in the Liang Biographies, the earliest accounts of Chinese monks to commit self-immolation, go to their fiery deaths chanting the “Medicine King” chapter.\

Nevertheless, while Chinese monks drew inspiration from the scriptures, they were as innovative in methods of ascetic practice as they were in matters of doctrine or ceremony. One of the most pervasive of these innovations was the belief, held by laymen and monk alike, that by making an offering of their own flesh, they would be reborn directly in a “pure land.” The most famous illustration of this belief is contained in the biography of the Pure-Land patriarch Shandao. In the biography, after Shandao explained to a congregation of laymen that they could be reborn in the Pure Land of Amitābha simply by reciting the Buddha’s name, one of the layman promptly climbed to the top of a tall tree, chanted the name of Amitābha, and leapt to his death. And just as classical scriptures like the Lotus provided monks with a set of ascetic guidelines, so too did hagiography. The Tang monk Xing-ming, for instance, makes reference both to the Lotus Sūtra and to the monk Sengyai—one of the most famous of the Chinese self-immolators, eulogized in the Further Biographies—before throwing himself before ravenous tigers.\

Another factor involved in these practices, though much less explicit than the famous story from the Lotus Sūtra or the Jataka tales, or even the association between pious suicide and the Pure Land, was nonetheless every bit as pervasive and revealing for what it tells us about the give-and-take logic of self-sacrifice. The principle behind this mentality is apparent at the juncture at which the examples of monks who mutilate themselves and of laymen who mutilate themselves meet. This is at the site of the remains of the greatest of all self-sacrificers: the Buddha. In all of the examples of lay self-mutilation cited above, the soldiers, peasants, and townsfolk who burned and cut
themselves did so when in the presence of the Buddha's relics. We find similar occurrences in the biographies of eminent monks. Recall that on hearing of the famous finger bone of the Buddha housed in the Famen Monastery outside of the capital, the monk Xichen, who had risen all the way to a position in the Palace Sanctum based on his reputation for burning off his fingers, rushed to the site, paid obeisance before the reliquary, and burnt off one more of his three remaining fingers on the spot.\textsuperscript{163} Yuanhui, another Tang monk, made burns on his arm when in the presence of a relic of the Buddha's tooth.\textsuperscript{164} One of the most prominent of finger-burners was Fazang, the great Tang exegete and architect of Huayan thought, who at the tender age of sixteen went before an Aśoka reliquary and incinerated one of his fingers.\textsuperscript{165}

These monks were, of course, following the instructions of the \textit{Lotus} to burn their fingers before a Buddha stupa, but there is also a more complex dynamic at work in this particular form of self-sacrifice. As the language of the accounts reveals, in these incidents the monk or layman through self-mutilation drew on the power of the relic in an attempt to transfer or internalize the sanctity of the sacred object. Remember the passage from the incident of 819: "There were some hooligans from the shops who could endure the pain of burning and branding, deceptively saying that they were making offerings. They burned holes in their skin \textit{and bragged that the bones of the Buddha were within}.") Self-mutilation before relics of the Buddha was not only a sacrifice; it was an appropriation. By burning himself, the adept drew on the power of the Buddha's body, purifying his own body and transforming himself into a holy, living relic. Hence, while negative Buddhist attitudes toward the body as a source of defilement certainly encouraged the destruction and mutilation of the body, there was at the same time a more positive interpretation of the act.\textsuperscript{166}

In other words, as in the case of cremation, self-mutilation and suicide were not merely attempts to destroy an impure body, but also to create a new and better one. As Zanning puts it, ritual suicide "is what is known as 'true returning.' Through it, they gain a body as firm as adamantine, and leave behind kernels of dhātu [i.e., relics] as a sign of their attainments."\textsuperscript{167} It is to "cast aside this body, in order to obtain a body of self-mastery. When one has obtained a dharma-body of self-mastery, one can roam through all realms of existence."\textsuperscript{168} They give over one body in order to "quickly acquire a body of more enduring strength."\textsuperscript{169} The reader may well doubt that a notion as abstract and erudite as this would compel people to expose themselves to extreme physical pain, but a connection between self-sacrifice and relics is undeniable. From the earliest accounts to the \textit{Song Biographies}, monks, nuns, and laypeople burn and cut their bodies before not only relics of the Buddha, but relics of eminent monks as well.\textsuperscript{170}
The relic connection does not stop here. The importance of relics in medieval Chinese Buddhism has been amply documented in a number of recent studies, and as Zanning’s comments indicate, monks who had purified their bodies through self-mutilation and suicide were prime sources for these numinous pieces of bone. Recall the final instructions of Wuran to his disciple Zhao (“Take my bones and ashes and scatter them. Don’t make a fuss over them.”) and the discreet, matter-of-fact statement easily overlooked at the very end of the biography: “Later, disciples collected Wuran’s remains and erected a stupa south of Mount Fanxian that stands to this day.”

The touching story of the monk known only as Master Bundlegrass (Sucaoshi) vividly illustrates the allure of the prestige associated with self-immolation, as well as the value placed on the remains of monks who had immolated themselves. An odd, ugly monk of uncertain origins, Master Bundlegrass lived for several years beside a monastery, refusing to enter the sleeping quarters, preferring to sleep instead on a bundle of grass under the eaves of the monastery buildings. When the monastic administrator reprimanded the ragged monk because of the ridicule he attracted, Bundlegrass replied, “Do you detest me so? The world holds no affection for me. How can I remain here any longer?” That night the monk burned himself with the same bundle of grass. After this, we are told, “the faithful of the capital city made an image of the monk from his ashes and placed it next to the Buddha Hall. The people called him Master Bundlegrass, and prayers to his image were often rewarded.” Years later, in the middle of the ninth century, the famous Tang writer, bibliophile, and Buddhist aficionado Duan Chengshi related the same events, describing the image of Bundlegrass in his account of the important religious centers of the capital.

By burning himself to death, the lowly Master Bundlegrass elevated himself to a position warranting enduring reverence. Stories such as these lend credence to a disturbing reference in Yijing’s work to the pressures put on monks to make such sacrifices: “Two or three intimate friends combine and make an agreement among themselves to instigate the young students to destroy their lives.” Scattered hints such as these remind us that while ideological motivations stressed in the hagiographical literature were certainly important, monks were also influenced by the pervasive though vaguely defined mentalities and social pressures of the time.

The Reception of These Practices

One of the most jarring references to relics in the Biographies comes at the end of the biography of the sixth-century monk Puyuan who bled to death after cutting off his own hands in an act of self-sacrifice. After this, “inhabitants from the various villages were all grieved at
this ascetic act and competed for the right to bury the corpse. Unable to resolve the dispute, they divided the body into several pieces so that each village could erect its own stupa. Here we begin to get a sense for the complexity of public reaction to Buddhist self-mutilation. The villagers in this story seem to be acting more in their own self-interest than out of reverence for the monk himself; they would have their relics, even if it meant tearing apart the sacred corpse to get them. While it could be argued that the passion for relics reflected in this story does in fact stem from a profound reverence for the deceased, it is clearly a different form of respect than that shown, for example, to a deceased parent. I know of no stories in Chinese literature of, for instance, feuding sons dividing the body of a deceased parent. And if there were such a story, the sons would certainly be condemned for their actions.

In addition to attaching importance to the relics of monks who sacrificed themselves, many were impressed by such awful acts in and of themselves. At the same time, others found these displays of self-destruction repugnant. In fact, the responses to Buddhist self-sacrifice were remarkably diverse. Buddhist sources are replete with references to pious lay people, weeping mournfully and sighing in admiration at the death of a self-immolating monk. As we saw in the examples cited at the beginning of this section, others found the practices variously morally offensive, socially disruptive, or ludicrously funny. Several prominent figures from both within and without the sangha left more detailed, thoughtful accounts of their reactions to these practices.

For instance, some leading Buddhists singled out for criticism the practice of blood writing. In an inscription dedicating a new set of scriptures carved in stone, the prominent poet and Buddhist layman Bai Juyi noted that scriptures written in blood deteriorate just as quickly as those in ink. More pointedly, the eighth-century monk and poet Jiaoran once noted that it is wrong to copy scriptures in one's blood because "the body is a putrid, vile thing, inappropriate for pure books."  

Huijiao, who had himself set aside a chapter of the Liang Biographies for those who "surrendered their bodies," discussed some of the objections raised from within the clergy to self-sacrifice at the end of his chapter. The most curious of these objections is that "according to the Buddha himself," each individual's body houses some eighty-thousand minuscule worms that perish only when one dies. The fear then was that when burning himself to death the monk would unwittingly murder a myriad of innocent creatures. Huijiao also gives voice to the more persistent concern that suicide was expressly prohibited in the Vinaya. From the monk's point of view, this was the most serious charge raised against self-immolation.
The most prominent spokesman for the criticism that self-sacrifice was counter to the Regulations was Yijing, a monk well-versed in the Vinaya, who takes a characteristically consistent stand on the issue. According to Yijing, while the Vinaya clearly prohibits suicide, lay people are not required to follow the monastic regulations. Therefore, it is suitable for a layman to “offer food by roasting his own arm,” for “it is right for them to offer, not only any treasure in their possession, but even their own life, when needed.” But for a monk, “These actions are entirely out of harmony with the Vinaya Canon. Even those who consider such practices to be wrong are afraid of [committing faults] if they prevent such actions. But if one destroys life in such a way, the great object of one’s existence is lost. That is why the Buddha prohibited it. The superior [monks] and wise teachers never acted in any such harmful way.”

Yijing was certainly a respected and influential monk as testified by his biography, the very first in the Song Biographies of Eminent Monks. Nonetheless, when compiling the Song Biographies Zanning continued to reserve a chapter for monks who sacrificed their bodies, including self-mutilation and suicide by fire. In his discussion at the end of the chapter, Zanning first relates the corporal self-sacrifices of the Buddha in his many lives before attaining Buddhahood. He then discusses other precedents for self-sacrifice in the scriptures. Finally, he turns to Yijing’s critique.

**Question:**
In his correspondence and in his translations, Yijing repeated again and again that men should not incinerate their fingers. He personally went to the Western Regions. He was thoroughly familiar with what is appropriate, and he was well-versed in all of the teachings. Yet he did not permit self-mutilation. What are we to make of this?

**Response:**
This perspective is restricted to the teachings of the Āgamas. How could such concerns restrict the Māhayāna Law? If someone gives up inner wealth he will certainly attain the “perfection of giving.” Therefore, the Solemnity Treatise states: “He who gives of his own life is rare. Such a one can attain a bodhisattva’s perfection of giving.”

In other words, no matter how well documented Yijing’s claims were in the Vinaya, all such views could ultimately be relegated to the “lesser vehicle.” It is important to note, however, that Zanning, like Daoxuan before him, was known for his expertise in the Vinaya. Zanning even had the nickname “Tiger of the Regulations.” Apparently, such fields of expertise were less restricting than one might think; Zanning was able to choose when and where to play the “tiger.” This is largely because of the enormous body of resources on which a learned monk.
like Zanning was able to draw. The *Solemnity Treatise* is only one of a number of well-respected Buddhist scriptures to which Zanning could have turned to make his case for the legitimacy of self-sacrifice. By his time, that is by the early Song Dynasty, Chinese monks had access to an immense body of "orthodox" Buddhist literature riddled with contradictory claims, thus providing a creative thinker like Zanning with a considerable amount of flexibility when formulating a stance on a pressing issue like self-sacrifice. Indeed, in cases like this one, it is contemporary practice which inspires and shapes the formulation of doctrinal stances, and not the other way around.\textsuperscript{185}

Of course non-Buddhist officials needed have no qualms about reconciling conflicting passages in the scriptures, and many such figures no doubt found the practice of self-mutilation as dangerous as it was offensive. The most famous articulation of official opposition to Buddhist self-immolation is found in the writings of the scholar-official Han Yu. After the spectacle of 819 when the bone of the Buddha was brought into the capital, Han Yu submitted a memorial to the throne that has been held up ever since as a model of concise, forceful prose—one of the greatest pieces of invective in all of Chinese literature.

Most of the memorial is taken up with traditional Confucian complaints against Buddhism. Buddhism is foreign. The Chinese sages of antiquity did not practice Buddhism. The reigns of Chinese emperors have grown increasingly short since the introduction of Buddhism, and so forth. Finally, the memorial refers to the practice of self-mutilation with rank disgust.

The people are stupid and ignorant; they are easily deceived and with difficulty enlightened. . . . Burning heads and searing fingers by the tens and hundreds, throwing away their clothes and scattering their money, from morning to night emulating one another and fearing only to be last, old and young rush about, abandoning their work and place; and if restrictions are not immediately imposed, they will increasingly make the rounds of temples and some will inevitably cut off their arms and slice their flesh in the way of offerings.\textsuperscript{186}

With his carefully chosen reference to "burning heads and searing fingers," Han Yu paints a picture of mass chaos. Unrestrained violence, even when self-inflicted, can only make the thoughtful official nervous.\textsuperscript{187} Han Yu was not alone in this concern. Various attempts were made to regulate the practice of self-mutilation among both monks and laymen. The *Biographies* contain several references to monks who submitted memorials, requesting official permission to burn themselves to death.\textsuperscript{188} And while Han Yu was banished for his presumptuous memorial, other emperors were more receptive to such
Concerns, issuing edicts forbidding the populace from mutilating themselves.\textsuperscript{189}

In an article entitled "The Indianization of China," Hu Shih remarked that "the Chinese in their moments of calmer judgment could not but regard [self-mutilation] as revolting and inhuman."\textsuperscript{190} The main reason for this reaction, Hu argued, is the Chinese view of the body as a sacred inheritance, as embodied in the passage from the \textit{Book of Filial Piety}: "The human body, even every hair and every skin of it, is inherited from the parents and must not be annihilated or degraded."

The polemical literature seems to bear out Hu's claim. Even Zan-ning, in the discussion following his chapter on self-sacrificers, finds it necessary to quote the passage from the \textit{Book of Filial Piety} and dismiss it as a veiled form of selfishness. One would think along with Hu Shih that the pervasive importance attached to the notion of filial devotion would have been a major impediment to the spread of the practice of self-mutilation. But surprisingly, when we look more closely at the reception of these practices by Chinese society as a whole, we find precisely the opposite: for many Chinese, self-mutilation was one of the most venerated, sincere forms of filial devotion imaginable.

When Chen Shuling, a sixth-century noble, wished to demonstrate his filial devotion at the death of his mother, he claimed to have copied out the \textit{Nirvāṇa Sūtra} in his own blood. Shortly thereafter, Shuling shamelessly broke the period of mourning by eating fine foods and having sex, actions for which he was soundly punished on imperial orders.\textsuperscript{191} But the interest of this story for our purposes is that already at this time the relationship between filial devotion and what began as a distinctly Buddhist form of mutilation, blood-writing, were taken for granted. The \textit{Tang Histories} also make occasional reference to the practice of copying out blood scriptures as a demonstration of filial devotion.\textsuperscript{192} The Tang figure Wan Jingru, for instance, earned official recognition for his filial behavior at the death of his parents, behavior that included copying out Buddhist texts in his blood and chopping off two of his fingers.\textsuperscript{193}

When the mother of a certain Zhang Quanyi died, he cut off one of his fingers as a sign of respect for her, an act that earned him a reputation for filial devotion. Earlier, when his mother had taken ill, Zhang cut off a piece of his thigh and fed it to her as medicine.\textsuperscript{194} The \textit{Song Biographies} record a similar story of a boy cutting off a piece of his thigh to feed it to his sick father; because of this action, the boy became famous for his filial devotion.\textsuperscript{195} This gruesome practice, which seems to be rooted in Buddhist Jataka tales, apparently became quite widespread, provoking the famed Tang poet and essayist Pi Rixiu to
condemn the practice of feeding one's flesh to an ailing parent in an essay on filial piety. When the mother of Zhu Shouchang, an eleventh-century figure, was missing, Zhu "burned his back and scorched the top of his head according to the Buddhist method, also puncturing himself and copying out Buddhist scriptures with his blood." Indeed, virtually every example of Buddhist forms of self-mutilation recorded in the dynastic histories is in some way related to the concept of filial piety. Thus it is clear that from quite early on what were originally considered Buddhist forms of self-mutilation—copying scriptures in blood, chopping off fingers, burning one's arm—were considered appropriate means for expressing filial piety. More than simply a marginal Buddhist practice for monks and madmen, self-mutilation had become a distinctly Chinese form of self-expression.

Clearly, the subject of corporal self-sacrifice was a controversial one, evoking a variety of passionate responses, pro and con. Critiques of these practices were not limited to righteous officials like Han Yu, but included members of the sangha as well. Further, the practice itself quickly spread from the clergy to peasants, soldiers, and even high-level literati and members of the court. Against the backdrop of this wide variety of heated opinions on these practices, the Eminent Monks series consistently affirmed the validity of self-mutilation.

It is important to recall that the Eminent Monks collections are just that, collections of already extant biographies composed by hundreds of different authors and read by thousands in various forms, from the stele inscription at a local monastery, to tales of the marvelous in the library of the literatus. In other words, the mere existence of biographies of monks who sacrificed their bodies attests to the widespread respect for the practice. At the same time, once these stories were collected in the Eminent Monks, they were imbued with an even greater air of legitimacy and were hence even more influential. While it may be argued that the self-mutilators represent only a small minority of monks, they are important because of the role they played in pushing the limits of ascetic possibility to a more violent extreme. Not only did they encourage the most radical monks to cross the line dividing the guarding of the senses from an attack on the body, they were also the models against which more timid or circumspect monks judged themselves.

Most scholars would agree that the Eminent Monks series was a powerful voice for the virtues of Buddhist asceticism. Nonetheless, interspersed with stories of monks who swore off bodily comfort and at times went out of their way to cause themselves discomfort are stories of monks who did precisely the opposite, that is, ate meat, drank wine, and generally ignored the monastic regulations. These monks, the anti-ascetics, are the subject of the following section.
The Meat-Eating Wine-Drinking Monks

The sixth-century work *Chu sanzang jiji*—one of our earliest sources for biographical information on Chinese monks—contains a curious account of the eccentric layman Zhu Shulan. Born in China to descendants of Indian nobility, Zhu was raised a Buddhist. After quickly mastering several languages at an early age, the boy demonstrated an aptitude for Buddhist scriptures. But despite his promising credentials as an exegete, Shulan had a wild streak: he hunted voraciously and, ignoring the protestations of his pious mother, refused to become a vegetarian, eating meat and drinking wine with reckless abandon. One day, after a particularly wanton drinking bout, he collapsed drunk by the side of the road and was subsequently sent to the prefectural jail. The story continues:

The Governor of Henan, Yue Guang, had been drinking with some guests and was already drunk. He said to Shulan, “You’re an immigrant [qiaoke]. How is it that you drink like us?” Shulan said, “Du Kang [the inventor of wine] fermented wine for all the world to drink. Why make distinctions between immigrants and natives?” Yue Guang then said, “It’s all right to drink, but why [drink to the point of] being wild and out of control?”

“I am wild but far from out of control,” Zhu replied, “just as your honor is drunk but not wild.”

Yue Guang then laughed and let him go.

Here, the Buddhist layman Zhu Shulan is clearly a part of an established triangle of associations—wine, wit, and literati—prominent in the secular literature of the day. But for a Buddhist author to draw on this secular tradition was problematic. If literati-poets distinguished themselves from their dull-witted but politically powerful contemporaries through excessive drinking, the Buddhist defined himself, as we have seen, through precisely the opposite means, namely, strictures on the diet. Sengyou, compiler of the *Chu sanzang jiji*, resolves this tension in the end of the biography when Zhu Shulan dies, descends to hell, and realizes the error of his ways. In the end, Zhu is given a reprieve and allowed to return to the world of the living where he devotes himself to good deeds and the translation of scriptures.

In the *Liang Biographies*, composed soon after the *Chu sanzang jiji*, Zhu Shulan’s reckless behavior is toned down; the biographer concentrates instead on his activities after his “conversion.” But in other biographies in the collection the same motif emerges again: this time having to do with monks, and this time without a repentant ending. The monk Beidu, for example, was given his name, meaning “cup-crosser,” when he pilfered a golden Buddhist statue from a layman at
night. As Beidu was sneaking away with the statue, its owner awoke and gave chase. Coming to a river, Beidu tossed a small cup onto the water and wondrously floated across on it, thereby effecting his escape.

Later, Beidu is described as one who did not "strictly keep the dietary regulations, but drank wine and ate meat."202 Here we are given no conversion experience and no doctrinal justification; Beidu is an eminent monk just like any of the others described in the collection except that he steals, cheats, lies, eats meat, and drinks wine. Two other similar monks also appear in the Liang Biographies, both in the Shenyi, or "Divine Marvels," chapter of the book. Shaoshuo, a remarkably ugly monk whom "children were fond of chasing after and teasing," would "enter into the wine shops and drink with the others there."203 Huitong would "travel through the hamlets and villages eating and drinking no differently from anyone else."204

In the Further Biographies, a dozen more meat-eating, wine-drinking monks appear. In addition to violating the dietary restrictions mentioned above, they defecate and urinate in public, eat entire hogs, and vomit profusely after obscene bouts of drinking and gluttony.205 By the next installment of the Biographies, the Song Biographies of Eminent Monks, there is a veritable avalanche of accounts of these unpredictable monks, not only in the chapter devoted to "wonder-workers" (Gantong), but also in the "Chanters and Reciters" (Dusong pian) chapter. Again, they violate the monastic code by gambling, fighting, and butchering helpless animals.206 Who are these monks, and what are they doing in collections of what are supposed to be accounts of exemplars—paragons of Buddhist virtue?207

The meat-eating, wine-drinking monks of Buddhist hagiography fit into the broad category of a nebulous archetype known as "the trickster," common to the religious literatures of many, if not most, cultures. First examined by scholars such as Paul Radin, MacLinscott Ricketts, and Robert Pelton in their studies of the mythology of North American and East African tribes, tricksters, such as Coyote and Hare in North America or Spider and Hyena in East Africa, are characterized by their exaggerated body parts, scatological episodes, and above all, insatiable libidos, often directed at daughters, grandmothers, and sisters-in-law.208 In the Chinese Buddhist biographies, there is only an occasional, oblique reference to sexual deviance, such as the following story of Nantuo (Nanda):

When Nantuo first entered Shu, he traveled with three young nuns. He would either get roaring drunk and sing like a madman, or gather a crowd and preach on the Law. [A certain] General Zhang found all of this reprehensible and ordered the monk's arrest. When Nantuo was captured and taken to General Zhang, the monk said, "I
am merely a member of the clergy and have no knowledge of the medicinal arts."

Then he pointed to the three nuns and said, "But they are all excellent singers and dancers." The general then valued him and kept them there. Calling for wine and meat, Zhang held an evening banquet in order to drink and dance with his guests. Zhang loaned the nuns jackets, trousers, washcloths, and combs. The three nuns each wore powder and lipstick. They sat in a row casting furtive glances and giggling—lascivious beyond compare. When they were all half drunk with wine, Nantuo said to the nuns, "Perhaps you could do a skip-dance for the officer." The nuns then rose slowly and began to dance, twirling the white damask of their garments like swirling snow. They kicked their legs in rapid succession with unparalleled skill.

After some time the music stopped but the nuns kept on dancing. Nantuo flew into a fury, shouting at the nuns, "Are you girls mad?" Then he suddenly drew the general's sword. Thinking him drunk, everyone quickly backed away in terror. Nantuo then cut off the heads of the three nuns who fell dead to the ground, their blood spreading for several yards. The astonished general called for his attendants to apprehend the monk, whereupon Nantuo laughed and said, "Don't act so rashly." Then he picked up the bodies of the three nuns one by one. As he did this their bodies became bamboo staffs; their blood turned out to be the wine that they had been drinking.

This is a far cry from the rape scenes of the Coyote and Raven stories, or the incestuous battles of Susanō-no-mikoto and Amaterasu-no-Ômikami in the Kojiki; here sex is replaced by dancing and make-up, and the "lascivious nuns" are not, as it turns out, real at all. In the Eminent Monks series, the focus of the transgression is not on sex, and there are only occasional references to excrement; the focus in these biographies is rather on food, clothing, and manners.

Master Tante "although he had received the tonsure, was wild and unrestrained, drinking wine, eating meat, and mumbling strangely." The monk Shijian "lived in no set place, but would often go to visit his relatives, saying his belly was hungry and asking for some chicken. He would also obtain fine wine, drinking a few cups and then leaving, without ever even saying thank you." The monk Fazhao who "drifted about randomly" wandered into a tavern one rainy day, "suddenly shaking himself so that mud splattered everywhere. Since noon had already passed, he could not obtain food by begging (recall that stricter monks were expected to refrain from eating after noon), so he shouted at a boy to buy him some venison, boil it, and sandwich it inside of a biscuit. Fazhao gobbled it down in an instant, without the least sign of remorse, as if there was no one else about." The monk Weigong
associated with "drinkers and gamblers, acting wildly, without the least sign of remorse." Hanshan would walk slowly through the corridors, "sometimes raising a ruckus and insulting others, and sometimes shouting curses off into space. When the monks of the monastery could no longer stomach him and chased him away with their staffs, he would turn around, clap his hands together, and slowly walk away laughing. His clothing was always in tatters, his face old and battered." Shide, as a child apprentice charged with care of the Buddha Hall, was demoted to dishwasher after ridiculing an image of the holy man Kaundinya.

The "Grand Master of Guangling" demonstrates all three characteristics—improper diet, clothing, and manners—in the first few lines of his biography, which reads:

The Grand Master of Guangling was ugly in appearance and of a perverse nature. Possessing a straightforward disposition like a butcher or a wine merchant, he was only distinguished from them by the accoutrements of the śramaṇa. He was fond of wine and meat and would go about in a coarse hemp cloak, the weight and thickness of which can be imagined. Yet even in the midst of summer he did not take it off for a moment, so that fleas and ticks gathered on him in clusters.

The Grand Master stayed at the Xiaogan Monastery where he kept a room to himself, closing the door every night to sleep in a seemingly normal fashion. But at times the crazed aspect of his character would assert itself, and he would slaughter a dog or a pig. During the day he would gather some of the local toughs together for a fist fight. Other times he would get drunk and sleep by the side of the road. For all of these reasons, the people of Yangzhou despised him.

Thus we are confronted in these biographies with a "type," a frequently appearing figure defined by behavior that is not as unpredictable as it first appeared; a trickster, but one who transgresses only certain taboos in certain situations. Nevertheless, the question remains: what is such a figure doing in collections of accounts of eminent monks?

As we have seen, the Biographies of Eminent Monks were written for two distinct audiences. On the one hand they were to present politically powerful figures with examples of the worthiness of the sangha; on the other hand, they were to provide monks with exemplars, or ideals worthy of emulation. Temporarily putting aside the reception of such stories at court, how are these meat-eating, wine-drinking monks worthy of emulation? What is the doctrinal justification for their actions, the moral these stories were intended to convey?
The most obvious, orthodox precedent for their actions lay readily at hand in one of the most popular scriptures in all of Chinese Buddhism: the *Vimalakirtinirdesasūtra*. Not only is Vimalakirti a layman with wife and children, but like the “hedonistic” monks described above, he frequents brothels and wine shops. Vimalakirti is not, however, a trickster—for his trips to the brothels and wine shops are for a most sedate purpose: to preach the holy Dharma. But the sūtra is vague on just what Vimalakirti does when he goes to the wine shops and brothels. Does he actually drink with the drunkards and sleep with the prostitutes, or is he exceptional because he resists their temptations? The symbolic language of the *Vimalakirti* is tantalizingly vague: like Shaoshuo, Vimalakirti “may follow the ways of the weak, the ugly, and the wretched, yet he is beautiful to look upon.” Like Nantuo, “He may show himself engaged in dancing with harem girls, yet he cleaves to solitude, having crossed the swamp of desire.” Like Tante, “He follows the ways of the dumb and the incoherent, yet, having acquired the power of incantations, he is adorned with a varied eloquence.” In short, “He follows the ways of the heterodox without ever becoming heterodox.”

Like Vimalakirti, some of the monks depicted in the *Biographies* enter the “sea of passions” with strictly didactic intentions. Acarya Xiang, for example, promotes vegetarianism through his meat-eating. Among the people of Yi Prefecture the story goes, there was a custom of climbing the nearby Qingcheng Mountain each year on the third day of the third month for a lavish picnic of meat and wine. Acarya Xiang repeatedly urged the people to stop this practice, but they ignored him. One year the monk went along with the people, eating and drinking with the rest of them. In the midst of the saturnalia, he stood up, saying, “I’m really drunk, and stuffed too! Somebody help me over to a ditch so I can throw up.” When he opened his mouth to vomit, “the chicken meat that emerged cried out and flew off. The mutton that came out galloped away. Wine and food came out chaotically until it just about filled the ditch to the top with fish and ducks swimming about in profusion. All of the people sighed and vowed to abandon their practice of killing animals.” But this kind of easily recognizable didactic message is rare in these stories.

In the *Song Biographies*, when the accounts of carnivorous monks make their way into the “Chanters and Reciters” chapter, they are put to a new, more subtle use: glorification of the power of scripture. Here the ‘bad monks’ are a foil for sutra recitation as if to say, if even these lowly monks can derive benefit from the scriptures, the books must be powerful indeed. Take, for example, the biography of Shi Xiongjun.
Shi Xiongjun, whose secular surname was Zhou, was from Chengdu. He was a skilled orator, but did not keep the precepts, using donations from laymen unlawfully and, immersed in his own deception, caring only for wanton lawlessness. What is more, he once betrayed his [holy] garments and entered the military. Only in order to avoid some difficulties did he return to the clergy. During the Dali era [766–779], he suddenly passed away and entered the netherworld.

When the king [of the netherworld] had finished scolding and reprimanding him, Xiongjun was led into hell. The monk protested, shouting out, "If I enter hell then the sayings of all the Buddhas of past, present, and future are a pack of lies. I once read in the Contemplation Scripture that if he recites [the name of the Buddha] ten times when on the verge of death, even one of the lowest class of the lowest types of sentient beings who has committed the five abominations will still be born beyond [in the pure-land]. Although I have my faults, I haven't committed the five abominations, and if you speak of reciting the Buddha's name, I don't know how many times I've done it! If the sayings of the Buddhas can be believed, since I've died a sudden death, I ought to return."

[Soon thereafter] Xiongjun said to someone who was with him, "If you see monks or laymen from the city, tell them I've already been reborn in the West." When he had finished speaking, he mounted a jeweled dais and went directly to the Western [Paradise].

Xiongjun's characterization of the Guan wuliang shou jing (the Contemplation Scripture), one of the most popular texts in all of Chinese Buddhism, is in fact accurate. In the sutra, the "lowest type of sentient being" is used as a foil for the sutra itself, as if to say, if even the most despicable, immoral scoundrel can be delivered by the scripture, how much more efficacious it must be for the average reader. The Contemplation is not the only scripture so treated in the Biographies. Weigong "associated with gamblers and drunkards, telling lies and speaking wildly without a trace of shame." But because he chanted the Diamond Sutra, he was reborn in the Western Paradise along with the most pious of monks. Other monks appear to be coarse but demonstrate their hidden virtue through scripture recitation. Again and again we read accounts of monks, usually through the eyes of a third party, who wander into taverns to eat meat and drink wine, spitting out foul language at all who would question them. But at night, when passing by the door of the scoundrel's room, the narrator peeks through a crack in the door and sees the monk sitting upright, chanting scriptures and emitting a radiant glow from his mouth—a telltale sign of high attainments.

The behavior of these monks could also be justified by the antino-
mian strain in Buddhist thought, particularly as it emerged in late Tang Chan. But all of this puts the elite, orthodox compilers of the \textit{Biographies of Eminent Monks} series in an awkward position. If all monks followed the examples of these exemplars, there would be little need for monasteries, much less carefully designed monastic regulations. As we have seen, many leading monks championed a complete prohibition on both meat and wine for monks.

Curiously, one of the most prominent figures to advocate a strict prohibition of meat and wine was none other than Daoxuan, compiler of the \textit{Further Biographies of Eminent Monks}. Judging by the vast majority of the biographies in the \textit{Eminent Monks} series, Huijiao and Zanning seem to have taken a similar stance on the question of diet. In a commentary to the biography of the mysterious "Abbot" (Shangzuo), Zanning attempts to reconcile the contradictory messages he sends his readers. First, the biography:

The background of Shi Wangming is not known. He lived several tens of \textit{li} west of Baocheng in a place called Mount Zhongliang. He grew up there against a backdrop of rows of winding peaks where the verdure of vegetation hangs as if frozen in the air. The Abbot was most peculiar in his behavior, and his way of speaking was unusual as well. Though those who were accustomed to him did not find him startling, those who saw him for the first time thought him most strange. He would often satiate himself with wine and meat and act crudely in public. Yet he concerned himself with the affairs of the monastic assembly, often mediating in their disputes. The other monks feared and respected him, giving him the nickname "Abbot."

At that time, there was a group of monks who modeled themselves on the Abbot. They were the only ones who did not fear him. When the Abbot learned of this he sighed and said, "Not yet abiding at the stage of pure mind, how dare you carry out unorthodox practice? Unorthodox practice is not for all men. It is said that gold is tested by fire. Wait for the day when I will test you with fire!"

One day, during the Kaicheng era [836–840], the Abbot made a large biscuit. Calling the other members of the assembly together he said, "Let's go to the \textit{śītavana} [i.e., graveyard]." On the outskirts of the city there were many graves. People abandoned corpses there, and that is why it was called the \textit{śītavana}. The Abbot squatted on the ground, opened up the biscuit, and filled it with pieces of flesh from a rotting corpse. Then, putting it in his mouth, he swallowed it with an expression of pleasure while the monks who had come out with him covered their noses and vomited on the ground as they ran away. The Abbot shouted after them in a loud voice saying, "Only when you can digest this meat can you eat other meat."
This incident shocked the monks into enlightenment. They changed their ways, becoming serious and devoted. People from near and far took refuge in the master.

In an addendum to this biography, Zanning gives a sophisticated doctrinal explanation for the distinction between the Abbot and his epigones: the meat-eating wine-drinking monks, he tells us, are exceptions.

ADDENDA:

At first the Abbot demonstrated the teachings he himself followed. Later, others emulated him. Let it be known that those who have achieved the "verification of fruition" may make use of unorthodox means in the service of Buddhism. In the end, the unenlightened are aroused and then return to the truth. According to the Treatise on the Law, great bodhisattvas of awe and virtue are sustained through the manifestation of their powers. If someone falsely claiming to have attained fruition were to follow their example, would it not be like a squirrel trying to imitate the roar of a lion?

In this way, these monks are easily explained away: because of their high spiritual attainments, they recognize the fundamental nonduality of the phenomenal world, transcending the distinctions between pure and impure, life and death.

If this explanation seems perfunctory and forced, it is for good reason. In this passage, Zanning is attempting to explain a baffling contradiction that confronts him, a tension between an admiration for those who rigorously keep the rules and those who openly transgress them. The story is not told to illustrate the doctrine; rather, the doctrine is invoked to explain away the story. In other words, the stories of trickster monks reveal a deeper ambivalent logic of religious values in which, under the right circumstances, there is no contradiction between the maintenance of monastic regulations and their violation, between stricture and excess.

In the previous two sections, I made the case that to a large extent it was asceticism that defined the monk, for it was asceticism even in its most formal aspects that set the monk apart, that pushed him into the outer boundaries of society—repositories of prestige, respect, and power. Ironically, the trickster derives his power from precisely the same source, though in his case it is not separation from secular society that distinguishes him, but rather, his separation from the monastic community, from the ascetic. If the ascetic violates the rules of ordinary life by maintaining a strict diet and refusing to eat or sleep, the trickster violates monastic taboos, eating meat, drinking wine, sleeping all day long, and cursing when he awakes.
This implicit juxtaposition of ascetic and trickster is made explicit in the story of an encounter between Daoxuan and the famous Tantric master Šubhakarasimha recorded in the Taiping guangji. According to the biography, Šubhakarasimha shared a room with Daoxuan at the Ximing Monastery in Chang’an. It soon became apparent that the two roommates were incompatible.

Tripitaka Šubhakarasimha drank wine and ate meat; in word and deed he was crude and uncouth, always getting drunk, raising a ruckus, and vomiting on the mat. Master of the Regulations Daoxuan could not tolerate him in the least. Once, in the middle of the night, Daoxuan caught a flea and was about to toss it to the ground when Šubhakarasimha, half-drunk, repeatedly called out, “You’ve killed a child of the Buddha!” Only then did Daoxuan realize that Šubhakarasimha was an exceptional man.

In the Song Biographies version of the story, Daoxuan realizes that Šubhakarasimha is not only “exceptional,” but is no less than a bodhisattva!

In fact, as I pointed out in the Introduction, such an encounter between these two men could not have taken place, as Daoxuan died a half century before Šubhakarasimha arrived in China. The existence of carefully dated biographies of both of these figures made this dating problem quite apparent to the scholar-historian Zanning. Hence, the Song Biographies version of the story included in Šubhakarasimha’s biography explains the discrepancy by marveling at Šubhakarasimha’s ability to transcend the confines of space and time. When the story appears once again in Daoxuan’s biography, Zanning suggests in a note that there must have been another monk by the name Šubhakarasimha alive during Daoxuan’s day. Evidently, despite evidence clearly separating the two figures, there was a need to bring them together. Similar juxtapositions occur between the staid exegete Chengguan and a madman, and between the famous translator Xuanzang and the profligate young genius Kuiji, known for his taste for wine and women.

One of the factors bringing such figures together may well have been a literary one. One character was needed to act as a foil, to highlight the characteristics of the other. The more clever and playful the jester, the more foolish and humorless Lear appears; the more dull and straitlaced Tang Seng, the more outrageous his companion, Monkey.

Like the ascetic, the trickster’s attainments are revealed through supernormal means. Their wild, nonsensical mutterings are later revealed to have been predictions. They invoke spirits and demons at will. The story is told of one trickster-monk who drank poison to
save his fellow monks from an evil minister, and when he relieved himself, split open solid rocks with his urine.\textsuperscript{242} And again, like the ascetic, their bodies are transformed into numinous relics upon their demise.\textsuperscript{243} The easy coexistence of ascetic and anti-ascetic in the hagiographic literature points to the underlying structure of the values system of its compilers and, potentially, its audience. If we imagine a spectrum running from ascetic to trickster, the key to prestige and power is not which end of the spectrum a figure belongs to, but rather that he be at one or the other extreme: if the ascetic is a marginal figure, the trickster is a marginal among marginals.\textsuperscript{244}

If we can now understand how these seemingly contradictory messages—that of the trickster and that of the ascetic—illustrate a common principle that governs a particular mentality, the question arises as to just whose mentality this principle belongs. In the preface to the \textit{Song Biographies}, Zanning explains the methods used to assemble the five hundred some accounts of his collection. Zanning writes:

\begin{quote}
We based some of the biographies on stele inscriptions. For others we sought out written accounts and records. For some we questioned official envoys, while for others we interviewed local elders. We did research to match this information against treatises and scriptures, did editing work to compare this information with historical documents, and compiled it all into three cases in order to assist the palace. We have narrated these wondrous accounts of the clergy that [the reader] may know of the wealth and value of the house of Buddha.\textsuperscript{245}
\end{quote}

As we have seen, both Huijiao and Daoxuan make similar comments in the prefaces of their works. Unfortunately, my attempts to trace the original sources for the stories of meat-eating, wine-drinking monks have yielded mixed results. In most cases, it is impossible to recover the original sources on which the compilers of the \textit{Biographies} relied. It is tempting to assume then that these stories came from popular, oral traditions, but the evidence is inconclusive.

The final sentence of the quotation above is equally significant: “We have narrated these wondrous accounts of the clergy that you may know of the wealth and value of the house of Buddha.” In other words, if it is difficult to determine the original authorship of these stories, we are on much firmer ground when attempting to determine intended audience. The \textit{Biographies of Eminent Monks} were compiled in part for a specific polemical purpose: they were meant not simply to describe the ideals of the Buddhist community, but to present a picture of the Buddhist monk palatable to the emperor and his court.

Did the emperor and other court officials share a values system
that respected and admired the marginal? I think not. In fact, the imperial ideal was precisely the opposite: a citizenry without marginals, a populace neatly compartmentalized into manageable units. The massive construction of Chang'an, the capital city of the Tang, is a testimony to this obsession with compartmentalization. The city was divided into symmetrical geographic units, each surrounded by a wall and connected by gates that were closed at dusk. The clergy, likewise, was divided into administrative units: in the capital, one official was in charge of the monasteries to the left of the main street; another official of the monasteries to the right. Each prefecture was allowed only a certain number of large, officially sponsored monasteries to which other, smaller monasteries and shrines were, at least in theory, subservient. Within these larger monasteries, monks were administered by state-appointed representatives—namely, the Abbot (shangzuo), the Head Monk (sizhu), and the Deacon (duweina). The image of the wandering trickster, responsible to no one and contemptuous of all, is clearly a threat to this regimented, orderly system. Even more striking is that Huijiao compiled his work precisely during, or perhaps slightly after, Liang Wu Di's famous campaign to promote vegetarianism. In this context, the glorification of meat-eating monks would seem to border on sedition.

Authors of anti-Buddhist polemical literature—of which there is a great deal—recognized the dangerous marginal element in the clergy and attempted to bring it to the attention of the throne. Most of the memorials to the emperor calling for the restriction or persecution of Buddhism rely chiefly on arguments concerning the economic dangers of the foreign religion: monks do not pay taxes; they do not produce anything (including offspring); ordination provides a means for the populace to avoid conscription; and so on.

But tucked away in these documents is another more subtle attack, an attack against the moral character of the sangha. The regulations of the Vinaya, critics contended, were seldom upheld; they were in fact a smokescreen used to cover the illicit activities of depraved minds. Take, for example, a memorial to the throne by the Tang official Peng Yan who writes, “The monks of today are all ignoramuses of the lowest sort. Even if they kept their regulations strictly they would be useless to a ruler. How much more [despicable] that they avoid corvée labor and commit crimes of murder, robbery, and perversion.” Fu Yi—next to Han Yu, the most famous early critic of Buddhism—charged that the clergy was made up of “soldiers who, to avoid service, shave their heads and hide in [the clergy's] midst, not serving their parents, but only practicing the ten abominations. Every coin they distribute hides a plot to reap ten thousand in return; every day of their fasting
disguises a plot to garner a hundred days worth of food.”250 Similarly, other critics charged that monks “practice the three poisons and spread harm to all directions.”251 Recall that the persecution of 446 was justified by the reported discovery of a weapons cache on monastic property. Also found on monastery grounds, the report claimed, was a large storage room \textit{filled with wine} and underground rooms where the monks carried on clandestine relations with fallen women of good families.252

Apparently, the memorials had the desired effect, for the edicts they provoked mirror their sentiments; to nervous emperors, the dissolute nature of the \textit{sangha} was shockingly apparent. Emperor Xuanzong, for example, promulgated an edict entitled “Edict Forbidding the Transgression of the Rules and Regulations by Monks and Priests,” that specifically called for the prosecution of monks who “drink wine, eat meat, wander and sleep in inappropriate places, who loiter about among city shops, doing nothing to ward off suspicion, and show disrespect for their own teaching.”253 The response to this realization was not to disband the clergy as a whole; rather it was to “weed out” (sha-tai) undesirable elements, to push unorthodox monks back into their neatly defined social/political roles—as Tang Gaozu proclaimed “to separate the jade from the rubble.”254 In a vitriolic memorial, the Liang official Guo Zushen demanded that all monks maintain a strict vegetarian diet and that eleven clerics who did not keep the precepts be immediately defrocked.255 An edict of 842 proclaimed that all monks “\textit{who do not observe the Buddhist rules, should be forced to return to lay life.”256 And, following the persecution of 845, an edict rejoiced over the discipline enforced on those “lazy and idle fellows.”257

Throughout these memorials and edicts there is an attempt to create an image of the monk as a lazy, greedy scoundrel who takes advantage of his special status to eat and drink as he pleases without working or paying taxes to support himself. Like his female counterpart, the nun, he is a lascivious rogue who abandons spouse and family not for spiritual reasons, but so that he can engage in perverse, illicit sex. The thrust of the \textit{Biographies of Eminent Monks} can be better understood in the context of this polemical dialogue. If the image of the monk in the anti-Buddhist literature was a gross exaggeration, a transparent exercise in propaganda, the same can be said of its Buddhist counterpart.

At first glance, the appearance of trickster monks in the \textit{Biographies} seems incongruous. A monk like Nantuo, described above, seems to mirror the debased monk of anti-Buddhist polemic. He does not keep the Vinaya, but eats and drinks excessively. He is disrespectful to his
superiors and even associates with the notoriously promiscuous nuns. But the key to the biography of Nantuo comes with the ingenious twist at the end when the bodies of the nuns become bamboo staffs; their blood, wine. As the biography of the Abbot points out, these trickster figures are not like ordinary monks, much less ordinary laymen. They run "counter to the common principles" and, "when they appear within the world, we can observe them, but they are difficult to fathom." In other words, Zanning seems to say, for all of their rhetorical flourish, the anti-Buddhist polemicists had missed the point: for Zanning there was no such thing as a bad monk; there were only "misunderstood" monks.

From Huijiao's *Biographies of Eminent Monks* to Zanning's version, this "misunderstood" monk came to play a more and more prominent role. Although Zanning wrote and compiled several important works in the course of his career, the monumental *Song Biographies*—his final work—was his tour de force. On his deathbed, Zanning could claim to have tamed the trickster. No longer a dangerous subversive figure of the popular imagination, viciously manipulated by enemies of the faith, the meat-eating, wine-drinking monk was now thoroughly entrenched in his position as spokesman for the Buddhist establishment, an emblem of the spiritual elite whose activities and esoteric cultivation were not only to be permitted by the authorities, but to be sponsored by them.

Or so it would seem; for in the years that followed, the meat-eating, wine-drinking monk was to go through one more transformation—the trickster had one more trick up his sleeve. Hagiography is, of course, bound by the constraints of economics, politics, and ideology. But happily, at certain points in time, this dreary, inevitable progression of rationalization and institutionalization is broken by startling shifts, disruptions, and reversals that subvert the very purposes for which the rhetoric was constructed. Perhaps it is not surprising that a figure as slippery as the trickster provoked just such a shift. For while the transcendent, unfathomable monk continued to play a prominent role in the dominant narrative forms of the southern Song, of the Ming and Qing, and even into the kungfu novels of today, he also produced an even more popular figure known as the "phony monk" (*jia heshang*), the "filthy monk" (*lai heshang*), "Reverend Tramp" (*hua heshang*), or "meat-eating, wine-drinking monk" (*jiurou seng*) who for many readers confirmed their suspicions that, for all of his claims to spiritual attainments, the average monk was nothing more than a deceptive showman, a false ascetic no different from anyone else—a mere trickster.
Conclusion

At this point the reader may well want to set aside *exempla* and rhetoric and ask the more down-to-earth question of whether or not monks in fact ate meat and drank wine. The picture of the dissolute monk presented in anti-Buddhist polemic is certainly not a reliable measure of the state of the *saṅgha*. And material like the erotic prose-poem by Bai Xingjian cited earlier, though not expressly hostile to Buddhism, is more representative of collective fantasies than it is an accurate depiction of the sexual lives of monks and nuns. As we have seen in the last section of this chapter, even the accounts of meat eating and wine drinking in the *Biographies of Eminent Monks* were included in the collection for rhetorical, polemical purposes and have only limited value when we attempt to reconstruct actual practice.

There is some evidence from later periods that, far from restricting their monks from drinking wine, some monasteries even produced it for sale.260 Archaeology may some day shed light on the pervasiveness of wine drinking among medieval monks. In the meantime, we come closer, perhaps, to actual practice when we look at the more personal writings of leading monks. The eminent Tang monk Huaisu, for example, known both for a commentary on the *Vinaya* and for his fine calligraphy and connections with talented literati, composed a short essay on eating fish.261 In the essay Huaisu remarks, “When I lived in Changsha I ate fish, but since coming to the city of Chang’an I have had my fill of meat. Yet I have often been ridiculed by the common, which has made matters most inconvenient, and it is for this reason that I have taken ill.” Elsewhere, in a poem, Huaisu exclaims, “Everyone brings me wine; I never have to buy a drop!”262 In fact, numerous references to wine-drinking can be found in the essentially secular poetry of Tang monks.

Nevertheless, it must be granted that these references are no more free of the restraints of genre than the biographies of eminent monks—the wine-drinking persona was virtually a requirement of Tang poetry. Conversely, while Huaisu the poet may drink wine and eat meat, it comes as no surprise that the Huaisu portrayed in the *Biographies of Eminent Monks* does neither. It may well be that practice followed even these contradictory ideals, that there were “genres of practice” just as there were genres of textual presentation. In other words, while a monk in the somber setting of a mountain monastery would frown upon meat and wine, a monk matching couplets with literati friends in the capital would feel no compunction in sharing the standard diet with his friends.

Even at the more abstract level of ideals, when all segments of the
asceticism are taken into consideration, monastic ideals are seen to be quite fluid. Many Chinese monastic leaders considered the consumption of meat and wine acceptable if these were necessary as medicine for a sick monk. And some stretched the definition of “sickness” to include melancholy or fatigue, justifying wine and meat for all manner of circumstance. Nonetheless, with all of these qualifications, we can still assert that in general, in the eyes of monks and lay people alike, monks were expected to lead lives of restraint and abstention; with the exception of the peculiar antinomian tricksters introduced for specific polemical purposes, the vast majority of monks in the Biographies conform to an ascetic ideal.

As we have seen, this ascetic ideal extended from choices in sexual habits, diet, and clothing, to the extreme cases of self-mutilation and even suicide. Why then was the ascetic ideal so appealing? To voluntarily inflict physical discomfort on oneself seems, on the surface, counter-intuitive. To the modern scholar, the extremes of the ascetic life-style seem sheer madness. Many would sympathize with eighteenth-century historian Edward Gibbon who described medieval Christian ascetics as “a swarm of fanatics, incapable of fear, or reason, or humanity.” Similarly, Hu Shih saw Chinese Buddhist ascetics as pathological: “China seems to have gone completely mad in one of her strange periods of religious fanaticism.” But to dismiss ascetics as madmen is to miss an opportunity to understand them. Fortunately, there is another strain of scholarship, beginning with Nietzsche, that has taken a more empathic approach to asceticism in an attempt to understand the enduring appeal of ascetic practice. In On the Genealogy of Morals, Nietzsche argued that asceticism was a means of coping with that most difficult of all brands of suffering—meaningless suffering. Through ascetic practice, Nietzsche claimed, the adept invests suffering with meaning and regulates where and when he will suffer, thereby achieving a qualified victory over suffering—a grim victory, but a victory nevertheless. Similarly, William James referred to asceticism as “the fruit of highly optimistic religious feeling” rather than simple self-destruction. Joseph Swain spoke of asceticism as a form of purification, while Peter Brown describes how stories of ascetics of the past spoke to Christians of “the eventual transformation of their own bodies on the day of the Resurrection.” In sum, through efforts to see asceticism from the ascetic’s point of view, Western asceticism has become considerably easier to understand.

The biographies of self-sacrificing monks discussed in the second section of this chapter betray sensibilities similar to those of their Western counterparts. The exempla in these biographies sacrificed themselves for merit, or in order to be reborn in a pure-land, or as a part
of a more esoteric longing for sanctification. They attacked their senses not because they wanted to destroy themselves, but because they wanted to be better. Once one appreciates the intellectual environment in which they lived, it is easier to understand even self-mutilation and suicide as rational choices, sacrifices toward well-defined ends.

At the same time, we miss much if we focus exclusively on the individual psychological aspects of asceticism. Asceticism was an inherently social practice that was meaningful largely in relation to societal norms. It is for this reason that asceticism was central to the image of the monk and to the monk's identity. The basic forms of asceticism required of all monks separated them from the rest of society, marking them as a fundamentally different category of person. Finally, even within this select group, the range of ascetic practices available to the monk allowed him to distinguish himself from fellow members of the sangha.
Let us return once more to the story of Wuran, the monk who ended his life by burning himself to death atop Wutai Shan. According to the story, Wuran set upon the severe life of austerities and self-mutilation that characterized his final days when he unexpectedly came across a holy monastery on Wutai inhabited by hundreds of divine Indian monks and governed by the bodhisattva Maṇjuśrī. After receiving instructions from the bodhisattva and walking out of the monastery gates, Wuran turned around for one last look only to discover that the monastery had vanished from sight.

Whether or not this manifestation of Maṇjuśrī was in fact a vision experienced by a historical figure named Wuran is of course impossible to determine, though one could compare Wuran's description with those of other visionaries of China and elsewhere in an attempt to come to a better understanding of what a monk like Wuran might have experienced under such circumstances. But the historian of mentalities quickly brushes aside such ethereal questions and insists that we treat the monks in these fabulous stories as exempla, as models of behavior. Certainly the case can be made that stories like the biography of Wuran inspired monks, nuns, and lay people to make the pilgrimage to Wutai in search of visions of Maṇjuśrī. Indeed, Wuran himself was said to have made the trip to Wutai after hearing a tale of a similar experience by the famous pilgrim Buddhapāli. Nonetheless, most of the readers of the story never made the trip to Wutai and probably had no intention of doing so. And even if they did hope one day to make the pilgrimage, few would have endeavored to follow the gruesome example Wuran set, after his vision, of mortification and suicide.

The tough-minded historian of institutional history may contend
that we come closer to grasping the significance of the story if, instead of looking exclusively at content or audience, we scrutinize the ideological structure that produced the story. That is, by emphasizing the glory of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī, the story validates a complex of beliefs, practices, and social organizations attached to the deity, most notably, the monastic institution that produced and propagated the story in the first place. Indeed, the hagiographers admit as much when discussing stories of the divine. The first line of Huijiao’s treatise on “divine marvels” (shenyi) reads, “The purpose of these divine acts is ‘proselytism,’” that is, the propagation of Buddhism. 2 “Without this [thaumaturgy],” Daoyuan tells us in the treatise to his chapter on wonder-workers, “it would be difficult to spread [Buddhism].” 3 The same lofty motivation, the spread of the Teaching, lay behind the labors of the hagiographer who scoured the empire in search of wondrous demonstrations of the power of Buddhism.

But if such an explanation goes a long way toward explaining the hagiographer’s motives, it tells us less about why the stories were read. Surely brute attempts at sanctimonious proselytizing held as little appeal for the medieval Chinese audience as they do for us today. And even from the hagiographer’s perspective, we occasionally come across stories in the Biographies that have little to say about Buddhism and its propagation. What, for instance, are we to make of the biography of the fifth-century monk Zhiyi who was famous for rearing a white monkey? After Zhiyi’s death, “Whenever the monks finished eating, they would have the leftover food sent to an area where monkeys gathered. They would have a mountain boy call out several times, whereupon all of the monkeys would race to the spot. During the persecution of the Teaching under Wuzong of the Tang [ca. 845] when this monastery was reduced to rubble, the practice of feeding the monkeys ceased.” 4

We are here confronted with a side of these stories that is at once more elusive and more personal than the institutional or doctrinal aspects of the Biographies. Both the majestic accounts of the wondrous manifestations of Mañjuśrī and more trivial stories of unusual plants, animals, and prodigious occurrences issue, I think, from the same font: a fascination with the marvelous shared by monk and layman alike. 5 While one might argue that the story of the monkeys was intended to demonstrate Buddhist compassion for sentient beings, it is more likely that it was out of a more visceral thirst for the exotic that readers were attracted to the curious image of monkeys gathering daily for their dinner.

We see this same sense of wonder in a more intense form in the comments of Wuran’s faithful assistant Zhao at the end of Wuran’s
biography. After witnessing the master's fiery death, Zhao can only exclaim: "How marvelous! What pain!" (qi zai, tong zai). Even in literature as formalistic and stereotyped as hagiography, the reaction "How marvelous" discloses a profoundly ambivalent sensation, perched precariously between delight and horror, belief and incredulity. It was in search of this sensation, in Buddhist parlance, the "inconceivable" (bu ke siyi), that many leafed through the pages of the Biographies of Eminent Monks over the centuries, looking for wondrous stories of events occurring just beyond the horizon of tedious everyday experience.

The Liang Biographies relates that once when Emperor Ming Di (r. 465–473) took ill, he called for acupuncture and moxibustion to cure what ailed him. But to treat his spirit the emperor needed something more. “Aching and listless, he summoned Zhou Yong, Yin Hong, and others to tell him stories of ghosts and spirits and other such things to relieve his troubled mind. Zhou then read from the scriptures the Words of the Law and the Wise and the Foolish,” two collections of Buddhist tales. In other words, Buddhist stories of the marvelous were not only read because they were informative; they were read because to do so was pleasurable. This may seem an obvious point, but it is easily forgotten in our tendency to focus on the doctrinal and social aspects of hagiography.

The medieval reader in search of accounts of the marvelous did not need to limit himself to Buddhist literature. For many, the Eminent Monks series was probably seen as a subset of a larger body of secular literature that eventually became known as zhiguai, or “records of the strange.” Also growing up alongside the Biographies was the genre usually referred to in the West as “miracle tales,” that is, stories of the intervention of Buddhist deities in the world of ordinary mortals. The chief difference between these writings and the stories of the marvelous in the Biographies is a formal one: true to its title, the stories in the Biographies of Eminent Monks center on monks.

The monks of these stories can be divided into two general categories. The first consists of monk protagonists who are not particularly remarkable in themselves. There are a number of stories, for example, of ordinary monks who, while wandering through the mountains, come across spectacular monasteries “not of this world” staffed by divine monks. In these cases the monk serves not only as a reliable source for the story, but also as a conduit through which the reader is permitted to experience the marvelous for himself, vicariously. Even with the distance of time and culture, we as modern readers cannot help but place ourselves in the shoes of Wuran as he peers through the mountain mists at a shimmering monastery in the distance.

The second category consists of monks who are themselves the
focus of attention. They are thaumaturges with wondrous properties and powers all their own. In the discussion that follows I focus chiefly on these monks. As an unattached figure, versed in vaguely perceived foreign teachings and taken to long bouts of wandering through mountains and other sparsely populated areas, the monk was well suited for the role of bridge to the marvelous. The success of Buddhist narrative in China can to a certain extent be attributed to the effectiveness of the monk in precisely this role. In other words, just as monastic estates succeeded in large measure because they were able to fill a niche in the Chinese economy, monks came to find a niche in what might be termed “the economy of the imagination.”

**Forms of Thaumaturgy in the Biographies**

**Properties**

There is a long and rich Buddhist exegetical tradition of categorizing and evaluating the thaumaturgical powers that accrue to monks of superior attainment. Much of this project is devoted to mapping out the ascending path of the enlightened, for whom supernormal powers are incidental manifestations of spiritual progress. In other words, the powers come naturally to the adept in the course of his practice; and he is usually expected to discount them as of relatively minor significance. The most common exposition of supernormal powers (shentong) in Buddhist texts divides them into six basic types: magical powers (ruyi), supernormal hearing (tianer), the ability to read minds (taxintong), knowledge of one’s previous existences (suzhutong), ability to discern the previous lives of others (tianyan), and finally, the state of having “no outflows” (wuloutong), a state in which one is no longer plagued by any form of defilement. 10

Although these categories are common throughout the canonical literature, they had surprisingly little impact on Chinese Buddhist narrative. The Liang Biographies refers to the supernormal powers only once, in the treatise to the “Chapter on the Practice of Chan” (Xi chan pian) in which Huijiao emphasizes that the six supernormal powers are the products of attainments in meditation. 11 Even the more extensive Further Biographies refers to the six powers on only two occasions. Hence, if the Biographies are any indication, up to the early Tang, familiarity with the six supernormal powers was for the most part limited to those versed in abstruse technical commentary on Buddhist doctrine. 12

In the Song Biographies the situation changes somewhat, and we read occasionally of monks said to possess these powers. Master of the Regulations Quan, for example, was said to know “everything that
happened near and far. The people said that he had the power to read minds." The monk Zhengzhi worked in a layman's field during the day, and every night returned to his monastery some seven hundred li (200 miles) away. In abhidharma theory, the ability to travel great distances in an instant is attributed to "divine feet" (shenzu) a subcategory of "magical powers." But, tellingly, the biography makes no mention of the "divine feet," instead attributing the monk's ability to a knack for "shrinking the veins of the earth," a concept borrowed from Daoist literature.14

While we do find occasional references to the ability to "divide the body," that is, to appear in more than one place at the same time, most of the six supernormal powers were apparently more topics for sophisticated doctrinal discussions than they were the stuff of stories. This gap between the popular imagination and Buddhist technical literature is well illustrated by the curious case of Yongan, the "Master of No Outflows."

In Buddhist technical literature, the term "no outflows" (Skt. anāsravā) is used to indicate the freedom from afflictions of liberated individuals for whom the mind's defilements (ignorance, sexual desire, desire for existence, and so on) do not "flow outward" and come into contact with external phenomena.15 In the biography of Yongan, however, the monk was given the name "Master of No Outflows" when it was discovered that he had transcended the need to relieve himself. When word of the monk's abilities reached the local general Bai Minzhong, the general set a guard around the monk's quarters with orders to make sure that he ate and drank regularly, and to prohibit him from going to the privy. Yet throughout the ten days under observation, Yongan never relieved himself once.16 In an addendum to the biography, Zanning is at pains to explain that a mistake has been made, and the term "no outflows" misapplied. "It was incorrect," he writes, "for the people of Shu to call Yongan 'Master of No Outflows.' Only when one has cut off all afflictions, does not again allow them to increase, has therefore cut oneself off from 'karmic seeds' and does not again [allow afflictions] to increase (suizeng, Skt. anusaya), can one be said to be without outflows."17 Nevertheless, one suspects that Zanning's comments, couched as they are in the abstruse, quasi-legal language of the abhidharma, had little effect on popular monk-centered folklore.

Prophesy, on the other hand, is one of the most common themes in all three versions of the Biographies. Leading Buddhist thinkers in India, Inner Asia, and East Asia maintained a persistent concern with ancient prophecies of the eventual decline and even demise of Buddhism. Chinese scholars pored over texts, some truly old and some
only claiming to be old, in an attempt to flesh out these prophecies and calculate the years remaining before the moral collapse of the world. Similarly, students of the Vinaya and of Church history were particularly interested in the ancient canonical prophesies of the division of the *sangha* into a set number of schools. As the supposed dating of the texts that made these “prophecies” was never questioned (most were in fact written after the events foretold had occurred), such prophesies not only renewed the scholar’s faith in the ability of Buddhist adepts to make predictions, but also served as a useful historical tool for making sense of a more complex reality; for example, the numerous Indian schools must have at some point come from an earlier division of five in accordance with an even earlier prophecy.

Although leading Chinese thinkers were undoubtedly concerned with the prophesies of ancient Indian texts, the *Biographies* seldom make mention of these sorts of grandiose long-term schemes. They tend instead to relate short-term prophesies on a smaller, more personal scale. In the *Song Biographies*, we read for example of a monk named Chiren (“fool”), known for his ability to predict the future in “wild songs” and “muddled speech,” who accurately predicted the arrival at his monastery of the great Huayan exegete Chengguan and ordered the other monks to clean up in preparation for his visit. Similarly, Chuji ordered preparations to be made for a “foreign visitor” the day before the Sillan monk Musang arrived at his monastery.

More striking are stories like that of the monk Xuanjue who through a dream recognized the imminent death of the great translator-pilgrim Xuanzang, or of the prominent Chan monk Puji who predicted the death of his disciple Yixing. In a similar vein, the stories of monks who predict the precise time of their own deaths are so numerous as to make this ability a virtual requirement for the status of “eminent monk.” These stories follow patterns that are clearly of Chinese rather than Indian origin; with minor emendations, many of the stories of prophetic monks in the *Biographies* could easily be mistaken for Han Dynasty accounts of the “scholars of the [esoteric] arts” (*fangshi*).

Most of the stories involving prophecy serve chiefly to demonstrate an intangible quality of eminence, a natural by-product of the monk’s spiritual attainments. The monks do not fall into a trance before making their predictions and do not necessarily resort to special techniques of divination, though, as we will see, such techniques were practiced. Further, only in the brief comments of Daoxuan in his treatise on wonder-workers is allusion made to the connection between meditation and supernormal powers. Rather, their abilities issue from an inherent supernormal quality that is never analyzed in detail. It is this
mysterious, unearthly property that allows the thaumaturge to see the causes of future events invisible to mundane eyes. Take for example Xingzun’s sighting of the cause of a future fire.

Someone from the Li family ordered a vegetarian feast [for the monks]. As they were eating, Xingzun suddenly stood up and ran out the gate shouting, as if someone had done something wrong. [He then returned and] said to Mr. Li, “There will be a fire tonight. It will travel from the southeast to the northwestern streets. You should order the residents of the area to make the necessary preparations.” That night, sure enough, there was a fire that reduced everything to ashes. When the other monks asked Xingzun what had happened, he said, “Yesterday I saw a woman in red pass by carrying a torch. Unfortunately, I couldn’t catch up to her.”

Xingzun needed no special technique or divine assistance to predict the coming fire; he simply saw it. Curiously, the Mr. Li of the story seems to have ignored Xingzun’s warnings, for in the end, everything was “reduced to ashes.”

Yet, if in fact beliefs in the abilities of extraordinary monks to predict the future were widespread—and I believe they were—one can imagine the use to which such monks would be put by political and military figures. The biography of Fotucheng (var. Fotudeng), one of the most famous Buddhist thaumaturges in China, is filled with references to services rendered to the military leadership of the day. In the biography, Fotucheng repeatedly predicts the outcomes of battles waged by the northern ruler Shi Le and his generals. Shi Le outwits raiding brigands and enemy assaults all on the basis of Fotucheng’s ability to see into the future. In the Song Biographies, the monk Hongyin takes Qian Liu (soon to become the first ruler of the Wuyue Kingdom) by the hand and correctly predicts that he will one day rise to a position of great prominence.

The biography of the famous Tang thaumaturge Wanhui suggests that even low-level officials may have had recourse to the services of extraordinary monks. Wanhui’s biography relates the story of the Tang official Cui Xuanwei who served during a time when the court was rife with dangerous political machinations. In the story, Cui’s wise mother invites Wanhui to their house to tell her son’s fortune, offering the monk a pair of gold chopsticks as a reward. But Wanhui merely mumbles a few words and throws the chopsticks up on their roof as he leaves. The disappointed family only realizes the import of his actions when they fetch the chopsticks from the roof and find there documents planted by “treacherous officials” in an attempt to frame Cui. Cui quickly destroys the documents, just before the arrival
of official inspectors who search his house in vain for evidence of sedition.28

If the medieval Buddhist reader might be expected to take such stories at face value, the modern reader is more circumspect. In addition to rejecting outright the possibility of seeing into the future, we may also question the historical context of events described in the Biographies. The secular biographies of Cui Xuanwei in the *Tang Histories*, for example, while referring to an incident in which Cui was falsely accused at court, and relating a story of Cui's wise mother, make no reference to Wanhui, prophecy, or Buddhism.29 Similarly, we can note that the biography of Fotucheng was compiled some one hundred and fifty years after the monk's death, and clearly contains as much fabulous as factual material. Hence any attempt to understand the role of prophecy in the lives of the historical figures alluded to in the Biographies seems a lost cause. To return to the discussion at the beginning of this chapter, we may be on firmer ground when we look for the appeal of these stories to the Buddhists who told them and to their audience.

In the biography of Fotucheng, when Shi Le first meets the monk, he asks him, "What numinous efficacy does Buddhism have?" At this point, the biographer comments, "Knowing that Shi Le did not understand profound principles, Fotucheng determined to prove [the potency of Buddhism] through the use of magical arts [daoshu]."30 Tellers of stories about monks and the compilers of the *Eminent Monks* series may well have shared this line of reasoning; that is, wondrous stories were an effective tool for spreading "the Teaching." This is not to question their belief in Buddhist thaumaturgy, which is beyond doubt, but simply to suggest that they emphasized these aspects of received biographical information when compiling the biographies of prominent monks in order to demonstrate the efficacy of Buddhism to men and women in positions of power. They seem to be saying that, with their ability to predict the outcome of battle and foresee assassination plots, figures like Fotucheng (and by association, all monks) are not to be taken lightly. This explanation—reading the stories as a form of proselytizing to officialdom—would go a long way toward explaining the prominence of political figures and events in stories of Buddhist prophecy in the Biographies were it not for the curious fact that, even in the stories, the prophecies of monks seldom do anyone any good, political figures included.

Take, for example, the case of the hapless Military Commissioner Qian Renfeng who on taking ill sent a messenger with a gift of incense to the renown monk Deshao to ask for the monk's blessing. Deshao sent the messenger back with a missive reading "eighty-one (ba shi yi)
your honor.” The Commissioner was delighted, saying to himself “I
will live to the age of eighty-one.” In fact, Qian had misinterpreted the
prediction: he died on the eleventh day of the eighth month of that
very year (ba yue shiqi ri). When the prominent Tang official Wei
Chuhou was awarded a new position, he was baffled by the pronounce­
ment of an anonymous monk who remarked, “Marvelous indeed for
the Minister to die in such a place.” Later, when delivering a memo­
rial, Wei collapsed dead on the steps leading to the throne. Only then
was the monk’s prediction understood. Indeed, coding prophesy in
cryptic language fraught with deep meaning was one of the distinguis­
ching characteristics of the thaumaturge, shrouded as he was in unspeak­
able mystery. We are told that the well-known thaumaturge Wanhui
“disliked the florid and decadent, and very seldom spoke. When he did
speak it was always a prediction of future events, the accuracy of
which was only realized after the events had occurred.”

The prophesies are often so enigmatic that even after the events
predicted occur considerable skill is necessary to decipher their mean­
ing. In the 780s, the itinerant monk Puman left a poem on a monas­
tery building that read: “This river runs to the waters of the Jing. With
the two Zhu, the river fills with blood. When the green ox apprehends
the red tiger, an era of great peace will arrive.” Our hagiographer
points out that “this (ci) river” stood for (Zhu) Ci, a late Tang rebel
who instigated his rebellion at a place called Jing(zhou), alluded to as
“the waters of Jing” in the poem. The “two Zhu” referred to Zhu Ci
and his younger brother Zhu Tao. The “green ox” corresponds in Chi­
nese cosmology to the cyclical date yichou, which fell on the first year
of the Xingyuan era (784), the year of the outbreak of the rebellion.
The rebellion was pacified in 786, represented in the calendar by bing­
yin, which corresponds to the element fire and the animal tiger. Needless
to say, even in the story, no one at the time of the prediction
understood the events that it foretold.

If the compilers of the Eminent Monks hoped to assure powerful fig­
ures of the usefulness of monks, they surely could have exercised
greater skill in selecting their stories. If we set aside such unlikely polit­
ical motivations, it is tempting to read these stories as simply out­
growths of the same fascination with the bizarre alluded to above.
That is, we marvel not only at the ability of the monk to predict the
future, but also at the clever way in which he frames his predictions,
much in the way we delight in mystery novels even when it is impossi­
ble to identify the killer until the clues are interpreted for us at the end
of the novel. As Kenneth Dewoskin puts it, “An element of suspense is
inherent in any divination event.”

But the stories may also have played a more general role in the col-
lective consciousness of the time, and this role may help to explain why so many of the stories related to prophesy center on political and military events. When confronted with the same phenomenon—the preponderance of military and political themes in prophetic stories—in sixteenth-century England, Keith Thomas suggested that retroactive stories of prophesy provided a much-needed sense of stability in the face of radical change. In other words, while purporting to provide a link between present and future, such stories were in fact providing a link between the present and the past.

We are familiar with the seamier side of this tendency in the crass attempts by rulers to resort to retroactive prophecy in campaigns intended to legitimate their reigns. Wu Zetian, as the only woman ever to claim the title of emperor in Chinese history, was of course in special need of legitimation, and her use of Buddhist prophecy to confirm her right to the throne has been well studied. But here in the Biographies we see in the prophetic stories a less conscious longing for order; a search for a sense that even if the tempestuous, chaotic events of the day are not understood, one day they will be seen to have followed a logical and immutable pattern.

From this perspective then it is not so surprising that many of the prophecy stories emerge in the turbulent Five Dynasties period, or in the aftermath of the An Lushan rebellion. Similarly, stories relating prophesies of officials doomed to disgrace and execution provided some sense of order and meaning to byzantine court intrigue of infinite complexity. And the frequent stories of monks who foresaw the great Huichang persecution of Buddhism reminded the faithful that such events did not escape the calculations of the loftiest members of the clergy. At the same time, stories relating the accurate prophesies of monks of the past must surely have reinforced belief in prophesy, providing as they did evidence for the ability of monks to predict the future.

Techniques

The preceding discussion, with all of its talk of prophecy after the fact and the role of narrative in Buddhist thaumaturgy, may lead the reader to suspect that mantic monks were the stuff of stories, that the Buddhist thaumaturge never really existed outside of the religious imagination. In fact, as even a cursory knowledge of the role of monks in contemporary societies suggests, monks were seen by many as ritual specialists, and as such were all expected to have some facility with thaumaturgy. Unlike the random, natural manifestations of super-normal powers or spontaneous prophecy described above, many monks performed thaumaturgic functions through established techniques that could be studied and refined.
In the *Biographies*, the most striking examples of such techniques are the stories of monks who summoned rain. In the *Song Biographies* we read, for example, of the Tantric monk Vajrabodhi (Ch. Jin'gangzhi) summoned to the court of Emperor Xuanzong to make rain after all of the efforts of court ritual specialists to bring rain through offerings to the five sacred mountains and the four sacred rivers had failed. In an elaborate ritual, Vajrabodhi made offerings to the deity Amoghāṅkuśa and constructed a platform, at the same time painting an image of the Bodhisattva of Seven Kotis. Later, on a set date, the monk finished the image by painting in the eyes, a ritual known as “opening the vision” (kaiguang). At that moment, a wind whipped up in the northwest. Tiles flew off of roofs and trees were uprooted. Thundering clouds burst forth with rain, startling those near and far. And in the place of the altar, a hole broke through the room so that the sanctum was deluged. When dawn broke the next day, gentlefolk and commoners of the capital all said, “Vajrabodhi captured a dragon, which broke out of the room and flew away.” Hundreds of thousands of people daily came to look at the place. Such is the divine efficacy of the “platform ritual.”

Śubhakarasīṃha—known along with Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra as one of the three great Tantric monks of the Tang—performed a similar feat by chanting spells over a bowl of water. While we may question the efficacy of such rituals, there is little reason to suspect that they were not in fact practiced at court, as they are perfectly consistent with an array of non-Buddhist court rituals intended to influence the weather. More generally, these monks fit into a very old Chinese tradition of ritual specialists at court that extends as far back as the state itself.

But there is also a more local face to the monk’s role in Chinese ritual life manifested in the *Biographies* in references to techniques of divination loosely defined. Even to the present day, monasteries often serve as the spiritual centers of their communities. Just outside monastery gates, one is likely to find a number of tables set up by local fortune-tellers to serve visitors to the monastery. And occasionally one of the most visible activities in the monastery itself is the practice of divining one’s fortune by shaking a single bamboo stick loose from a tube containing many such sticks. By reading the (often cryptic) characters written on the stick, one discovers one’s fate. Although our earliest descriptive accounts of this practice in the monastery seem to come from the thirteenth century, Michel Strickmann has shown that the practice goes back at least as far as the fifth century when a Buddhist manual for this type of divination was composed. The manual, the tenth chapter of the *Consecration Scripture*, though actually com-
posed in China, purports to be a translation from Sanskrit. In the scripture, the god Brahmā complains to the Buddha that while the various non-Buddhist schools provide their adherents with techniques for resolving doubts about the future, Buddhism fails to supply its followers with similar forms of divination. The Buddha then consents to allow Brahmā to lay out a system of divination, which comprises the rest of the chapter. As Strickmann pointed out, the conversation between Brahmā and the Buddha discloses the distinct uneasiness monks felt with regard to divination. This apprehension arises from the explicit prohibitions on divination in the canonical literature.

The Agamas, translated into Chinese early on, contain hundreds of references to divination. The diviners, however, are not monks. And in several well-known instances, the Buddha specifically forbids monks from practicing palm-reading and other forms of divination for material gain. Elsewhere, the prohibition is categorical: monks must not tell fortunes. These prohibitions carried over into the monastic regulations proper. In the Mahiśāsakavinaya, for instance, the Buddha singles out divination for criticism and establishes it as a minor offense (Skt. duṣkṛta). In the Dharmaguptakavinaya, the Buddha specifies that monks are not to tell the fortunes of women, nor are they to have their fortunes told by others. The most influential prohibition of all is that of the Fanwang jing, mentioned above, which categorically prohibits monks from practicing fortune-telling.

Nevertheless, we detect no such ambivalence toward divination in the Biographies. The fifth-century Indian traveler and exegete Guṇabhadra was said to have “studied the non-Buddhist [Indian] classics and understood yinyang [divination]. More than once his predictions of future events proved accurate.” The fifth-century monk Xuan-chang forecast good fortune and bad with unfailing accuracy. Perhaps it was because of the legitimation provided by works like the Consecration Scripture that monks felt no compunction in practicing divination. More likely, the creative scenario involving Brahmā and the Buddha proposed by the Consecration Scripture was born of the same sentiment that inclined monks to overlook scattered passages in the Vinaya: in China monks considered the practice both valuable and relatively harmless when in the hands of well-intentioned clerics. The reaction to divination by those outside the monastic community was, as we will see, somewhat different.

Monks do seem to have drawn the line, however, at receiving payment for the performance of divination. It seems likely that some monks probably performed divination for money, but the Biographies make no mention of such vulgar practices. The biography of the tenth-century monk Huaijun comes tantalizingly close to describing a
shadowy economic side to divination. After Huaijun had gained a reputation for the mantic arts, "whenever anyone passed by, they would always anchor their boats and go to pay a visit to the master. He told fortunes to people along the gorges; and passing merchants asked him for prognostications on their business ventures. When a traveler would ask him for a fortune, Huaijun would only write three or five lines. They could never understand what he meant, yet the subtle mysteries [contained in the lines] were later borne out." In accounts like this one, it is difficult to determine whether the hagiography avoids discussion of payments received because this was considered beneath an upright monk, because monks did not in fact receive payment for divination, or simply because such matters were considered too trivial to be included in a good story. Suffice it to say, whatever their attitude toward payment for divination, the Biographies show little concern with the propriety of divination itself.

Through stories such as these we begin to get a sense of the general thirst for knowledge of the future, for tips on how to avoid imminent disaster, and for assurances that one's future and the future of one's children would be prosperous. The social position of monks, spiritual figures with the leisure to pursue such matters, made them eminently fit to satisfy the need for oracles, whether or not the questions asked or answers given related to distinctly Buddhist concerns. Even geomancy, a Chinese tradition with very old and respected roots, was an area in which some monks gained expertise. A number of monks were known for their skill in determining the proper location of the family graveyard, a decision believed to influence the fortunes of the family for generations to come. The Tang monk Hongshi, for example, was said to have advised a number of high-ranking officials on the correct placement of their family graveyards and the proper positioning of their homes. We also know that, previous to this, Emperor Yuan Di of the Liang possessed a manual on grave placement written by a monk named Tanzhi of the Toutuo Monastery.

Despite the easy coexistence of Buddhism and divination in the Biographies, no mention is made of distinctly Buddhist forms of divination. Indeed, the Biographies suggest that the monks themselves did not consider divination to be a particularly Buddhist activity. That is, like medicine, divination was a separate discipline that monks mastered "on the side." The fifth-century monk Fayuan, for instance, "in addition to understanding the [Buddhist] scriptures and treatises, also learned the 'arts of calculation.' " Similarly, at one point in the biography of the great monastic leader Daoan, the biography emphasizes the monk's wide learning: "He ventured into a wide variety of fields, looking through various books on non-Buddhist as well as Buddhist
matters. He came to master divination and calculations in addition to attaining a great facility with the marvelous doctrines of Buddhist scriptures.  

If there were any doubts about the propriety of a monk studying the arts of divination, the example set by a figure of Daoan’s prominence quickly set them to rest. In the Further Biographies, the Tang monk Daobian specifically cites the example of Daoan’s mastery of the “arts of calculation” as inspiration for his own interest in the field. The “arts of calculation” (shushu) mentioned in these biographies is a technical term encompassing various forms of divination that was used to represent a considerable body of mantic literature already in the Han. As the term implies, these forms of divination were not supernormal powers shrouded in mystery, but rather calculations following learned rules and executed in the matter-of-fact manner common to Chinese fortune-tellers of more recent times.

As we have seen, Chinese monks drew on a rich tradition of mantic techniques developed long before the entrance of Buddhism to China. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note how many of the early monks known for divination were foreigners, reflecting not just tolerance but respect for the mantic lore of India. Foreign monks such as Buddhayaśas and Dharmakāla were both known for their ability to predict the future on the basis of the movement of the stars. The interest in Indian astrology reached a peak in the Tang with the translation into Chinese of related texts by Amoghavajra and others. Apparently the demand for such texts was greater than the supply, for Ōmura Seigai has suggested that several texts from this period claiming to be translations of Buddhist texts concerning Indian astronomy were in fact composed in China.

Perhaps it was precisely because of the importance attached to divination in society at large that the Biographies deliberately downplay the importance of fortune-telling. That is to say, by at once affirming the ability of monks to see into the future, and at the same time dismissing this ability as insignificant, the Biographies underline the greater importance of the specifically Buddhist concerns that separated the monk from the local fortune-teller. Further, this rhetorical move, suggesting that divination was a small matter for eminent monks, suggests even greater, unspoken powers. We read, for instance, of the humble Ratnamati who, after receiving wide acclaim for his abilities to predict future events, exclaimed, “This is not difficult; it is simply a matter of the arts of calculation. Ignorant people have done me a disservice by labeling me a holy man.” In the same vein, it was said of the monk Yu Fakai that he “used the arts of calculation to spread the Teaching.” That is, prognostication was an expedient
device and not to be taken too seriously for its own merits. Nonetheless, divination was taken very seriously indeed, not just by the benighted masses implied in the condescending tone of the hagiography, but also by many of the monks themselves. And one suspects that few outside of the monastic community felt it necessary to distinguish between the “tools of the Teaching” and the Teaching itself.

Not everyone in early China sought out masters of prognostication. There were those who rejected divination outright as a bundle of superstitions and went to great lengths to expose the absurd premises on which it is based. But such views were confined to an extremely small minority of radical mavericks. For most, the question concerning divination was not one of belief or disbelief, but rather of which methods were the most effective and to what purpose they were employed. If the Biographies are any reflection of reality, then ordinary people often found references to future events more disturbing than comforting. Yishi “at the beginning of the Zhenyuan era [785] traveled in Wuyuan to beg. He had many premonitions of events yet to come, and for this reason people held him in suspicion.” The Sui monk Faxi “was normally silent, but when he met someone he would always say something, and his words always contained profound implications. His predictions of good or bad fortune were [realized] as surely as a shadow [following an object] or an echo [following a sound]. People did not like meeting with Faxi, for they feared his predictions of misfortune and disaster.”

These apprehensions were intensified in the case of the state, for which prophecy of national disaster was tantamount to sedition. The Tang house itself claimed legitimacy on the basis of Daoist and Buddhist prophecies of the fall of the Sui and rise of a new order. It is not surprising then that officials saw fit to arrest prophetic monks like Huaijun and to execute imitators of the prophetic monk Wanhui for “deceiving the people.” Of course political prophecy was complicated by the possibility that it disguised more tangible plots against the throne. Earlier I cited the story of the monk Wanhui who saved an innocent official from the machinations of enemies at court who had planted incriminating material on his roof. The material in question was a book of predictions (chenwei), presumably detailing the fall of the dynasty. As the compilers of the Tang History stated: “The sage rulers [of antiquity] banned books concerning the stars and divination with good reason.” The discovery of such material would no doubt have been labeled sorcery and punished with death.

Nevertheless, to refer to thaumaturgy in general as “sorcery,” even when taking the state’s perspective, would be misleading. For the state, the distinction between “the arts of yin and yang” and “sorcery”
was more rhetorical than substantive and was based on the intention of the diviner rather than divination itself, which as we have seen was often at the very foundation of the state's claim to legitimacy. Chinese attitudes towards "magic" become clearer when we look at the case of what is perhaps the most common technique falling under the category of Buddhist thaumaturgy, the spell.

**Spells**

Long before the introduction of Buddhism to China, Chinese were intensely concerned with the far-ranging problem of how to deal with demons. Until the modern era, demonology and medicine were often closely tied; rather than the ubiquitous bacteria and viruses of modern popular medical conceptions, demons were a common source of illness, and possession was an everyday occurrence. Demonic malevolence was at the root of both physical and mental maladies, from warts and rashes to seizures and even nightmares. It is not surprising then that the Chinese early on developed techniques for combating the spooks and specters that harassed them. Entries in the bibliography included in the *Han shu* indicate that by the Han there was a thriving demonographic literature. Unfortunately, these texts are no longer extant, but manuscripts discovered in the 1970s at the Mawangdui and Shuihudi sites give us a fascinating glimpse of pre-Buddhist conceptions of the demonic and ways for protecting oneself from it.  

A demonography discovered at Shuihudi dating to the third century B.C. describes measures to be taken in the event of demonic mischief. It advises, for example, that "the dwelling places of the great spirits cannot be passed through. They like to injure people. Make pellets from dog excrement and carry them when passing through. Throw them at the spirit when it appears, and it will not injure people." In addition to expelling demons with unpleasant substances, readers were also taught to drive them away with prophylactic postures. When in danger, the demonography advises, recline in a crouch or sit "like a winnowing basket" to ward off demonic attack.  

Among the various techniques for dealing with demons included in one Mawangdui manuscript were spells—incantatory formulas used to exorcise demons. Take, for example, this spell, recited to exorcise fox spirits:

- Spirit of Heaven send down the sickness-shield.
- Spirit Maids according to sequence hear the spirit pronouncement.
- A certain fox is poking into a place where it does not belong.
- Desist.
- Not desisting, let the ax cleave you.
It seems likely that this preoccupation with protecting oneself from the demonic through incantatory formulas was not limited to the aristocratic figures in whose tombs the Mawangdui and Shuihudi manuscripts were found: surely spells were a part of the everyday life of people at all levels of Chinese society.

Meanwhile, an incantatory tradition had been developing for centuries in India and had been readily incorporated into Buddhist doctrine and folklore. In the *Liang Biographies* we read that Guṇabhadra who "was originally of Brahman stock, as a child mastered the various discourses concerning the 'five sciences,' as well as astronomy, mathematics, medicine, and the art of spells." Similarly, Tanwuchen (Skt. Dharmakṣema) in addition to studying the "five sciences" and the "lesser vehicle," also learned to chant spells as a part of his childhood education. It was monks like these, steeped in the Indian tradition, who bridged the gap between Indian and Chinese practices, introducing Indian spells to the Chinese incantatory repertoire.

In addition to foreign missionaries, Buddhist texts concerned with spells appear to have been translated into Chinese from an early date. While a number of Buddhist spell texts have been attributed to the earliest translators, the authenticity of these attributions is difficult to determine. Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that certainly by the end of the third century, Chinese readers had been introduced to texts in which Buddhist spells play a central role.

A glance at the *Chu sanzang jiji*, a catalog of Buddhist books compiled in the early sixth century, reveals that by that time the libraries of Buddhist aficionados were well stocked with a wide variety of Buddhist spell texts. Although most of the spell books listed in this catalog have been lost, their titles give us some idea of their contents. Most of the titles point to spells of a decidedly practical nature. Medical texts like *The Spell for an Aching Tooth*, *The Spell to Treat Poison*, and *The Spell for Sore Eyes* were all in the library of the sixth-century cataloger. The catalog also records *The Scripture of the Water Spell*, *The Scripture of the Dragon King and the Bathing Spell*, and *Spells to Request Rain, Stop Rain and Extract Blood Humors*. The titles of these long-lost texts point to two of the most common uses to which Buddhist spells were put in China: treating illness and controlling water. Considering the efforts of missionary monks and translators as well as the Chinese predisposition towards spells, it is not surprising that the Buddhist spell came to play a prominent role in the image of the Buddhist thaumaturge in China. By examining the evolution of the spell in Buddhist hagiography, it is possible to gain a purchase not only on the history of incantations in early Chinese Buddhism, but also on the development of the image of the Buddhist wonder-worker in China.
Spells in the Liang Biographies

Huijiao attributed the spread of Buddhist spells in China to the fourth-century monk Śrīmitra, credited with translating a version of the spell text known as the Peacock King Scripture, and of introducing Buddhist spells to the eastern part of China. Later scholars of Buddhist history, from Zanning in the tenth century to modern scholars, have followed suit, citing Śrīmitra as a key figure in the early spread of Buddhist spells. Nonetheless, the Liang Biographies also attribute a knowledge of spells to even earlier figures, like the third-century monk Heluojie who during an epidemic “treated the ill with spells, curing eight or nine out of every ten,” or the fourth-century Zhu Fakuang who “traveled through the villages and hamlets, saving the gravely ill.” Thus, if the Biographies are any indication, monks were associated with the spell-casting arts almost from the beginnings of Buddhism in China.

In the Liang Biographies, the content of the spells and the rituals into which they were incorporated remain for the most part obscure. For Śrīmitra we are told only that he chanted a spell in “several thousand [foreign] syllables.” For others we are given only a few tantalizing details. On learning of an official named Teng Yongwen, bedridden with a crippling illness, the early fourth-century Indian monk Jivaka went to him and asked, “Do you wish to be cured?” The monk “took up a bowl of clean water and a tooth-cleaning stick [yangliu]. He then stirred the water with the stick, pointed it in Yongwen’s direction, and intoned a spell. After doing this three times, he stroked Yongwen’s knees and ordered him to arise. The man then arose and walked as he had before his illness.” Fotucheng was said to have effected even more dramatic results, bringing a dead prince back to life with a tooth-cleaning stick and a spell.

Here we see one of the major uses of spells in the Liang and subsequent versions of the Eminent Monks: the treatment of sickness. The stories cited above make no mention of demons and do not necessarily suggest that such cures were regarded as exorcisms. Other stories, however, point to just such a notion; that is, when stricken with an illness brought on by a demon, exorcism was the only sure cure; and the proper incantation administered by a specialist, the best medicine. According to the biography of the fifth-century monk Puming, when the wife of a local villager took ill, Puming was asked in to chant a spell. As soon as the monk did so, the woman’s breathing returned to normal. Immediately thereafter, a “creature that looked like a fox scurried out of the dog gate. She thenceforth recovered.” The connection between spells and the spirit-world is further illus-
trated in the lines of the story that follow: "Puming once walked past a shrine by the side of a river. The shaman there said that when the spirits saw him they fled in fear." Similarly, the fourth-century monk Dharmakṣema in one story sensed that demons had entered a village and warned of an imminent epidemic. At the time one of the villagers doubted Dharmakṣema's abilities, whereupon the monk chanted spells for three consecutive days and announced, "The demons have gone." Just at that time someone reported that they had seen hundreds of plague demons fleeing the village. If these stories are more than exotic fantasies, and reflect, however imperfectly, the way real monks behaved in society, then spell-casting, like fortune-telling, was an important point of contact between monks and ordinary people—one of a set of soundly practical services the monk offered to the community.

The belief in the value of spells for curing demonic illness reflected in the hagiography jibes with views expressed in more theoretical Buddhist writings. Speaking at the end of the sixth century, the great Tiantai exegete Zhiyi divided the causes of illness into six categories, including improper balance between the "four elements" (si da), improper diet, disorders brought on by improper meditative practices, and karmic conditions. Also included in his six categories were illness caused by ghosts and by demons. For these later two types of illness, Zhiyi prescribed spells of which he gave two examples. As the passage from Zhiyi illustrates, sickness was not attributed exclusively to demonic influence; the spell was seen as one of a number of potential remedies for illness, only to be prescribed under the proper circumstances. Nonetheless, when something as mysterious and terrifying as an epidemic struck a community, demons were the natural focus of attention. It is equally understandable that at such times people would turn for help to the spiritual figures in their communities, guardians of unspeakable secrets who in many cases were monks.

In addition to the belief that incantations were effective in exorcising malevolent spirits, it was also believed that spells could be used to manipulate nature and specifically to attain water. One story tells that Dharmakṣema, known as the "Great Master of Spells," once when accompanying a king into the mountains produced water for the thirsty sovereign by casting an "esoteric spell" on a boulder, which, like Moses' rock in the desert, bubbled forth with fresh spring water. The prevalence of this kind of story in the Liang Biographies reflects a fascination with the dramatic thaumaturgic solution to drought—a fascination not surprising in an agricultural society justifiably preoccupied with the proper allocation of water. The biography of Guṇabhadra relates that in 462 China suffered from a great drought. After making supplications to the mountains and rivers for several months to no
effect, the emperor summoned Guṇabhadra and commanded him to pray for rain, adding that if his efforts were unsuccessful his presence would not be requested again. Guṇabhadra from that moment refused all food and drink, lit incense, and began to “silently chant scriptures, secretly intoning esoteric spells at the same time.” Needless to say, rain fell the following day. It may well be that behind these stories lay the assumption that the availability of water in wells and in the form of rain was subject to the whims of the spirit-dragons who were believed to control water; again, the function of the spell was to manipulate the spirit-world.

The connection between spells, dragons, and rain is occasionally made explicit in the *Liang Biographies*, as in the case of Shegong who “could call down the spirit-dragons through the use of esoteric spells. Whenever there was a drought, [the ruler] Fu Jian would ask him to cast a spell, whereupon a dragon would appear in his alms bowl. The heavens would then break forth with torrential rains. Fu Jian and his officials would look into his bowl and sigh in astonishment at these marvels.”

With this last example we return to the more general appeal of the thaumaturge in hagiography as a source of wonder. Illustrative of this function of the hagiography is the fact that many of the stories relate the use of spells to achieve less practical results. When Fotucheng was faced with the challenge of demonstrating the merits of Buddhism to the martial ruler Shi Le, “realizing that Shi Le could not understand the profound doctrines [of Buddhism],” he resorted to a simple demonstration of the efficacy of Buddhist spells. “Taking up a vessel filled with water, he lit incense, and said a spell over it. Moments later, a green lotus flower sprouted up, dazzling to the eye. From this time on, Shi Le believed.” Whether we read this as a record of some sort of magic trick or as a later legend, its inclusion in the *Liang Biographies* discloses a fascination with the power of these esoteric foreign words apart from the pressing concerns of drought and disease.

Two characteristics of the *Liang Biographies* are particularly important for tracing the evolution of Buddhist spells in China. First, the reader may have noticed that virtually all of the spell-casting monks mentioned so far were foreigners. Second, the spells mentioned in the *Liang Biographies*, unlike spells in later biographies, are known only as generic “spells” (*zhou*), and do not reflect widespread knowledge of the technical spell literature that assigned specific names and attributes to various spells. No attempt is made to transcribe the spells or to distinguish the spells of one master from another. Apparently, up to this time (that is, the early sixth century), the Buddhist spell was seen as chiefly the domain of foreign, dimly understood figures versed in
exotic arts deemed incomprehensible by native Chinese. The great translator and exegete Kumārajīva was enormously influential in China not only because of his own work, but also because of the brilliant Chinese disciples he trained. Nonetheless, according to the *Liang Biographies*, when Kumārajīva was on his deathbed, “he intoned three spirit-spells and ordered his foreign disciples to chant them in an attempt to save him.”\(^\text{104}\) For Kumārajīva, or perhaps only for the author of his biography, Chinese monks were deemed inappropriate students for the art of spell-chanting. At this time, it was perhaps this exoticism, this inaccessibility, that allowed Buddhist spells to compete with a rich indigenous incantatory literature.\(^\text{105}\)

**Specialization and Sinification in Later Biographies**

While Indian Buddhist texts featuring specific spells came to China early on, it is not until the *Further Biographies* that the names of such spells begin to punctuate the hagiography. The monk Fayun chanted the Spell of Seven Buddhas in order to “save others,” while Huiyu chanted spells from the larger version of the *Perfection of Wisdom*\(^\text{106}\) in order to save several men dying from an attack by a prodigious poisonous snake.\(^\text{107}\) Narendrayāsa repeatedly made use of the *Spirit Spell of Guanyin (Avalokiteśvara)*, as did Dharmagupta who used the *Guanyin Spell* in order to bring down rain.\(^\text{108}\) In addition to the oral training in these spells that we must assume was taking place, many spells were elucidated in instructional manuals either translated into Chinese from Sanskrit or purporting to be translated from Sanskrit.\(^\text{109}\)

It was becoming increasingly possible for Chinese monks who had never made the trip to India, or even learned rudimentary Sanskrit, to dabble in incantatory arts that had in the past been reserved for foreigners.

Nevertheless, in the *Further Biographies*, the association between the foreign monk and thaumaturgy remains strong. Once, we are told, when Bodhiruci was sitting alone beside a well, he stirred the well water with a tooth-cleaning stick and cast a spell. In a moment the water came bubbling to the top of the well, whereupon Bodhiruci washed himself. A monk happened to see this thing and exclaimed that the Master was a great and holy man. Bodhiruci responded sharply, “You must not give praise lightly. This [spell-casting] is a practice that we all cultivate abroad. It is just because you here do not practice it that you call me holy. Fearing that he would mislead those still caught in the web of worldly ways, Bodhiruci henceforth kept [his spells] secret and did not make them known to others.”\(^\text{110}\) Here we see the same sort of rhetorical device we saw in the case of supernormal powers: dismissing spells as insignificant only adds to the respect due
the monk, or, as in the case of Fotucheng cited above, adds to the respect due the profundities of Buddhist doctrine.

Despite the continued fascination with the foreign thaumaturge, as we move into the seventh century we read more and more accounts of Chinese monks like Sengfan who at the age of twenty-three mastered the "art of Indian spells," or of Faan who wandered about treating the ill with "charmed water." Ironically, this democratic spread of Buddhist spells to Chinese monks was accompanied by increasing specialization in the form of technical books and theories. Thus, although more and more monks claimed competence in the use of spells, Buddhist spell-casting was still confined to the specialist; there is no evidence to suggest that at this time many outside of the clergy learned Buddhist spells with their long strings of strange and meaningless syllables.

A part of this specialization was the increased use of technical terminology. The Further Biographies introduces to the series the specialized type of spell known as dhāraṇī. In many instances, dhāraṇī and spell (Skt. mantra) were used indiscriminately in China, but at this time (pre-Tang), the hagiography reflects an awareness of the more technical sense of dhāraṇī as a distinctively Buddhist mnemonic device used to help the adept memorize Buddhist writings. The term dhāraṇī, sometimes given in its Chinese translation of "all-retaining" (zongchi)—which includes the ability to retain memories—appears only twice in the Further Biographies. In one case it is associated with the ability to master scriptures; in the other, it is linked to spells. Hence, while the idea that dhāraṇī could be used like regular spells was in circulation at this time, the restricted use of the word "dhāraṇī" in the Further Biographies suggests that these particular Buddhist spells may not yet have achieved widespread acceptance within the sangha.

In addition to documenting the use of dhāraṇī as a mnemonic device for studying scriptures, the Further Biographies also introduces the use of spells (zhou) for purposes more abstract than the treating of illness or prayers for rain. "During the Zhenguan era [627–650]," the biography of Huikuan relates, "there was a monk named Ce who cast spells with efficacy. He suddenly died in Luo District. When he saw King Yama [king of the netherworld], the King said: 'The faults of the people in hell are many. You should chant spells for them, and ask Master Huikuan to speak on the Hell Scripture.'" The biography of Tanxuan also mentions the notion that spells can be used to eradicate one's faults. Finally, it is said that the sixth-century monk Huiyuan chanted spells "in order to repay his four debts" (to parents, all sentient beings, teachers, and ruler). The ideas represented by these
stories lay behind the eventual incorporation of spells into Buddhist liturgy.

The translation of spell texts and the use of spells in liturgy prepared the way for the three great Tang ritual specialists Amoghavajra, Vajrabodhi, and Subakarasimha, characterized in the hagiography by their use of *mudrās, manḍalas*, and spells, known in the technical literature as the "three mysteries" (*san mi*). For a sense of the sort of impressive ritual acts with which these three monks came to be associated, consider the story of Vajrabodhi and the twenty-fifth princess, daughter to Tang Xuanzong. According to the *Song Biographies*, the twenty-fifth princess, Xuanzong's favorite daughter, took ill and was on the verge of death. At this point the emperor summoned Vajrabodhi to administer her last rites. But then something unusual happened.

Vajrabodhi went to the princess, and, selecting two seven-year-old girls from the palace, wrapped their faces in red silken gauze and had them lie on the ground. Then, he ordered Niu Xiantong [a high-ranking official] to compose an edict and burn it elsewhere. Vajrabodhi then cast a spell with esoteric words. The two girls memorized and recited [the spell], not dropping a single word. The monk then entered *samādhi*, and with inconceivable power ordered the two girls to take the edict to King Yama. In the time it takes to eat a meal, Yama ordered the princess' deceased nurse, Dame Liu, to escort the princess' hun soul back with the two girls. The princess thereupon sat up, opened her eyes, and talked as usual. When the Emperor heard the news, he raced back to the Outer Rooms without waiting for his guard. The princess said to him, "The numbers [set] in the netherworld are difficult to change. King Yama has sent me back only that I might gaze on your sacred countenance once more." After about half a day, she passed away. From this time on, the Emperor took refuge in and worshiped [Buddhism].

While we have no contemporary sources testifying to this particular incident, the close ties between the court and the three Tantric masters is beyond doubt. The credence the court placed in Buddhist ritual is illustrated by the vast corpus of ritual texts the three monks were ordered to translate or compose on imperial directive. The impact of the influx of this spell literature is apparent in the *Song Biographies*. In place of the generic spells common in the *Liang Biographies*, monks in the *Song Biographies* keep spells with such impressive sounding titles as *The Heart Spell of Great Compassion*, *The Scripture of the Eight-syllable Dhāraṇī*, or *The Spirit Spell of the Buddha's Uṣṇīṣa*. This last spell was particularly influential as it became the chief spell inscribed on "dhāraṇī pillars" (*jingchuang*), hundreds of which were erected.
Throughout the Tang empire.\textsuperscript{121} For many monks it was no longer enough to chant a common spell; spell-casting now required expertise in a vast body of technical, esoteric lore.

At the same time, the influence of these technical manuals can be overemphasized, and it would be a mistake to think of the use of Buddhist spells as a direct, unadulterated appropriation of purely foreign practices. The monk Quanqing, for example, was said to have cured a woman of possession through the use of spells and a grass doll, a practice with origins in pre-Buddhist China.\textsuperscript{122} Similarly, Buddhist spells became intertwined with the traditional topos of Chinese folklore. Zhixuan, for instance, employed "Indian spells" to save a young gentleman from a fox spirit disguised as a damsel in distress, a familiar motif to students of Chinese literature.\textsuperscript{123}

Unfortunately, in the \textit{Biographies} we can only dimly perceive the changes in the day-to-day ritual life of the monastic community brought on by this new influx of ritual texts. The \textit{Song Biographies}, like the two collections that came before it, is for the most part concerned with the most dramatic uses to which spells were put: curing illness, invoking rain in villages and at court, and subjugating malevolent spirits in the mountain wilds. Ethnographic descriptions of ordinary rituals did not, for the medieval reader, make for a good read.

\textbf{Scripture as Spell}

The \textit{Biographies of Eminent Monks} contain important material for the history of Buddhist reading, that is, how Buddhists understood their own scriptures.\textsuperscript{124} It is of course necessary to balance the attitudes reflected in the \textit{Biographies} with the more formal, sustained attempts to understand scripture found in the writings of the great Chinese Buddhist exegesis; hagiography is not conducive to the inner grappling of a Zhiyi or a Zongmi. On the other hand, perhaps more than commentaries or compendiums of scripture, hagiography reveals the connections that existed between scripture and practice, the circumstances under which sacred books were read, and the impact they had (or were supposed to have had) on their readers. One of the ways in which Buddhist scriptures were read was as spells.

The \textit{Biographies} disclose an overriding concern with the power of the sutras themselves—with the physical object of the book, the characters on the page, and the sounds of the words when read aloud—apart from the doctrinal or philosophical meaning of the texts. This will come as no surprise to readers familiar with the major Mahāyāna sutras. The \textit{Lotus Sūtra}, for instance, contains so many self-referential passages insisting on the marvelousness of the scripture and the merit accruing to all who recite and copy it, that first-time readers are often
baffled by just where the “message” of the scripture lies, if not in these very self-referential passages themselves. The *Perfection of Wisdom, Diamond, and Flower Adornment* all display similar characteristics, and were all key players in the growth of the cult of the book in Indian and subsequently Chinese Buddhism.

One of the uses to which these spiritually powerful books were put was, as in the case of spells, to protect oneself from demons and to manipulate the spirit-world. When the Sui monk Xingjian travels to Mount Tai, known in China from ancient times as the destination of the dead, he is warned not to stay in a particular room in a mountain monastery because it is known to be haunted; “All who stay there inevitably meet with violent death,” warns the monastery caretaker. Nonetheless, Xingjian fearlessly spends the night there, confidently chanting the scriptures to protect himself from whatever demons might appear. In the biography of the eighth-century monk Qingxu the association between spells and scripture is made even more explicit. On retreating to the famous Shaolin Monastery for summer meditation, Qingxu learns of a room said to be inhabited by a fierce demon. He is further told that a monk who had mastered the *Fire-Head Vajra Spell* (huotuo jin'gang zhou) once attempted to spend the night there, but was hurled down the mountain by the demon. “For seven days he could not speak and was mentally disturbed.” Undaunted, Qingxu goes to the room where he chants the *Eleven-Face Guanyin Spell.* When the statues in the room begin to shake, Qingxu realizes that the spell is ineffective, and so begins to chant the *Diamond Sutra* instead. “From this time on,” the story concludes, “those who lived there came to no harm and the spirit moved away.”

If these sorts of heroics seem far removed from the needs of the average reader, the biography of Hongzheng relates a story of a kind of protection that all would find useful: protection against the envoys of death. While a monk was sitting in meditation, we are told, he saw two envoys of death come to collect Hongzheng whose allotted lifespan had expired. The monk then overheard a ghostly conversation between the two spirits who complained that they could not approach Hongzheng, for he was chanting the *Diamond Sutra*. Eventually, in order to satisfy their superiors in the underworld, the frustrated spirits decided to take in Hongzheng's place another man in the capital who happened to share his name.

There was of course a more pervasive, less dramatic notion drawn upon to combat the spirits of death: accumulation of merit. The scriptures themselves are the first to testify to the merit derived from their recitation. The hagiography is full of accounts of monks and laymen who temporarily descend to the netherworld where Yama praises them...
for chanting the scriptures and extends their life span, or chastises them for failing to chant scriptures and sends them back for another chance.

But this notion seems too removed and abstract for the ideas we associate with the word “spell,” and may be closer to what we mean by “incantation,” or even “prayer.” It is likely, however, that such distinctions would have been quite alien to the medieval Chinese Buddhist. Reciting the *Lotus Sūtra* both accrued merit and protected one from demons in times of danger; scriptures could be read both for their philosophical insights and as apotropaic spells. The very multivalence of the act of reading Buddhist scriptures is part of what made them so appealing.

Much of our uneasiness with the term “spell” stems from our own experience of the Reformation when “magic” was juxtaposed to “religion,” and later, magic distinguished from religion and science—categories of belief and practice with which leading scholars of religion continue to grapple to this day. I will return to these larger questions of the theory behind thaumaturgy in the next section. But first let us look at the reaction to spells and incantations within and without the *sangha* in medieval China.

**Reception**

The vast corpus of extant works by Li Bai includes a poem dedicated to an Indian monk. The poem begins,

There is a monk whose Dharma name is Sangha. At times he discusses the three carts [of the *Lotus Sūtra*] with me. I asked him how many times he had chanted his spells. “Twice the number of the grains of sand in the Ganges,” was his reply.

As this poem indicates, along with ascetic practice and the ability to discuss lofty, erudite doctrines, in the layman’s eye the spell had become an integral part of the image of the monk. The diary of Ennin, the ninth-century Japanese pilgrim to China, illustrates that by this time the spell had become a part of a monk’s everyday life. In addition to chanting spells on behalf of an ailing ship captain and for favorable winds on his journey to China, Ennin also chanted spells at the funeral of one of his disciples who died in China. In 838, Ennin had the opportunity to observe an annual ritual in Yangzhou honoring the anniversary of the death of the former emperor Jingzong. Part of the ritual, attended by representatives of the state, included the recitation of spells intended to assist the spirit of the deceased ruler in the afterworld. This final example raises the curious matter of the attitude of the state toward the use of Buddhist spells. The attitude of the state toward
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spells was more complicated than that of the average layman. If a layman could call on monks to chant spells only when ill or on the occasion of a funeral, and otherwise ignore them, the state felt the need to regulate such practices, to draw a line between beneficial incantations and sorcery.

Judging by legal documents, the state seems to have taken a dim view of the use of spells. In the Han code, sorcery, widely defined, was a punishable offense. The first-century Xin lun recounts the story of a certain Mr. Han who was arrested for chanting incantations against nightmare bogies in the morning in the privy. This suspicion of spell-casting continued into the Tang legal code, which stipulated that monks apprehended casting spells were to be arrested and executed. One of the first anti-Buddhist edicts of the famous Huichang persecution of 842 called for the laicization of monks who cast spells.

But when we look more closely, we see that the position of the state concerning spells was hardly consistent. Take for example the official policy of Xuanzong. According to the Tang History, Xuanzong's mother was killed after being falsely accused of using spells for evil ends. If indeed the accusations were false, the unfortunate event did not deter Xuanzong from carrying out his own furious purges of spell casters, for sorcery consistently played at least a minor role in the tense drama of intrigue and suspicion among court rivals. Xuanzong made his stance clear in an edict of 726 in which he states:

We have been informed that among the clergy and the laity, there are those who falsely prognosticate, wildly deceiving gentlemen and commoners alike. Claiming [to foretell] disaster and good fortune, [drawing up] talismans, and [casting] spells, they practice sorcery [zuodao]. Previously, orders were issued that these practices were to cease. Yet it seems that the foolish are unwilling to change their ways. Let it be known that officials shall henceforth make known the [relevant] statutes and edicts and rigorously examine [those under their administrations].

Another of Xuanzong's extant edicts, issued thirteen years later, singles out Buddhists for criticism:

Sorcery is extremely damaging to the state. It is for this reason that the former kings established the principle that those who commit these crimes must be executed in order to extirpate destructive [elements]. Yet not all of [the sorcerers] have been seized. From this day on, the law cannot abide those who, in the name of the Buddha Law, want only to make magic, speaking wildly of good and bad fortune, and specializing in pernicious deception. It shall be commanded to all senior officials in office that all of this type are to be rigorously apprehended.
While members of the royal family might dabble in sorcery, this edict indicates that it was the specialists in such arts who were most feared; and monks were counted among these specialists. Obviously Xuanzong's efforts to curb the use of spells by the clergy during this time met with at most limited success, or the second edict would not have been necessary. Curiously, it was during precisely this period, the reign of Xuanzong, that the bulk of Buddhist spell texts were translated. Further, the texts translated by monks like Amoghavajra, Vajrabodhi, and Śubakarasimha almost always bear the heading feng zhao “[translated] on imperial edict.” Xuanzong's case is representative of the state's attitude toward such matters in general. Spells were not conceived of as universally evil in the way that theologians during the Reformation denounced all such practices as the work of the devil. In China, spells were thought of as weapons: in the right hands they could be used to summon rain and cure the sick; but in the wrong hands they could be used for malevolent purposes. Hence it is understandable that during the Huichang persecution—a time in which the clergy felt great animosity toward the imperial house—yet another imperial edict was issued banning monks from using spells.\textsuperscript{140}

For their part, leading clerics sought to convince the laity that monks would only use powerful spells for righteous causes. This tendency is reflected in monastic reactions to an incident said to have taken place at the court of Taizong in 639. According to the Zizhi tongjian, a foreign monk appeared in the capital in 639 claiming to possess the ability to cast a spell that would kill a man in an instant. It was said that after killing a man, he would then use another spell to bring the victim back to life. Fu Yi, a staunch opponent of Buddhism, reported to the emperor: “This is a false art. I have heard it said that the false cannot overcome the true. I request that the monk be asked to cast his spell on me. It will certainly not work.” When the monk attempted his spell, Fu Yi remained unharmed, while the monk himself fell down dead.\textsuperscript{141} In his Longxing biannian tonglun, the Song monk Zuxiu states that since the arrival of Śrīmitra in the Jin, “any number of charlatan bhikṣus have come from foreign countries, equipped with arts with which they startle the ignorant.” The story of Fu Yi and the foreign monk, Zuxiu continues, is no doubt a fabrication, so absurd that “even a child would not believe it.” Even if it were true, he continues, then clearly the monk's spell was not a real spell and could indeed be termed a false art.\textsuperscript{142} Of course Zuxiu's main point here is to refute the superiority of an enemy of Buddhism to one of its representatives. But in doing so he seems to be saying that it was the inefficacy of the spell that proved that the monk who cast it was not Buddhist. Zhipan, the Song Dynasty compiler of the Fozu tongji, makes a more powerful
moral argument in his own commentary to the story in which he claims that Buddhist spells can only be used for compassionate ends, and that it was the foreign monk's failure to understand this basic tenet that led to his own death. 143 Both the original story and the reactions to it reflect an ambivalence toward spells, a sense that the mere uttering of certain esoteric syllables could wreak horrible consequences, especially if used by unscrupulous individuals. 144

Although incantations evoked a certain uneasiness, spells continued to attract monks to their mysteries, often at the expense of less dramatic fields of Buddhist knowledge. In the biography of the sixth-century monk Zhixiang, a monk uses a spell to invoke a powerful spirit who lifts him several feet above the ground before Zhixiang expels the spirit through recitation of the precepts. Zhixiang then informs the monk that he has been practicing a false art that he should abandon forthwith. 145 As in the story cited earlier in which the recitation of scripture proved more powerful than a spell, this story was an attempt to emphasize the superiority of the more conservative, collective practice of reciting precepts over the pursuit of mastery of spell-casting. Similarly, in his commentary to a collection of Pure-Land stories, the prominent Ming monk Zhuhong complained that the monks of his day put little faith in the value of chanting the name of Amitābha. Instead, "in recent times men who keep spells read that the merit of dhāraṇīs can move mountains and seas, quell demons and spirits, and grant all manner of wishes. This they gleefully believe. But they also read that the merit of the pure-land can allow one to directly climb the sacred stairs and immediately transcend the three realms. This they quietly dismiss!" 146 While spells never supplanted scriptures, the Vinaya, or recitation of the name of Amitābha, they nevertheless held a consistent attraction for monks who perceived them to be as potent as they were mysterious, and the layman's apprehensions served only to bolster the appeal of the incantatory literature for monks.

The organization of my discussion of spells (beginning with indigenous Chinese spells, and then describing the entrance of Buddhist spells to the Chinese scene) may seem to argue that Buddhist spells replaced Chinese spells—another chapter in the Buddhist conquest of China. This is not at all the case, for while Buddhism certainly made inroads into Chinese demonology—texts used in modern Daoist ritual, for example, sometimes contain dhāraṇī—even mainstream Buddhist monks continued to use old-fashioned Chinese methods for warding off demons. Zanning, best known for his Song Biographies of Eminent Monks and his Brief History of the Clergy, also left us some of his more personal writings, including a lengthy treatise on bamboo and a book of techniques for warding off malevolent influences, the Record of Res-
This text includes methods for dealing with demons that are reminiscent of the techniques prescribed more than a thousand years earlier in the Shuihudi manuscripts. Zanning recommends, for example:

When lying down to sleep at night, place a blade of grass sticking up from the ground by a little more than three cun, and the demons and bogies will not dare to bewitch you. If when out in the fields you see a roving glow that [looks like] fire, it is Shining Demon Fire. It may become a wild fire when someone dies and their blood collects on the ground. Roving Glow is unpredictable. It may appear and then disappear. It comes to harass people and to snatch their breath and essence. Make a noise by slapping the sides of your saddle, and the fire will be extinguished.

Here we see neither dhāraṇīs, mudrās, mantras, nor Buddhist deities. The definition of orthodoxy hinted at in the discussion over the story of the evil foreign monk and his death spell was not so narrow as to exclude non-Buddhist methods for dealing with the demonic. Buddhist spells, despite their pervasive influence and the extensive literature prescribing their use, were but one contribution to a vast repertoire of techniques available to those troubled by seen and unseen specters. This being said, in the Eminent Monks it is the spell and not these other techniques that lies at the center of stories of encounters between monks and the demonic.

Miracles

Étienne Lamotte, the eminent modern scholar of Buddhist history and doctrine, scrupulously avoided the word “supernatural” in his writings on Buddhism, preferring instead to refer to miraculous phenomena as “supernormal.” Although he never made explicit the reasoning behind this decision, it is probable that Lamotte, himself a Jesuit priest, wished to dissociate Buddhist ideas of miracles from their Christian counterparts. Christian theologians have differed over the mechanism of miracles, but the dominant view has held that miracles are without exception acts of God and God alone. God created Nature, and only God can alter Nature through supernatural intervention. Therefore, according to these same theologians, even when prayers to a saint are answered with a miracle, it is not the saint who makes the miracle. The saint, who is close to God, can only intercede on behalf of the supplicant; in the final analysis, it is God who creates the miracle. Neither of these assumptions—that wondrous occur-
rences involved the intercession of a force outside of Nature, or that all miracles could ultimately be traced to a single source—hold true for Buddhism. Lamotte focused most of his attention on Indian Buddhism. When discussing the Chinese world view distinct from Indian influences, Joseph Needham expressed a similar discomfort with the term “supernatural.” "It should be noted," Needham states, "that for the characteristic and instinctive Chinese world view in all ages there could be nothing supernatural sensu stricto. Invisible principles, spirits, gods and demons, queer manifestations, were all just as much part of Nature as man himself, though rarely met with and hard to investigate.”

The conjunction of Chinese and Buddhist beliefs meant that for Chinese Buddhists, Buddhism fell within the purview of Nature. Although Buddhist cosmology and ideas of karma and reincarnation were invoked to explain the workings of Nature, the idea that one could overstep the boundaries of Nature was not entertained. Hence, in an addendum to a biography describing the persecution of Buddhism in the 840s, Zanning could comment that the teachings of Buddhism were themselves “conditioned elements” and consequently subject to the inevitable progression through the “four states” (sixiang) of birth, stasis, decay, and death.

One doubts whether abstract theories of the nature of miracles held sway with the average Christian; in, say, medieval France, when a peasant prayed to a saint for a miracle, he or she doubtless believed that the saint himself had the power to effect it and that miracles could come from any number of sources. Nevertheless, the relevance of the theological position to the Church as a whole becomes important when we examine the use of the English word “magic.” For many Christians, since God created the universe, any attempt to alter the universe by unnatural means was seen as wrong, as an abrogation of authority. As we have seen, the Chinese definition of “magic,” or “sorcery,” was based more on the intention of the practitioner than on the act itself. This difference stems in part from a difference in interpretation of the relationship between miracles and Nature. Unlike the Judeo-Christian model of miracles based on the notion of the supernatural, the Chinese model for miracles was based instead on the idea of “resonance.”

Resonance

The Song Biographies recount the story of the efforts of the eighth-century monk Sengjie to build a monastery that was to include a pavilion near water's edge.
When it was decided to build the pavilion by the water, Sengjie worried that living creatures would be harmed in the process and so he erected a sanctum and held rituals for three days, warning the many-legged and no-legged creatures to move clear so that the construction of the holy site would not result in disaster. Let it be known that *supreme sincerity evokes resonance*, for a sign was made manifest, demonstrating that his efforts had not been in vain: when [the workmen] dug into the ground and reached the spring, not a single insect was seen.\(^{154}\)

The phrase "supreme sincerity evokes resonance," a paraphrase of a passage from the *Book of Documents*,\(^ {155}\) occurs with regularity in the *Biographies* to describe the responses of animals, plants, spirits, and people to the holy monks with whom they came into contact.

A similar expression, *ganying*, variously translated as "stimulus and response" or as "resonance," is also frequently invoked to describe miracles associated with eminent monks. We read, for example, of the miracles at the site of the corpse of the thaumaturge Housenghui. As the monk had once asked a villager for a pair of straw sandals, after his death, the local people would make offerings of straw sandals at his tomb. These offerings, we are told, evoked much "resonance," that is, miracles.\(^ {156}\)

There is nothing distinctly Buddhist in the idea of resonance, and by the end of the Han it had become a part of the general Chinese heritage rather than a proposition of a given school of thought.\(^ {157}\) Indeed, a number of the biographies relate stories of monks who evoke miracles through the "resonance of their filial devotion" (*xiaogan*)—returning sight to a blind mother, or miraculously finding a father's bones on an immense battlefield—rather than, say, through the use of a Buddhist spell, or the assistance of a Buddhist deity.\(^ {158}\) In post-Han China, the ability to "stimulate resonance" had become a requirement of any holy figure, Buddhist or otherwise.

One of the clearest expositions of resonance in this technical sense is in the *Huainanzi*, which illustrates the concept with the musical example of sympathetic resonance. "When the lute-tuner strikes the *gong* note [on one instrument], the *gong* note [on the other instrument] responds; when he plucks the *jiao* note [on one instrument], the *jiao* note [on the other instrument] vibrates. This results from having corresponding musical notes in mutual harmony."\(^ {159}\) In the same way, when a sage appears, one can expect a spontaneous, correlative response from Nature, whether it be changes in the weather, new configurations of the stars, or the appearance of prodigious plants and animals.\(^ {160}\)

Correlative thinking and the concern with portends and omens it
encouraged were already widespread in the Han before the arrival of Buddhism. Nevertheless, with the arrival of Buddhism, the idea was readily adapted to Buddhist literature. After all, even according to Indian sources, the death of the Buddha was accompanied by spontaneous changes in Nature. On the death of the famous translator and pilgrim Xuanzang, it was said that white arcs of light stretched across the sky, just as had happened at the Buddha's Nirvana. The arcs of light were not the work of the Buddha, nor were they the work of spirits or other beings; they were a direct, spontaneous response of Nature to a significant event. The extension of the musical principle to the religious realm had great explanatory power, and the applicability of indigenous Chinese notions of the miraculous to Buddhist figures seems never to have been questioned.

Huijiao's work is full of examples of monks who evoke miraculous responses from Nature. Whenever Sengye sat down for meditation "a fragrant scent would fill the room." After the cremation of the body of Huishao, a paulownia tree sprouted up from his ashes. Whenever Shengjin went out alone, blue horses would walk beside him "like guards," and so on. We also find in the Liang Biographies two examples of what would later become a common motif in the Biographies: the miraculous birth. Xuangao's mother had a marvelous dream presaging her son's birth, and at the moment of delivery the room filled with a fragrant scent and a brilliant light. Yet Huijiao seems to have taken such occurrences for granted. He notes these miraculous responses of Nature in passing like a modern biographer notes his subject's academic awards and honors. As Huijiao says in the introduction to his work, "In selection for inclusion in the present work, we insist that the monk in question has achieved a level of transcendence. If there is a monk who has a small degree of resonant power (tong-gan), then we append his biography to the end of [one of the main] biographies."

With the compilation of the Further Biographies, however, the subject of resonance found a connoisseur of the miraculous in the person of Daoxuan. In addition to his voluminous historical works and his writings on the Vinaya, Daoxuan also compiled two fascinating works dealing with the miraculous. The first, the Record of Spiritual Resonance Associated with the Three Jewels in China, is a collection of miracle stories. The second, posthumously entitled the Record of Spiritual Resonance of Master of the Regulations Daoxuan, records a series of interviews Daoxuan himself claimed to have conducted with spirits. Daoxuan's fascination with such matters is also apparent in the Further Biographies in which he devotes an entire chapter to miracles. In the chapter, the Gantong pian, Daoxuan recounts dozens of mira-
cles associated with Sui Wen Di's policy in the first years of the seventh century of distributing relics throughout the empire. Typically, when a monk had escorted a relic to a stupa in a given district on imperial orders, the consecration was accompanied by strange and wondrous sights, which Daoxuan duly recorded. In large measure, it is these miracles rather than the monks connected with the relics that are the focus of these biographies. To make way for these biographies, Daoxuan departed from Huijiao's schema, calling his chapter "Spiritual Resonance" (gantong) rather than "Divine Marvels" (shenyi), a chapter that for Huijiao was devoted to monks with spiritual powers rather than to monks who evoked spontaneous responses from Nature.

Zanning followed Daoxuan's division, also titling one of the chapters of the Song Biographies "Spiritual Resonance" rather than "Divine Marvels." As Zanning explains it, Huijiao's chapter was reserved only for monks of the highest attainments. "As modest omens and marvels of a lower grade could not possibly have been collected in full, such accounts were left out of the book." Zanning then goes on to praise Daoxuan's schema, based, he tells us, on the expression "when stimulated [gan], it penetrates [tong]." The monks described in the chapter, Zanning continues, "penetrate, and attain the nature of wisdom; they cultivate, and attain 'stimulation.' Supernormal powers [tong] are the fruits [of their cultivation]." Finally, after comparing Daoxuan to the great Han historian Ban Gu who introduced innovations to the historical format developed by Sima Qian, Zanning concludes that Daoxuan "was like the sages who valued the hexagrams. Did not they also add to the original lines? This being so, if they had not first 'looked upward' and 'looked downward' how could they later have penetrated [and elicited] transformations?"

Here Zanning, like Daoxuan before him, bases his understanding of resonance on the "Great Treatise" of the Book of Changes, a philosophical treatise attributed to Confucius but probably composed in the second or third century B.C. Indeed the very expression gantong is taken from the quotation from the "Great Treatise" cited above: "When stimulated [gan], it penetrates [tong]." Likewise, when Zanning refers to "the sages who valued the hexagrams," he alludes to a passage in the "Great Treatise": "[To establish the technique of the Change, sages] looked upward to observe the markings in the heavens and looked downward to examine the patterns on the earth; in consequence of this, [the Change and the superior man] know the causes of what is obscure and what is obvious." In other words, the sages of antiquity who compiled the Book of Changes did so after discerning patterns in natural phenomena that allowed them to understand the
workings of the universe. By casting Daoxuan (and by extension, himself) in the same role as the sages who composed the *Changes*, Zanning places himself and Daoxuan before him in a long and reputable Chinese tradition of scholars concerned with the nature of the cosmos. In consciously applying themselves to the enterprise of collecting and evaluating accounts of miracles, Daoxuan and Zanning were attempting not only to propagate Buddhism and prove the truth of its claims; they were also engaged in the enterprise of uncovering the nature of miracles, the mechanism of the numinous.

Daoxuan and Zanning saw no conflict between ideas associated with the *Book of Changes* and Buddhism; the two were complementary. In the treatise to his chapter on resonance, Daoxuan laments that while the Chinese prognosticators of the past knew something of determining fate, they did not understand the principle on which fate is based, namely, karma. Daoxuan then goes one step further, stating that not only is fate tied to karma, but further, karma is tied to the mind. In a similar test, according to the *Shishuo xinyu*, when the son of Buddhist layman Ruan Yu took ill, Ruan “prayed on his behalf to the Three [Jewels] (the Buddha, the [Law], and the Sangha), not slackening by day or by night, for he felt that if his utmost sincerity had any power to move, he would surely receive help. But in the end the child did not recover, whereupon Ruan bound himself to an external hatred of the Buddha, and all the devotion of his present and past lifetimes was totally wiped out.”

Monks and the Spirit-World

As in these last two examples, Buddhist miracles were usually associated with Buddhist “agents,” Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and so on. In the first example, the emperor tested Falin by asking him to pray to the bodhisattva Guanyin. In the second example, layman Ruan appealed to a wider array of agents by praying to the “Three Jewels.” While the
Biographies are of only limited value for telling us which deities were important for Buddhist laypeople, they do give us a good idea of which deities—from Buddhas, to local gods—were most important for monks. But before returning to the biographies themselves, we need to look at one more abstract theory, the source of some of the most erudite and difficult discussion in Buddhist literature: the theory of the different “bodies” of a Buddha.

While there were a number of different theories attempting to delineate the different aspects, or “bodies,” of a Buddha, the most commonly held theory in China maintained that a Buddha exists in three different aspects. At the highest level, a Buddha exists in a “Body of the Law” (fashen). This is the Buddha as Absolute, a transcendent and ineffable state. Little can be said about this aspect of the Buddha—an abstract entity, by definition beyond definition. Buddhas were also said to exist in a more concrete though exceedingly marvelous state known as the “Reward Body” (baoshen). In China, the most famous example of a Buddha in this state is Amitābha, who dwells in his Pure-Land, appearing to the inhabitants there as a spectacular, dazzling being. Finally, Buddhas of the past like Śākyamuni appeared in roughly human shape in the “Response Body” (yingshen, var. huashen).181

The three-body theory is mirrored in references to Buddhas in the hagiography. “Response Body” Buddhas play a very minor role in the biographies. While archaeological and textual evidence demonstrates that there were many images of Śākyamuni, Śākyamuni is never cited as the source of a miracle. There is a story in the Song Biographies of the monk Shaokang who at the age of seven spoke his first word, “Śākyamuni,” when excitedly spotting an image of the Buddha on a visit to a monastery with his mother on the Buddha’s birthday.182 But the incident is not accompanied by a miracle. Indeed, there is no sense of Śākyamuni being present in the image at all; the emphasis of the story is on the boy’s recognition. The same is true of the next “historical” Buddha, Maitreya, the Buddha to come, who is connected with only one miracle in all of the biographies.183 Amitābha, representative of the “Reward Body,” also plays only a minor, tangential role in the Biographies, occasionally appearing in visions to dying monks destined for rebirth in his Pure Land. Daoxuan states in his Record of Resonance that the Body of the Law and the Reward Body cannot be seen by humans; only the Response Body appears in the world.

Nevertheless, Daoxuan suggests that the numinous abstraction known as the Body of the Law does make itself manifest in various forms at various times.184 Similarly, there are a few scattered references in the Liang and Song biographies of resonance issuing from the Body of the Law.185 But aside from these poetic allusions, glorify-
ing this most abstract of concepts, the Body of the Law is hardly men
tioned. In sum, in the Biographies, past, future, and cosmological
Buddhas have little to do with miracles; monks may long for the glori­
ous days when Śākyamuni walked the Earth, anxiously await the com­
ing of Maitreya, or look forward to a future life in the presence of
Amitābha, but for the present life, monks looked to deities of a less
imposing nature.

In his studies of religion in Sri Lanka, Edmund Leach noted the
need in Sri Lankan religion for mediators, middling deities bridging
the gap between the individual and the most powerful gods. Extrapo­
lating from the local scene, Leach went on to make up a simple chart
illustrating a basic structure underlying Hindu, Buddhist, and Chris­
tian pantheons. For all three religions it is possible to make basic dis­
tinctions between “great gods” (Viṣṇu, God the Father, Buddha) who
are ultimate sources of power, and “mediators” (Ganeśa, Jesus) who
render the great gods more accessible to the faithful.186 Once recog­
nized, the phenomenon seems so prevalent as to be obvious. In Mahā­
yāna Buddhism, the most important mediators are bodhisattvas, spec­
tacular beings who, though capable of leaving the world, remain in it
for the sake of ordinary people. Unlike the Buddhas, bodhisattvas are
very much present in the Biographies, central figures in the stories of
holy monks who were themselves mediators between the mundane and
the numinous.

The most popular bodhisattva in the Biographies—especially in the
Liang Biographies and the Further Biographies—is Guanyin (var. Guan­
shiyin, Skt. Avalokiteśvara).187 In the Biographies, Guanyin often serves
as the vehicle for monastic miracles. And as in the case of spells, many
of these miracles involve illnesses. The Liang Biographies relates the
story of the monk Zhu Fayi who in 372 suddenly took ill. “He then
constantly recited [the name] Guanyin, whereupon he saw in a dream
a man who opened his stomach and washed his intestines. When he
awoke, he had recovered from the illness.”188 When the mother of the
sixth-century monk Zhiqin took ill, he chanted the name of Guanyin,
whereupon “Buddhas appeared on the leaves of the trees in their court­
yard. Everyone in the family saw them, and the mother’s illness was
cured.”189

The ability to cure illness was attributed to all manner of deities,
but there are other themes in the Biographies associated especially
with Guanyin. One of these is Guanyin’s penchant for freeing monks
from fetters. The monk Chaoda, for example, was falsely imprisoned
under charges of possessing seditious charts and prognostications (of
the fall of the throne). Imprisoned and placed in stocks, the hapless
monk chanted the name of Guanyin, whereupon his fetters fell to the
In a related theme Guanyin saves the monk Fali. In the story, after he is captured by bandits who bind him to a tree, Fali can only chant the name of Guanyin and await a certain death. But when the bandits attempt to kill him, their swords cannot so much as scratch him. The astonished bandits flee in terror, and Fali is saved. Finally, already in the *Further Biographies* we see Guanyin respond to a woman’s prayers for a child.

All of these themes can be traced back to the twenty-fifth chapter of the *Lotus Sūtra*, one of the most popular chapters of the book. The long list of saving deeds attributed to Guanyin in the chapter include the very themes mentioned most frequently in the *Biographies*. “Even if there is a man, whether guilty or guiltless, whose body is fettered with stocks, pillory, or chains, if he calls upon the name of the bodhisattva He Who Observes the Sounds of the World [Guanshiyin], they shall all be severed and broken, and he shall straightway gain deliverance.” “If, again, a man who is about to be murdered calls upon the name of the bodhisattva He Who Observes the Sounds of the World, then the knives and staves borne by the other fellow shall be broken in pieces, and the man shall gain deliverance.” “If there is a woman, and if she is desirous and hopeful of having a son, making worshipful offerings to the bodhisattva He Who Observes the Sounds of the World, she shall straightway bear a son of happiness, excellence, and wisdom.” The connection between the book and the belief in the saving powers of Guanyin is made explicit in biographies like that of Daojiong, a monk known for chanting the *Lotus* who turns immediately to Guanyin when he finds himself lost and alone in a cave.

In addition to the direct correlations between the stories in the *Biographies* and the injunctions in the twenty-fifth chapter of the *Lotus*, the popularity of the Guanyin chapter is attested by the continued circulation of the chapter independent of the sutra as a whole, and by depictions of the chapter in Dunhuang murals. A more direct source of material for the *Biographies* was a series of Chinese collections of stories compiled from the fifth through the sixth centuries, relating tales of the miraculous interventions of Guanyin. At one point in the *Further Biographies*, after relating stories of monks saved from fire and bandits, Daoxuan notes, “The *Accounts of the Miracles of Guanyin* circulates independently. It is a more inclusive and expansive text, so we do not here relate [these stories] in more detail.”

The combination of scriptural sources, hagiography, and iconography made Guanyin by far the most popular Buddhist deity in China, at least until the Tang. The superiority accorded Guanyin is testified in the biography of the sixth-century monk Daotai. When Daotai takes
ill, a friend tells him, "I have heard that chanting the name of Guanyin once is equal to worshiping all of the six million, two hundred thousand bodhisattvas." When Daotai appeals to Guanyin, sure enough, his illness is cured by morning. 201

In later biographies, however, in addition to stories of the miracles of Guanyin, we also see the rise in popularity of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī. In the early biographies, part of the appeal of Guanyin is his ubiquity; he can be called upon anywhere and at anytime. Mañjuśrī, on the other hand, came to be associated with a specific place: Mount Wutai. The cult to Mañjuśrī at Wutai may go back as far as the fourth century, 202 and according to later sources, received imperial support during the reign of Xiao Wen Di in the late fifth century. 203 From this time forward the cult gained in prominence, eventually becoming the premiere Buddhist pilgrimage site in all of China, depicted in the Dunhuang caves, and attracting pilgrims from as far away as Tibet.

The scriptural justification for the claim that Mañjuśrī lived on Wutai is echoed in the biography of the early seventh-century monk Tanyun who made the pilgrimage to Wutai after hearing that "Mount Wutai is the Qingliang Mountain of the Flower Adornment Scripture. According to tradition, this is the place in which Mañjuśrī lives. From ancient times monks have gone there to make supplications [to the bodhisattva]." 204 The passage to which Tanyun alludes is found in a chapter of the Flower Adornment that enumerates the (mythical) dwelling places of various bodhisattvas of different directions. In the middle of this long list is the passage, "In the Northeast there is a dwelling place of bodhisattvas known as Mount Qingliang ('Cold Mountain'). In the past, various bodhisattvas stayed there. A bodhisattva named Mañjuśrī appears there, accompanied by a myriad of other bodhisattvas for whom he preaches on the Law." 205 Because of the location (Northeast) given for the mountain, and perhaps because of the name as well (Wutai is indeed a "cold mountain"), Qingliang was identified with Wutai.

Before the rise of Wutai as a pilgrimage site, Mañjuśrī was known in China as a central figure in the Vimalakīrti Sūtra. Nevertheless, Mañjuśrī is not so much as mentioned in the Liang Biographies; it was the notion of a very tangible presence of the deity in a specific place in China that captured the imagination of monks and hagiographers. In the biography of Wuran—the monk who eventually burned himself to death after having a vision of Mañjuśrī—we have seen an example of the sort of encounter with Mañjuśrī common in the Biographies. The earliest example of this motif in the Biographies is found in the biography of the monk Sengming who claimed to have traveled to Wutai in search of Mañjuśrī in 578. In a stone valley, he comes across a stone
mortar and wooden pestle, beside which sit two mysterious large men
with long eyebrows who cast no shadows. The men lead the monk to a
marvelous hall filled with people talking and laughing. After staying
for a while, Sengming is escorted from the hall and returns home.206

Word that Mañjuśrī appeared to sincere and faithful monks on
Mount Wutai quickly spread throughout China and beyond, drawing
monks to the mountain in search of visions and spawning a plethora
of accounts of encounters with the bodhisattva. *The Song Biographies*
contains a dozen such stories, the most famous of which is that of
Buddhapālī who after meeting Mañjuśrī stayed on with the bodhi-
sattva and was reported to have been seen there close to a hundred
years later.207

The success of the Mañjuśrī cult at Wutai inspired a similar cult
of the bodhisattva Samantabhadra (Ch. Puxian) at Mount Emei in
present-day Sichuan. If the biographies are any indication, the Sa-
mantabhadra cult came to prominence in the late Tang. Neither the
Liang nor *Further Biographies* mention Emei in connection with Sa-
manfabhadra; when monks traveled to Emei at that time, they did so
for the scenery.208 Even in the *Song Biographies* we only see mention of
the Emei cult in the biography of Xingming, a monk who lived at the
end of the Tang. In this biography, Mañjuśrī “living in his golden
world” on Wutai is paired with Samantabhadra who lives in a “silver
world” on Emei.209 Just as in the case of Mañjuśrī, scriptural justifica-
tion for placing Samantabhadra at Emei was found in a passage in the
*Flower Adornment*.210 By the end of the tenth century when the *Song
Biographies* were compiled, Zanning felt compelled to explain the ap-
pearance of an incarnation of Samantabhadra at Wutai. He explains
that Samantabhadra was not encroaching on Mañjuśrī’s territory, for
“the holy ones are not guided by [delusions of] the self.”211 Eventually
a home was found for Guanyin as well on a mountain in present-day
Zhejiang Province.212

Why did monks feel the need to localize these deities? Part of the
answer is of course that monks were the beneficiaries of pilgrimage
sites. Mountains like Wutai and Emei became major Buddhist centers
and important sources of prestige and financial support. Elaborate
monasteries staffed with hundreds of monks were maintained in the
stunningly beautiful surroundings of Emei and Wutai in part through
the donations of pilgrims, but more significantly through imperial gifts.
Just as important, however, the existence of well-run monasteries with-
in the holy dwelling places of the bodhisattvas validated the monastic
way of life. When Mañjuśrī was sighted on the mountain, it was often
in the form of a monk, living in a monastery. Monks were somehow
closer to Mañjuśrī than ordinary people; others came and went, but
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the monks of Wutai and Emei had a sense that they lived in a holy realm, separate from the world below.

Whether the ubiquitous Guanyin or bodhisattvas of specific locales, these deities were incontrovertible evidence of the resonance eminent monks inspire. Just as an accomplished monk may cause a plum tree to sprout and blossom in his courtyard,\(^{213}\) the sincerity of a great monk causes the bodhisattvas to come to his assistance. Even more prevalent in the Biographies are stories of spirits or “gods” (shen) who cannot help but react to the character and actions of lofty monks. As Zanning put it, “Extreme suffering moves the spirits; perfect concentration shakes heaven and earth. In the world of men, these are difficult accomplishments indeed!”\(^{214}\)

Of course, such “difficult accomplishments” are commonplace among the eminent monks of the Biographies. When a monk skilled in chanting intoned the scriptures, celestial beings were said to flock to listen to his hymns.\(^{215}\) When Hongju chanted scriptures at night, spirits came to assist him. “Some would light the lamps for him, while others replenished the incense.”\(^{216}\) When Quanzai left his mountain dwelling, spirits served him, “some sweeping the road before him, while others attended on him at his side; some drew water for him, while others supplied him with fresh-picked fruit. People frequently saw the spirits, but Quanzai never spoke of them.”\(^{217}\) The spirits assist the monks in more substantial ways: supplying wood for the construction of monasteries, causing floodwaters to recede, and wreaking vengeance on those who abuse members of the sangha.\(^{218}\)

Unlike the ghosts and phantoms of the zhiguai genre who relate long, sad stories of dissolute lives and cruel injustice, the spirits of the Biographies of Eminent Monks remain for the most part one-dimensional stock characters; the focus of the biographies is, after all, on monks and not the spirits who serve them.\(^{219}\) Nevertheless, occasional chance references suggest that sophisticated monks did in fact have full and complicated pictures of the lives of the spirits. In general the spirits were thought of as ghosts, for they had at one time lived as men. In one story a spirit appears to the Tang monk Daoying and identifies himself as Prince Zhuangxiang, a minister who lived during the Warring States period. The prince asks Daoying for a meal, stating that he has not eaten in eighty years. He complains that he has suffered a cruel fate in the afterworld in part because in his day Buddhism had not yet come to China and he could only cultivate merit through tolerance and pardon, rather than through Buddhist rites of confession.\(^{220}\)

In Daoxuan’s Record of Resonance, Daoxuan asks the spirits he encounters to tell him their origins. One who speaks with a Sichuan
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(Shu) accent tells of his life as a Chinese official, while another relates the story of his life in ancient India.221 In a typically learned note to one of the accounts in the Song Biographies, Zanning comments that "ghosts and spirits consume sacrificial offerings; as these beings are physically impeded, they can only use that which has been transformed by fire. When something as gorgeous and spectacular as a stupa or monastery is burned, much of it is consumed by ghosts and spirits."222 From passages such as these it is clear that monks like Daoxuan and Zanning had thought about the world of the spirits and considered them a suitable topic for scholastic speculation.

Not all of the spirit stories, however, were the products of erudite speculation, or even a general interest in the marvelous. More than an attempt to represent or shape the imagination, many of the stories reflect very real struggles for adherents and resources. There are dozens of stories in the Biographies of monks who journey into a new area in which the local inhabitants worship a local god. If in a mountain, the god usually acknowledges the superiority of the monk and relinquishes the cave to the monk, at the same time asking to hear a sermon on the Law, or better yet, to receive the precepts from the monk.223 Rolf Stein has demonstrated that for much of Daoist history, the most intense religious struggle was not between Daoist priests and Buddhist monks, but between Daoists and local cults.224 The same was true for Buddhism; away from the capital, monks were at least as if not more concerned with cults to local deities than they were with rival Daoists.

In the Song Biographies, for example, the Tang monk Huiming castigates a local god for receiving animal sacrifices. The sheepish deity appears soon thereafter, repenting of the practice, asking to receive the bodhisattva precepts, and offering to give over his temple to the monk.225 The violence of these encounters between established cults and righteous monks is hinted at in the biography of the Chan monk Xiqian in which Xiqian arrives in a village and discovers that the villagers "show great respect for ghosts and spirits, offering many lascivious sacrifices." As in similar Daoist texts, "lascivious sacrifices" (yinsi) refers to offerings of animal flesh and wine. Xiqian promptly destroys the local shrines and leads away the oxen that had been prepared for sacrifice.226

A part of this ongoing battle was to convince potential patrons of the superiority of Buddhism to local gods, an enterprise in which narratives such as these played an important role. We read, for instance, of a family that is haunted by ghosts after converting to Buddhism and halting its customary offerings at a local temple. The family then calls in the monk Sengrong who temporarily dispels the ghosts by chanting scriptures. When the ghosts come after the monk
together with a demonic army, he chants the name of Guanyin, whereupon an enormous deity appears and crushes the demon troops.227

The *Biographies* also disclose, however, that more than a struggle for the hearts of local inhabitants, the struggle was also over land, buildings, and precious metal. The *Liang Biographies* relates the story of an enterprising monk named Sengliang. After vowing to construct a huge Buddha image, Sengliang was in need of bronze. He had heard of a large temple to the god Wuzixu, frequented by “southern barbarians” and containing many bronze objects. Sengliang eventually convinces a hesitant local official to loan him ten boats and a hundred men to retrieve the bronze. After a brief encounter with a serpent, which Sengliang dispatches with a spell, a spirit greets the monk and agrees to give over all of the objects in the temple with the exception of one small basin.228

Once collected in the *Biographies of Eminent Monks*, stories like these served as justification (if any was needed) for taking over local shrines in the name of the Dharma. But assuming that many of the stories in the *Biographies* represent only one recension of stories that circulated in many forms, including oral tales, the accounts were likely also used for purposes of persuasion, in the hopes that when monks arrived at such temples they would be greeted, if not by subservient gods, then at least by cooperative patrons.

Much of the preceding discussion has focused on the *Biographies* as an expression of monastic ideas: conceptions of the nature of miracles, Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and spirits. On the basis of the *Biographies* alone it is impossible to say to what extent these ideas spread beyond monastic circles. The notion of spiritual resonance (*ganying*) seems to have been common in one form or another to all levels of Chinese society. And while it is unlikely that the average peasant was interested in the distinction between a Buddha, a bodhisattva, and a Buddhist spirit, it was enough to know that these deities existed and that monks could mediate for them. This is ultimately the message that stories of thaumaturgy in the *Biographies* convey: the monks they portray inhabit the region between this and the other world. As Zanning put it, “Those who encounter transcendent beings are themselves transcendent beings.”229 Surely the point was not lost on those who read and heard these stories. That is, in addition to its value in the economy of the imagination, resonance was important cultural capital.

**Conclusion**

In many respects, the image of the thaumaturge presented in the *Biographies* is that of a technician or specialist. Just as an official was one trained in the use of formalized language, bureaucratic decorum,
literature, and calligraphy, the accomplished monk was expected to have mastered a series of techniques—fortune-telling skills, spell-casting, meditation—and a body of knowledge, especially knowledge about the spirit-world. Like the skills of the literati, the efficacy of these fields of knowledge and practice was for the most part taken for granted. While one might question a particular monk's abilities, the average person would no more challenge the efficacy of spells against certain types of illness than he would the need for proper literary form when submitting an appeal to a local magistrate.

In general these abilities were linked to the perceived alien character of the monk. This point is particularly evident in the case of spells, in that in the early biographies monks reputed to have mastered spells were almost always foreigners. Later, the thaumaturge was often associated with enigmatic foreign texts or the ability to recite foreign words. In the first chapter I discussed the ways in which all monks were separated from the rest of society through their clothing, diet, and day-to-day behavior. This general air of distinctiveness also contributed to the perception of monks as wonder-workers possessed of methods and expertise in what was broadly understood as the spiritual realm. Anthropologists are sensitive to the problem of exoticising magic in foreign cultures, of taking for exceptional something that the actors themselves think of as commonplace.230 But in the case of Buddhism in medieval China, there is a danger of making a mistake in the opposite direction; Buddhist knowledge and many Buddhist monks were regarded as exotic in China, and this very exoticism contributed to their success.

Just as the literatus was thought to possess the "qualities of a gentleman" distinct from learned skills, the thaumaturge was not only an expert in a given area of knowledge; he also possessed a certain intangible quality that could not be traced to training in meditation or spell manuals. This quality of the thaumaturge resembles what social theorist Lucien Lévy-Bruhl termed "participation": when he evokes miracles, the thaumaturge does not so much manipulate Nature as actively participate in its workings.231 This notion, which Erik Zürcher links especially to religious Daoism, is implicit in most of the accounts of miracles in the Biographies.232 The union between monk and Nature is at times explicit, as in the following reference in the Song Biographies to the monk Yishi: "When his face was dirty he did not wash it [for long stretches of time]. When he did wash, clouds would form and rain would fall. The people of Wu foretold [the weather] by this."233 Yishi had reached a stage of attainment in which he himself was not even aware of the influences his power exerted. Similarly, also in the Song Biographies, the monk Sengqie notices that after a lightening
storm, tiny streaking veins appeared on one of his fingers. Monks such as these did not simply influence Nature any more than clouds “influence” rain. Rather, they were participants in its transformations.

The Biographies were not only reflections of shared perceptions of the monk; they were also an attempt to shape opinion, to instill a particular set of monastic ideals. In each of the sections of this chapter we have seen how the hagiographers employed thaumaturgical powers as a part of a subtle rhetorical strategy. Attention is drawn to a monk’s powers only to be dismissed as a matter of little consequence. The ability to read minds or travel at fantastic speeds is mere child’s play—the consequence of attainments in meditation and, for an accomplished monk, nothing surprising. The ability to see into the future, manipulate water with spells, or command members of the spirit-world are similarly brushed aside in a manner so matter-of-fact as to be conspicuous. On occasion the goal is to direct our attention away from wonder-working and towards meditation or scripture. More often we are left only with a vague sense that eminent monks possessing supernormal powers were ultimately interested in higher things.

But these disingenuous injunctions to ignore what the stories themselves present so dramatically, in the final analysis, carry little weight. The need to present such stories as a “hook” for drawing attention to more stolid monastic concerns reflects a fascination with thaumaturgy among the readers of the Biographies; in addition one suspects that even the hagiographers themselves dismissed such powers in word alone. When Holmes Welch interviewed Chinese monks in the early part of this century, asking them why they had entered the clergy, one monk replied frankly that he wished to obtain supernormal powers. Given the rich Buddhist lore in China of wonder-workers, spells, and prophecy, one is hard-pressed to find a more compelling reason to “leave the home” and embark on the distinctive life of the Buddhist monk.
The enormous corpus of Buddhist writings on metaphysics, ethics, ritual, and history testifies to the vibrancy of Buddhist scholarship in China during the medieval period. Indeed, many if not most important thinkers in medieval China were monks. While biographies can help us sketch out the broadest outlines of the ideas of leading monks like Fazang or Kuiji, hagiography is extremely limited in this respect: detailed exposition on the relationship between conventional and ultimate truth or on the implications of the idea of the Buddha-Nature for practice are not the stuff of stories. Biographies of monks can, however, tell us something about the context in which such ideas were formulated and discussed. Did monks exchange ideas in open, critical debate? How were young monks trained? By what standards was intellect judged? To what extent was erudite scholarship valued, and to what extent was it held in suspicion? In short, what precisely was meant when a monk was referred to as "brilliant" or as possessing a "keen intellect?"

The Monk-Scholar

Before the arrival of Buddhism in China, Chinese scholarly ideals for the most part allowed for two different types of scholars: the this-worldly scholar who applied himself to affairs of state and the imposition of proper ceremony and decorum on himself and his environs; and the hermit who removed himself from polite society, explicitly rejecting public office and conventional rites, devoting himself instead to private study and self-cultivation. The relationship between these two ideals was complex. To a large extent, the scholar-official defined himself in opposition not to the hermit, but to the barbarian, someone
either ignorant of the proper rites or morally incapable of putting them into effect. The scholar-official's attitude toward those who, often for the loftiest of reasons, rejected these values and chose instead the life of the hermit, was more ambiguous. Rather than attack the hermit, the scholar-official preferred to quietly distance himself from him. The values of the hermit, on the other hand, depended on those of the scholar-official. One cannot decline an office unless it is offered; one cannot spurn conventional decorum unless one knows what it is.

Similarly, the ideals of the scholar-monk were closely tied to those of secular literati. Certainly the scholar-monk's vocation demanded that he be versed in the Buddhist scriptures, but this was not enough. He was also expected to have mastered the Chinese classics, even if only to lament their limitations; to do anything less was to be less than literate. As we have seen, both the Buddhist ascetic and the Buddhist thaumaturge drew on long-standing Chinese traditions. But the monk-scholar is a more extreme case; it was necessary for these monks to prove that their respect for Buddhist knowledge was born of a thorough understanding of Chinese learning and a consequent recognition of its shortcomings.

Take for example the case of the great fourth-century monk Sengzhao. Even a cursory glance at Sengzhao's writings reveals a mind steeped in the Chinese classics; Sengzhao is justly famous for his deft use of the vocabulary of philosophical Daoism to discuss Buddhist ideas. Hence it is no surprise that Sengzhao's biography emphasizes his training in the traditional fields of Chinese scholarship. Sengzhao, we are told, "came from a poor family that practiced the profession of the clerk. And so Sengzhao worked for his living as an amanuensis, during which time he read through the classics and the histories, completely exhausting the great writings of the past. He dearly loved [works that embodied] the profound and subtle, taking the Zhuangzi and Laozi as the most essential." Having established the monk's facility with these writings, the biography then turns to his discovery of Buddhism. Once, while reading the Laozi, Sengzhao suddenly exclaimed, "Yes it is beautiful, but what of it? When I search for the means to put my spirit to rest and lighten the burden of death, the text falls short." Only later, while reading the Vimalakirti did Sengzhao find what he was looking for, exclaiming, "Only now have I found something on which I can rely." After that he became a monk and began to systematically study the Buddhist scriptures.²

In the Biographies, the relationship between Buddhist and Chinese learning is not always so explicit. Chinese learning was not simply a tool for understanding or propagating Buddhism, nor was it merely a foil for extolling the even greater profundity of Buddhist doctrine; as a
part of literati culture, knowledge of Chinese history, poetry, and the classics was admired in and of itself. The biography of Daoan, for instance, recounts an incident in which the scholars of the capital were baffled by the inscription on a large bell unearthed in a nearby district. Only Daoan was able to decipher the inscription and identify the bell as a Han artifact. After this, we are told, whenever scholars had questions on matters Buddhist or non-Buddhist, they brought their questions to Daoan. Similarly, the Biographies are careful to mention whether a monk could boast a lay background that included success in the civil-service examination. Lingtan, for instance, is touted as a child prodigy who passed the “children’s examination” (tongziju) and took up an official post as a teenager before eventually deciding to abandon his position and enter the clergy.

The Tang state eventually established a separate examination for those who wished to become monks, an act that one would think would have provided monks with a means of intellectual legitimation separate from the secular system. In the new system, a candidate for the clergy was required to recite a set number of Buddhist scriptures before being issued an ordination certificate. But this examination was rightly seen as an attempt by the state to limit and control the size of the clergy and seems never to have attained the level of prestige among monks that the civil-service examination held for scholar-officials.

Whether or not monks approved of the ordination examination, it did affirm an aspect of Buddhist scholarship that few would deny: the importance accorded memorization. The most famous story of memorization in the Biographies is that of Daoan who already at the age of seven was said to be able to recite any book after two readings, an ability that won him the admiration of his village. Daoan became a novice monk at the age of twelve, but because he was an ugly child, his master thought little of him and dispatched him to work in the fields. After several years of labor, Daoan asked his master for a scripture, whereupon the monk gave him a copy of the Bianyi Scripture, a short work in five thousand characters. That evening, when Daoan came in from the fields, he returned the book to his master and asked for another. “You haven’t even read the one I gave you yesterday and you want another today?” asked the master. When Daoan replied that he had already memorized the text, the skeptical teacher gave him another. Again, Daoan returned the next evening to ask for another book. This time the master tested the young monk and found to his astonishment that Daoan had indeed memorized both texts. “After this,” we are told, the master “administered the complete precepts and allowed Daoan to concentrate on his studies.” A similar story is told
of the monk Daorong, famous disciple of Kumārajīva, who, at the age of twelve and before becoming a monk, was said to have memorized the Confucian Analects in an afternoon.8

When the Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci came to China in the sixteenth century, Chinese literati were especially interested in techniques he had developed for memorization, techniques they hoped to apply to their own studies.9 Although the examination system was not as important to Chinese officialdom in the medieval period as it later became, great value was placed on memorization nonetheless, and, as in the case of Ricci, one who could rapidly memorize large amounts of material was necessarily accorded a degree of respect, even if he was both a monk and a foreigner. According to the Liang Biographies, at the age of fifteen, the Kashmiran monk Buddhayaśas could memorize twenty- to thirty-thousand words a day. Shortly after being summoned to the capital, the red-mustachioed Buddhayaśas chanted from memory the complete Dharmaguptakavinaya, an enormous text, on the occasion of the establishment of a new monastery. The ruler Yao Xing, suspecting that the monk's recitation was full of errors, summoned him to the throne, gave him texts in Yao's own language10 along with medical recipes totaling some fifty-thousand characters, and allowed him two days to memorize them in full. Needless to say, Buddhayaśas returned in two days' time and recited the texts perfectly.11

This story illustrates the honor accorded memorization as a skill, distinct from the content of what was being memorized. Certainly, knowledge of the Chinese classics was always taken as a base requirement for literacy, but the ability to memorize texts, whether they were in a foreign language, or medical recipes, or Buddhist books, was seen as a virtue in and of itself. Indeed brute memorization was usually seen as a skill distinct from, though related to, understanding. We read, for example, of Prajñā (Ch. Zhihui), an Indian monk who in addition to being able to recite enormous abhidharma texts "also understood their meaning."12 The phrase, "also understood their meaning," following a list of texts that a great monk could recite, is common in the Biographies. Test or no test, memorization was a clear mark of intelligence, and while a monk who could not memorize rapidly and accurately might accrue a reputation for piety, he would never be considered a great intellect.

If memorization was an important prerequisite to scholarly endeavors, there was certainly more to monastic learning than rote repetition; truly great exegetical monks understood and analyzed what they read. The Tang monk Qianzhen, author of a number of doctrinal tracts, studied and mastered both Buddhist and non-Buddhist writings, "comprehending both the extrinsic and the intrinsic meanings [of
texts]. He examined the opaque and the subtle; he carefully re­searched teachings and principles. He searched out the depths of wis­dom from the present age to the past and compared the familiar with the unfamiliar. He separated out the different and the similar and brought them together under one doctrine."\(^{13}\) Cheng'en, who was "by nature fond of studying and never neglected the instruction [of his disciples]," taught his students that "enthusiasm for learning in itself approaches the meaning of wisdom."\(^{14}\) In the admittedly formulaic language of these descriptions, we begin to see the appeal of the life of the scholar-monk for whom study was a lifelong vocation; not only a means to an end but also a value in and of itself.

Much of the appeal of Buddhist thought was that it represented a coherent, comprehensive system of analysis. Most alluring of all in this respect was the abhidharma literature, comprised of voluminous texts seemingly subjecting every imaginable question to systematic, reasoned analysis. These texts speak with mesmerizing authority, responding to the most erudite of questions with meticulous, matter-of-fact divisions and illustrations. What are the physical attributes of a bodhisattva? First, the skin is described, then the arms and legs, next the teeth. The bodhisattva has forty teeth, "no more, no less." The teeth are neither thick nor thin, neither protrude out of the mouth, nor slant into the mouth. In fact, the teeth are so uniform that to the human eye they appear to be one tooth.\(^{15}\) Human emotions, the cycle of life and death, and the structure of the cosmos are all treated in this straightforward, confident manner. A mastery of this literature—and by the mid-Tang so many texts of this kind had been translated that no one person could master them all—would enable the scholar-monk to speak on the scriptures and related matters with an easy confidence, to put facts together "like stringing pearls."\(^{16}\)

The allure of Buddhist technical literature comes through not only in the biographies of monks, but also in the manner in which biogra­phies are explained by their compilers. After describing the ability of the thaumaturge Wanhui to travel great distances in a moment, Zanning carefully cites passages from the technical literature in order to classify precisely what type of supernormal power Wanhui possessed.\(^{17}\) In short, however unsatisfactory and wearying such classifications and enumerations may seem to us, for the medieval monk these texts pro­vided clear authoritative answers, providing him with a tested, power­ful tool for evaluating the seen and unseen world around him.

The quality of a scholar-monk was measured not only by his ability to memorize or even by his ability to understand; monks were also attracted to the less tangible, less Buddhist mastery of the arts. Any number of biographies tell of monks skilled in grass or \(\text{li}\) style calligra-
phy. Indeed some, like the Tang monk Huaisu, were among the most refined and influential calligraphers of their time. Some monks may have brought Buddhist sensibilities to their calligraphy and approached the brush in the same way they approached meditation, but in general monks were drawn to calligraphy for the same reasons their secular counterparts were drawn to it: for the joy of the art and for the prestige fine calligraphy brought. The account in the *Liang Biographies* of the fifth-century monk Tanyao tells us little more about the monk than that he was a skilled calligrapher whose calligraphy was admired by the powerful officials of the time. Similarly, it was on the basis of his brush that the sixth-century monk Hongyan was “admired by all of the [secular] elites of his day.”

Monastic attitudes toward poetry are similar to those toward calligraphy. There is only the vaguest hint in the *Biographies* of the notion that verse and calligraphy are decadent or otherwise unbecoming a monk. We read, for instance, of monks who took up poetry only after “reading in the Vinaya that it is acceptable to spend some time studying non-Buddhist disciplines.” In general, however, the value of poetry is taken for granted, and a fine line is always admired, whether or not it relates to Buddhism. As in the case of calligraphy, some monks treated poetry as a part of their practice, incorporating Buddhist themes into their verse. The biography of the Tang monk Zhixuan provides an example of the subtlety of Buddhist reference in the poetry of some monks. According to the biography, when Zhixuan was a child of five, before he had decided to become a monk, his grandfather ordered him to compose a poem on some flowers. The boy thought for a moment and chanted:

Flowers blossom, the trees fill with red.
Flowers fall, ten thousand branches empty.
Only one petal remains.
Tomorrow it too will follow the wind.

Though the poem contains no specifically Buddhist terminology, the frustrated grandfather sighed sadly, lamenting that the boy he had hoped would rise to high office would surely become a monk instead.

While we may dismiss this story as a pious literary conceit, there is ample anecdotal evidence, not to mention extant poetry, demonstrating that capable monks frequently composed poetry that they shared among themselves and with other literati. Indeed, some of the monks whose biographies are recorded in the *Song Biographies* number among the most important poets of the Tang. But as Stephen Owen has argued, we see Buddhism in the poetry of monks like Jiaoran and Lingyi chiefly because we know they were monks; their poetry is for the most
part secular, and monks like these were very much a part of the literary culture of the scholar-officials with whom they exchanged conversation and verse. There are a few examples of monks who devoted their poetry almost exclusively to Buddhist concerns (most notably, Hanshan), but more typical are monks who seem intent on demonstrating their sophistication in the secular poetic tradition.

For their part, many of the literati were attracted to the cultivated monk, evoking as he did romantic images of detachment from the byzantine world in which scholar-officials found themselves. We read, for instance, of a sixth-century prince going out to the thatched “dhūta hut” of the monk Zhizang in order to exchange poems with him. And many prominent poets from Xie Lingyun to Wang Wei maintained close friendships with the cultivated monks of their day (Wang Wei even took for his cognomen the name “Vimalakīrti”) in an attempt to strike a balance between other-worldly and this-worldly aspirations. One scholar, attempting to account for the dearth of creative interpretations of the classics in the Tang when compared to Buddhist learning of the same period, has even argued that the strictures of secular learning in the Tang drove original thinkers to Buddhist thought, where their ideas were not subjected to the official scrutiny and rigid guidelines demanded of interpretations of the classics.

**Education**

When young men in medieval China studied for a career in government, they often did so in private schools. Some scholars have argued that Buddhist methods for training monks served as the catalyst for the development from the private schools of the Han to the large academies (shuyuan) of the Song. Because they were located in serene, isolated locations, equipped with large libraries containing secular as well as Buddhist writings, and staffed with erudite monks, large famous monasteries were considered prime locations for concentrated study. It even became common for struggling students to lodge on monastic grounds for a period of undistracted independent study (of the classics, not Buddhism) in preparation for the civil-service examinations. For monks and novices interested in studying Buddhist scriptures, the monasteries were of course even more appealing.

Although monks did not as a rule receive full ordination until they were at least twenty, many began their training much earlier. The Biographies seldom dwell on precisely how young novices were trained, but they do occasionally provide glimpses of the process by which young monks were taught. In general, the novice chose a particular master and, if accepted, worked with him until old enough to receive ordination. Teaching styles no doubt varied, but the sort of interaction
described in the biography of Daoan discussed above seems to have been the rule. That is, the master provided the novice with a scripture, told him to study or memorize it, and perhaps drilled him briefly on its contents.\

The *Further Biographies* provides a brief description of the teaching style of at least one monk, the sixth-century figure Jing'ai:

Jing'ai's rules for speaking on the Law required all to be respectful before he would speak. First he would always have his disciples stand with a shoulder exposed and palms pressed together. They would maintain this position of respect for some time before he would order them to bring out his corded-chair and position themselves around him. When they had finished seating themselves with utmost respect, Jing'ai would slowly take out the scriptures. He would then point to one passage at a time, explaining its meaning in order that they might understand it. He would then ask members of his audience to explain their understanding of the line. Only when they had answered to his satisfaction would he continue with the next passage. If one of his listeners did not understand, he would explain it again. He lectured in this way every day without tire.

We occasionally read that when a promising young monk reached a certain level of proficiency, his master allowed him to “follow his interests,” indicating that in the first years of training, a program of study was laid out for young monks. There seems to have been quite a wide variety of texts that were emphasized, depending largely on the interests of the master. Meditative practice was also a part of the training of a young monk. The degree of emphasis on meditation versus study again seems to have varied from monastery to monastery. In the biography of his own master, Huijun, Daoxuan tells of how, at the age of twenty, he went before Huijun and expressed his interest in practicing meditation. Huijun insisted that Daoxuan first master the Regulations before concentrating on meditation. Daoxuan then proceeded to devote more than ten years to the study of the *Vinaya*.

The relationship between a monk and his master was usually a close one, and masters were regarded by their disciples much as fathers were by their sons. As the monk Zhiwei put it, “My father and mother gave birth to my physical body, and my Dharma Master gave birth to my Dharma-body.” Like the traditional Chinese father, the master was expected to maintain a certain distance from his disciples. Many are described as “severe” men, “respected and feared” by their disciples. Even Daoxuan, who had a fairly intimate relationship with his master, describes him as a man who “showed no emotions.”

The life of the scholar-monk was not all book-reading and composition, for medieval monks were great talkers, known for their charisma.
and eloquence. They debated with an "eloquence [as rapid] as gusting winds, [as unrelenting] as torrential rains." And even allowing for hyperbole in the Biographies, it is clear that the sermons of a monk with a reputation for eloquence attracted all manner of people, from local commoner, to itinerant monk, to literatus, to the emperor himself. When Tanyi, an eighth-century expert in the Regulations, spoke on his specialty, it is said that pupils came "like clouds rolling in. His capacity for teaching others was unbounded, for he spoke whenever asked. Thus from start to finish he lectured on the Regulations in Four Divisions some thirty-five times, and the Notes on the Emendations more than twenty times." Guangyi, the monk who severed his penis to avert a seductress, went on to become a figure of some renown and is said to have spoken to crowds of thousands.

When Emperor Xuanzong completed a commentary of his own on the Diamond Sutra, he ordered monks throughout the empire to lecture on it. At that time, commander-in-chief of the Henan Circuit Yuan Yanchong invited the monk Xuanyan to deliver a public sermon on the text. "Xuanyan thereupon expounded on the deepest of subtleties in a lecture that was in accord with the mind of [the Son of] Heaven. The blind saw the light of the Sun and Moon; the deaf heard the roar of thunder." We can well imagine how cautious and contrived a lecture on the emperor's writings would have been, but other sermons were far from mechanical or perfunctory, and in general, ingenuity in public speech was admired. When later monks looked for inspiration to the biographies of their predecessors, they read, for example, the account of how the great fifth-century exegete Huiyuan struggled to develop a new style of sermon. According to the biography, Huiyuan began to deliver sermons at the age of twenty-four. He found at first that many in his audience could not understand the finer points. He would discuss Buddhist doctrine for hours on end, "but they only became more confused." He then began to draw analogies with the teachings of Zhuangzi and discovered that his audiences could finally understand. After this, his teacher Daoan encouraged him to continue to employ secular writings in his lectures.

As illustrated in this last story, monks were observed and trained in the art of public speech by their masters. We see the same sort of dynamic at work in the biography of the great exegete Sengrui, who learned his craft under the tutelage of Kumārajiva. According to Sengrui's biography, when Kumārajiva had completed his translation of the Chéngshí lún, he ordered Sengrui to lecture on the text, warning him that "among the disputation[s presented in this book] there are seven points at which it refutes the abhidharma [of the Sarvastivādins]. These [seven points] are obscure. If you can understand them
without asking, then you deserve to be called brilliant.” Sengrui then proceeded to lecture on the text, explaining each of the seven points accurately. In stories like this one, we see that while young monks received guidance from their teachers, exceptional monks were expected to be able to interpret texts for themselves and to develop their own styles of exposition.

After receiving basic training and full ordination, monks were encouraged to travel for a period of time and to listen to lectures by an assortment of teachers. Ideas spread quickly from one teacher to another, and there are numerous accounts of prominent masters asking the young monks in their audience about the teachings of a rival. The competition between monks for recognition and pupils contributed to the drive for doctrinal innovation. The extremes to which this competition went are reflected in a dubious account included in the biography of the famous exegete and disciple of Xuanzang, Kuiji. In the story, soon after translating the Treatise on Consciousness Only, Xuanzang delivered a series of private lectures to his disciples, including Kuiji. Wishing to hear these lectures for himself, the Korean monk Wŏn-ch’ūk, who stayed at the nearby Ximing Monastery, bribed the doorkeeper and surreptitiously listened to the lectures. After several days of this, Wŏn-ch’ūk “sounded the bell at the Ximing Monastery and, gathering together the monks, began to speak on the treatise.” The disappointed Kuiji, who had apparently wanted to be the first to lecture publicly on the treatise, complained to Xuanzang who assured him that while Wŏn-ch’ūk was the first to interpret the text in public, Kuiji understood its doctrines more fully.

Later, when Kuiji asked Xuanzang to lecture on the Yoga Treatise for him alone, Wŏn-ch’ūk once again managed to secretly listen and again lecture on the text before Kuiji. The story reads suspiciously like the product of a squabble, not between Kuiji and Wŏn-ch’ūk, but between their disciples. Nonetheless, even if the story is a malicious fabrication, it still reflects the value placed on innovation and even scholarly fashion among scholar-monks, a tendency that is readily understandable when we consider the constant influx of new texts from India, some of which claimed to negate those that came before them.

Even lay scholars were attracted to the excitement of challenging lectures on new scriptures and doctrines by famous foreign and Chinese monks. A story concerning the monk Saṅghadeva recounts that when he first arrived in the southern capital, Wang Xun and Wang Mi, two scholar-officials, attended one of his lectures on abhidharma. “He had just started his lecture, and the session was barely at the halfway point, when Wang Mi announced, ‘It’s completely clear to me already,’
and forthwith, taking from among those present three or four monks who were willing to accompany him, he proceeded to another room to lecture himself."45

Others less sympathetic to Buddhism grew weary of all the new-fangled, abstract Buddhist theories that coursed incessantly through literati society. A story in the secular collection *Shishuo xinyu* discloses just such an attitude. In the story, when the monk Zhi Mindu was about to flee southward across the Yangtze River with a fellow monk, he commented to his friend, "'If we go to the land east of the river with nothing but the old theory, I'm afraid we'll never manage to eat.' So together they concocted the 'Theory of Mental Nonexistence' (xinwu yi)."46 This account reads suspiciously like gossip whispered from one skeptic to another, rather than an objective account of a real incident.

Nevertheless, in addition to reflecting skepticism on the part of some members of the laity toward abstract Buddhist doctrines, the story also suggests the give-and-take relationship between monks and literati at this time; major monasteries were seldom isolated from the outside world, and monks spoke to a wider audience than just their monastic brethren. With this story, we begin to stray from the topic of education to performance as monks attempted to attract followings for themselves and their ideas. The two are often closely intertwined; by nature, most all religious writings are intended at some level to edify, and it would be wrong to limit a discussion of Buddhist education to the training of young monks.

One common way in which monks propagated ideas both to laymen and to other monks was through letters. The *Biographies* are filled with references to monastic correspondence. Some are of a personal nature, as in the letter from the monk Zhu Fatai to Daoan lamenting the recent death of a fellow monk.47 Others were part of ongoing correspondence, as in a discussion between the monk Fayun and a number of literati on the question of the mortality of the soul, all of which took place in letters.48 In the Tang, a sophisticated postal system was constructed, including a network of postal stations, complete with runners and fresh horses on land and fleet boats on the waterways, but this system was reserved for official documents.49 Correspondence between monks circulated instead on an informal basis, with letters passed on from one monk to another until they eventually reached their destination. It is perhaps in part because of their mobility that monks were able to exchange so many letters so freely. The biography of Huichi, in addition to recounting a number of letters between Huichi, other monks, and literati, also mentions that Huichi himself traveled all the way from Lu Shan in eastern China to Emei
Shan in the west. Journeys of this length are not uncommon in the Biographies.

The biography of Huiyuan, which includes a number of letters, alludes to the most famous monastic correspondence in the history of Chinese Buddhism, that between Huiyuan and Kumārajīva. Huiyuan, who lived in the south at Lu Shan, had never met the great Kuchean master of Mahāyāna doctrine, who lived in the north in Chang’ān, but he had heard of him and held him in great esteem. And so Huiyuan wrote a series of letters to Kumārajīva asking him to resolve a number of knotty doctrinal questions concerning, among other things, the dharmakāya or “body of the Law.” Kumārajīva responded in lengthy letters dotted with quotations from texts like the Da zhi du lun, which were not yet available to Huiyuan in Chinese translation. This exchange is often taken as a turning point in the history of Chinese Buddhist thought, as a sign that Chinese monks had by this point attained a level of sophistication in Buddhist doctrine at which they could begin an internal analysis of Buddhist ideas without reference to Chinese concepts. The exchange between Huiyuan and Kumārajīva is also a testament to the hunger for new ideas and new books among Chinese monks and to the rapidity with which new ideas were introduced and assimilated.

Debate

Monks gained reputations not only as effective, eloquent speakers, but also for their ability to refute challenges from their audience or from rival speakers. When Daosheng debated, “even esteemed scholar-monks and famous secular scholars of the time found themselves refuted and at a loss for words—none dared challenge him.” When Kumārajīva spoke before the king of Kucha, “They came great distances from all directions, and none could refute him.” As in this last example, many rulers took an interest in hearing monks speak. Far from somber sermons, these lectures often took the form of heated debates, either between monks or among representatives of Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism.

The reasons for holding such public, official debates were various. In his Brief History of the Clergy, Zanning includes an overview of the history of the practice of debating before the emperor on the emperor’s birthday. In the section, Zanning suggests that the reason emperors began to invite monks to speak at their birthdays was because of the belief that hearing the Buddha Law would bring the emperor good health and a long life. Similarly, Chen Wu Di (r. 557–559) once held a debate between monks at a major monastery on the occasion of the Buddha’s birthday, presumably in order to accrue merit.
However, most of the formal court debates described in the *Biographies* were between representatives of Buddhism and Daoism. When Zhou Wu Di (r. 561–578) prepared for one of the first great state persecutions of Buddhism in China, he first held a debate between Buddhists and Daoists. According to the Buddhist account, when the debate went poorly for the Daoist representative, the emperor himself mounted the lecturer’s platform and took the priest’s place. Clearly the debate was a thinly disguised pretext for the persecution that followed. Conversely, when the famous Buddhist Emperor Liang Wu Di (r. 502–549) decided to give his support to the Buddhist clergy at the expense of the Daoists, he too held a court debate. Nonetheless, one suspects that many of these formal court debates were held neither in order to accrue merit, nor for purposes of state policy, but rather for the entertainment value, for the spectacle of watching skilled orators match wits. Emperor Wenzong of the Tang (r. 827–840), for example, called no less than Bai Juyi, famous for his devotion to Buddhism, to represent the Confucian perspective. With such a contestant, this particular debate was likely a very stylized affair with emphasis placed on eloquence and wit rather than reasoned, heart-felt analysis.

In general, as presented in the *Biographies*, the content of the court debates is rather disappointing, focusing often on the tired question of whether or not Buddhism was in fact founded by Laozi, with each side arguing over the dating of Laozi and Śākyamuni. Needless to say, in the *Biographies*, the Buddhist argument is always superior. Other debates between Buddhists and Daoists—the *Biographies* seldom refer to debates between Buddhists and Confucians—often degenerate into name-calling and ad hominem attacks. Accounts of court debates in the *Biographies* are frustratingly pithy—brief abstracts of highlights rather than transcriptions of what were lengthy debates. The same is true of references to debates between monks in the monasteries. Hence it is difficult to analyze the rhetoric of Buddhist debate from the hagiography. Nonetheless, there is evidence to suggest that distinctively Buddhist styles of debate were adopted during the Tang. Already in medieval times India could boast a long and rich tradition of the study of logic and rhetoric. Xuanzang introduced the most influential work (in China) of one of the greatest of the Indian Buddhist logicians, Dignāga. The text, the *Yinming ru zhengli lun*, lays out principles of how to construct a proper argument and how to refute a fallacious one, a branch of Buddhist thought termed *yinming* or “the elucidation of causes.”

We occasionally see the influence of formal Buddhist logic on Chinese monks. In Kuiji’s biography, for example, we read that after listening to Xuanzang lecture on the writings of Dignāga, Kuiji became...
adept in the "three branches" of analysis (sanzhi). The Yinming ru zhengli lun divides a solid argument into three component parts. Rather than the ubiquitous introduction, body, and conclusion of modern English rhetoric, the monk was to begin his argument with a proposition (zong), followed by his reason (yin), and concluding with an analogy (yu). For example, there is fire on the hill (proposition), because there is smoke (reason), just as when one sees smoke in the kitchen it is accompanied by fire (analogy). Or, the monk must not go to extremes in ascetic practice (proposition), because if the monk practices asceticism too rigorously he renders himself incapable of practice while if he abandons asceticism entirely he becomes enmeshed in worldly affairs (reason), just as the strings of a lute will not play properly if either too tight or not tight enough (analogy).

There are numerous references in the Song Biographies to monks after Xuanzang who devoted themselves for a time to the study of the "Elucidation of Causes," and the influence of Dignāga's ideas in the China of Xuanzang's time and the decades that followed was considerable. Nevertheless, Buddhist logic as a branch of learning was never to attain the level of prominence in China that it did in Tibet; indeed, the references to debates in the Biographies have little to say for cool-headed reasoning. Debate in the Biographies is marked instead by heated, emotional attacks, often of a very personal nature.

In the Liang Biographies, in the treatise to his chapter devoted to exegetes, Huijiao compares the use of language to the use of weapons. "Weapons are inauspicious tools, but one uses them when one has no other choice; [so too] language is not an [ideal] instrument of truth, but one employs it when one has no other choice." The analogy seems an apt one, employing as it does the standard Buddhist caveat concerning the inadequacies of language and is not in itself remarkable. But when we gather accounts of debate in the Biographies, the prevalence of the military metaphor is striking. Huizhe "debated divinely, like a sword that few could withstand." Huiyuan praised his disciple Sengche, saying his arguments were "as solid as a city wall. When an enemy attacks you, it loses its generals." When Fuli debated, he was "a strong front line that could not be broken." In the Shishuo xinyu, after Zhi Dun loses a debate to the scholar Yin Hao before a local official, the official consoles Zhi Dun saying, "This naturally is his battlefield. How can you match sword points with him?"

Far from polite conversations or exchanges of ideas, these were verbal wars in which victory was glorious and defeat devastating. The Biographies of Eminent Monks make no attempt to disguise the fact that one of the goals of these debates was to humiliate the opponent. Zhiyuan was known as a talented orator. "There were skilled scholar-
monks and laymen who challenged his teachings. In their attempts to defeat him, some would, from a hidden place, watch him [debate], hoping to detect a flaw. Then they would swagger up to his lecture mat with a look of arrogance. But in the end they would retire respectfully, their faces red with embarrassment."

Or take, for example, the debate between Huiyuan and a monk named Daoheng. Hearing of the monk Daoheng who was preaching the Theory of Mental Nonexistence, Zhu Fatai, a leading fourth-century monk, ordered one of his disciples to debate the monk on this theory, which he believed to be false. The two debated fiercely all day long, neither able to defeat the other. The next day, Zhu had Huiyuan engage the monk in debate. After a time, "Daoheng realized that his own reasoning was faulty. His facial expression changed slightly, and he struck the table with the fly-whisk. Before he could think of a response, Huiyuan said, 'There is no hurry and yet you're flustered. What is it you're weaving in there?' Those in attendance all laughed, and the Theory of Mental Nonexistence ceased from that point on.'

Evidently, sneering ridicule was not considered beneath even a monk of Huiyuan's stature. Notice that the passage makes no attempt to describe what precisely the doctrine in question was, or what precisely Huiyuan's objection to it was. The point here is that Huiyuan outmaneuvered and humiliated his opponent; the defeat of the man necessarily entailed the defeat of the doctrine.

This type of rhetorical move is not uncommon in the Biographies. After debating with an old adversary he had not seen in some time, the monk Zhi Dun remarked derisively, "You and I have been separated many years, but your interpretations and terminology haven't made any progress whatever." The opponent, the account continues, "withdrew in great embarrassment." Zhi Dun, though indisputably an eminent monk, was said to have engaged in a number of petty tiffs and squabbles. When one of his lay opponents called him a "specious sophist," Zhi retorted, "Wearing a greasy cap and tattered cloth single robe, with a copy of the 'Zuo Commentary' tucked under his arm, chasing along behind Zheng Xuan's carriage—I ask you, what sort of dust-and-filth bag is he anyhow?"

We may be tempted to dismiss such stories as exceptional cases, indicative of the contentious intellectual environment of the Wei-Jin period, but stories of ad hominem attacks continue into the Song Biographies. After debating with a monk who had been more successful at attracting disciples than he, Yuan Kang mocked his rival with the words, "The sweet peach tree bears no fruit, while the branches of the bitter plum are weighed down to the ground." His opponent replied, "The Wheel-Turning King has a thousand sons, while the alley tramp
hasn't a one." The biography notes that Yuankang's display of wit in this exchange was greatly admired and that news of his rhetorical feats even reached the ears of the emperor.\(^78\)

Clearly the ideal of the invincible debater who humiliates his opponents through acerbic barbs clashes with any number of well-known Buddhist notions—compassion, selflessness, control of emotions, and so on. The tension between ideals of the great Buddhist orator and the meek, benign monk did not go entirely unnoticed. After witnessing the Tang monk Shending defeat an opponent in debate, a layman "sighed in admiration, saying, 'Seeing your lightening speed in debate, I realize that you have attained the level of a bodhisattva.' Shending replied, 'A bodhisattva takes no delight in victory and feels no enmity in defeat. When beaten, he does not anger; when insulted, he feels no wrath. Now when I am victorious I am delighted. When I lose I feel enmity. If someone beats me I am angered, and if someone insults me I feel wrath. Seen in this light, I am far from being a bodhisattva.'"\(^79\)

But judging by the Biographies, this sort of introspection was rare indeed. In addition to the biographies of monks of the past, monks needed look no farther for a model of ferocious debate than Vimalakīrti, a man so skilled in debate that none but the reluctant Mañjuśrī dared to engage him in conversation. In short, the ideal of a skilled monastic debater was based on the model of battle rather than dialogue and took as its goal a crushing victory rather than subtle persuasion.

**Limits of Scholarship**

Although Daoxuan eventually came to be considered the founder of a particular school of interpretation of the Vinaya, the Biographies are as a whole ecumenical. Biographies of representatives of different schools of interpretation are presented side by side with little attempt to adjudicate between them, to pronounce one interpretation superior to another. Throughout the medieval period, when there was a central Buddhist administration, it was operated by the state and for the state, and hence was more concerned with administrative matters than with passing judgment on doctrinal disputes. Certainly, the Buddhist canon was regulated by the state, as witnessed by the prefaces to many translations that begin "translated on imperial edict by . . .," and texts judged seditious or potentially socially disruptive were rigorously suppressed.\(^80\) Nonetheless, as long as doctrinal disputes did not pose a political threat, the state administration had little interest in them. For this reason, the label of "heresy" was not as onerous in medieval China as it was in Europe at the same time. Indeed, scholars of Chinese Buddhism have been reluctant to use the term, referring to "false" teachings rather than "heterodox" ones. This is not to say that monks were
necessarily more tolerant of divergent views, but rather that there was no central mechanism for determining which views were orthodox and which heterodox; such matters were left to individual monks and their followers.  

Nevertheless, individual monks and their followers did indeed label particular interpretations of the scriptures as not only wrong, but as vile and destructive, as views that entailed karmic retribution in the next life and social punishment in this one. For example, Sun-kyŏng, a Sillan monk, was criticized for his interpretation of an extremely difficult, technical doctrine of Xuanzang's known as "true inference of consciousness only." "According to one tradition," Sun-kyŏng's biography concludes, "when Sun-kyŏng was bed-stricken and ordered his disciples to lift him to the ground, the ground split open and he fell into the earth. The people of the time said that he was reborn in hell. To this day there is a ravine about a zhang wide—actually it is just a crevice—that is called 'Sun-kyŏng's hell [Skt. naraka]." True to the inclusive spirit of the Biographies, Zanning in a note defends his decision to include Sun-kyŏng in the collection, stating that the monk had been slandered and was in fact a great exegete, despite his mistake in the case of Xuanzang's doctrine.

But even the generally tolerant compilers of the Biographies occasionally cannot disguise their disgust with propagators of "false doctrines." And judgments passed in the world of hagiography could be harsh indeed. We read, for example, of the monk Daowen, a specialist in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra who "became twisted in his later years, claiming that the Buddha[nature] was not permanent. Just before his death, the root of his tongue rotted away." Such stories likely had their origins in disputes among teachers or among their disciples, and may well have been motivated by animosities arising from reasons other than intellectual disagreement—personal affronts, struggles for prestige and resources, and so on. But even without this vital background, cases like those of Sun-kyŏng and Daowen are important for what they tell us about the general intellectual environment of the times, for what they tell us about the limits of intellectual and doctrinal tolerance. Unlike the monks labeled as sorcerers for using spells for evil ends, Daowen was condemned for his views themselves; there is no presumption of improper motivations behind his teachings.

The closest we come to heresy in the sense it was used in Europe is in the famous incident involving Daosheng, one of the most influential exegetes of his day, and his interpretation of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra. Before the arrival of the larger version of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra, Chinese exegetes accepted the notion of a type of person known as icchantika, someone so muddled, so ignorant, that he is fundamentally incapable of achiev-
ing enlightenment in this life or in any future life for eternity. According to his biography, Daosheng challenged this view during his stay in the capital, stating that even icchantika are capable of achieving enlightenment. Because he had no scriptural support for this notion, Daosheng was branded the propagator of “false teachings,” castigated in front of an assembly of monks, and driven from the capital.

As in so many cases, the hagiography presents us here with the caricature of an event. Before leaving the capital, Daosheng turns to his persecutors and vows, “If my interpretation is at odds with the scriptures, may my body be covered with boils. But if my teaching does not run counter to the ultimate truth, when I die, may I sit on the ‘lion’s seat’ [lecturer’s chair] at the moment of my death.” Not long after this, another, longer version of the Nirvāṇa was translated, providing the scriptural support for Daosheng’s position. And of course he died on the lecturer’s chair immediately after delivering his final sermon. Daosheng was known for his sharp, abrasive personality, and this too may have played a role in the dispute. Like so many of the events described in the Biographies, the actual circumstances of the icchantika incident elude us. Did Daosheng in fact propose his reading of the Nirvāṇa based solely on intuition and reasoning, or had he heard of the content of the larger version of the scripture before it was translated? Was the entire incident—including the early, perceptive interpretation, the banishment, and the heroic vow—a later legend circulated by Daosheng’s supporters?

In short, the details of the fiery dispute that took place in a particular Chang’an monastery in the early years of the fifth century are just beyond our grasp; we must settle once again for inquiries into the mentalities of the recorders of the event and their audience. Happily, such inquiries are revealing in themselves. Note that Daosheng’s detractors are not condemned for excessive zeal in silencing their opponent; they are condemned only for persecuting an innocent man. As in the cases above, the division between a mere disagreement and a dangerously false opinion was not based on the monk’s intentions or character; in the story, Daosheng’s enemies criticize him because his interpretation is “false” and not because of, say, an attempt to usurp control of a monastery. Further, public castigation before the assembly and banishment from the region were not in themselves considered excessive by the readers of the story. Again, the mistake according to the hagiographer was in finding Daosheng guilty of propagating a false teaching, not in the punishment levied against such a person. Equally important are the limits placed on punishment for doctrinal error. After leaving Chang’an, Daosheng traveled to Huqiu Shan in the east where he gathered, according to the biography, “hundreds of dis-
ciples.” There was no question of corporal punishment or defrocking for a monk accused of doctrinal error; such punishments were administered only by the state for crimes against the state.

In stories of monastic disputes and rivalries, debates, slander, and enmity, we find fissures in the same sangha depicted in official edicts and memorials as a uniform block of nameless, dark-robed religious. Nevertheless, in general, even the Biographies paint a consistent, coherent picture of the scholar-monk, diligently poring over lengthy scrolls, methodically instructing attentive disciples, or fully engaged in debate over abstruse doctrinal matters.

In the Song Biographies, however, we detect hints that this image of the monk was increasingly coming under attack from another monastic ideal of a radically different sort. The new image of the scholar-monk was hardly a scholar at all. He had little patience for those lengthy scrolls and indeed was sometimes unashamedly illiterate. He debated in a manner of speaking, but in a dizzying barrage of strange terms, jokes, and images—without recourse to the old rules of logic, rhetoric, and decorum. What in the Song Biographies was only a hint of the rise of this figure, the Chan monk, soon became a torrent of hagiographic enterprise so powerful that it eclipsed the image of the monk presented in the Eminent Monks series for subsequent Chinese Buddhist history.

The Rise of the Chan Ideal

The Shishuo xinyu includes an account of a layman who, offended by the cantankerous Zhi Dun, composed a treatise entitled “Why a śramaṇa is not Capable of Becoming an Eminent Gentleman” in which he argued that “the śramaṇa, although claiming to be beyond earthly ties, is, on the contrary, more than ever in bondage to his doctrine and cannot be said to be fully self-possessed in his feelings and disposition.”87 Hostile literati were not the only ones to see a tension between the monastic claim to be “beyond the world,” and the practices of reading, writing, and debating scripture; this same anxiety over finding oneself “in bondage” to doctrine is also expressed with great regularity in the Biographies. In the treatise to the chapter on exegetes in the Liang Biographies, Huijiao is at pains to justify exegesis. In the treatise, Huijiao first establishes that “the ultimate principles are without words” and that “the sage acts without words.” Huijiao then cites the example of Vimalakīrti who ended his great debate with Mañjuśrī by responding to a question on the nature of nonduality with “deafening silence.”

Nonetheless, Huijiao continues, because of the sorry state of the
world and the ignorance of ordinary people, the sage, in his compassion, has no choice but to resort to language to convey the Teaching to others. Later in the treatise, Huijiao cites the familiar Zhuangzi passage that says that just as one employs a snare only to catch a rabbit and can discard the snare after catching the rabbit, one should use words only to convey a message and not become attached to the words themselves.88

This sort of caveat is standard fare in Chinese Buddhist texts, but in medieval hagiography this suspicion of language for the most part gave way to the scholar-monk ideal. The definition of what constituted “attachment” to language was of course a fluid one. Certainly we read of ascetics who “had no interest in words, paper, and brush, choosing to remain instead silent, reducing desires and avoiding the burdens of the world,”89 who “were not fond of talk and conversation,” who “kept silent, refusing to serve words and discourse,”90 but biographies such as these never challenge the scholar ideal directly. The inherent conflict between the ideal of an eloquent orator, master of scriptures, and prolific writer, and that of the silent, intuitive sage is hardly apparent in the Biographies; that is, not until the Song Biographies when we begin to get hints of strange new undercurrents in Buddhist hagiography, of new themes and motifs that were soon to dominate the genre.

The Attack on Scholarship

In the biography of Zongmi, one of the leading Buddhist exegetes of the early ninth century, Zanning includes a quotation from Zongmi’s epitaph written by Pei Xiu, the monk’s most famous disciple. The epitaph notes that during his lifetime Zongmi had come under attack not so much for the content of his scholarship as for engaging in scholarly activities at all. “Critics claim,” the epitaph states, “that the great master did not observe chan practice but lectured widely on [Buddhist] scriptures and treatises, traveled about to famous cities and the great capitals, and took his task to be the promotion [of Buddhism]. Does this not show that he was a slave to his erudition?”91 At the end of the biography, Zanning addresses the criticism again in his addendum, stating, “Now there are those in the Chan School who do not understand Zongmi and criticize him, saying that it was inappropriate for him to lecture on teachings and books.” Zanning ends by dismissing such critics as men “of little learning and less knowledge,” jealous of Zongmi’s attainments. Earlier biographies on occasion criticize monks for arrogance, but this criticism for simply lecturing on scripture is something new. And this new attack on the traditional scholar-monk was not directed at Zongmi alone.

In his treatise to the chapter on “Practitioners of Chan,” Zanning
returns once again to these anonymous critics and complains of those who “never realize that to produce the mind of a bodhisattva through the scriptures is itself to see the Buddha nature.” Instead, “When someone holds up a scripture and shows it to them, they reply, ‘That is the doctrine of phenomenal appearances.’ Or, ‘Aren’t those the teachings of Mara? Let’s burn it!’ Then they set the scripture aside and refuse to discuss it.” In short, scholarship founded on scriptural exegesis was under attack. Unlike the incidents I have described previously, however, this time criticism did not come from hostile literati or Daoist priests, but from within the sangha itself.

Previous to these instances, in the Liang and Further Biographies there were accounts of monks who elected to pursue the ascetic life rather than the life of the scholar-monk, but these earlier biographies rarely mention any hostility of ascetics to their scholarly counterparts; ascetics are portrayed instead as simply following a personal preference. In the Song Biographies, however, this indifference to scholarship turns, on occasion, to contempt. In the story of Huineng, the “sixth patriarch” who was made famous in the Platform Scripture, Huineng proudly defends his illiteracy before an astonished literate nun with the statement, “It was not the Buddha’s intent that we become attached to the words of Buddhist principles and treatises.” The same antischolastic bent is even more pronounced in the biographies of later monks in Huineng’s lineage. Huanpu “did not advise [his disciples] to read the doctrines in the scriptures.” Zhixian, frustrated by the inadequacy of written texts, one day burned all of his copies of the “recorded sayings” of Chan masters, saying that “a painted biscuit can’t satisfy your hunger.” Qingzhu studied Vinaya texts for a time but then abandoned them, labeling them “gradual doctrines” (jianzong).

This new radical stance against scholasticism seems to have emerged in the eighth century in certain Chan circles, particularly that of Mazu and his followers. In his writings, Zongmi criticized this branch of Chan, the so-called Hongzhou School, which he characterized as radically antinomian, as holding that, as the Buddha-nature is present in everyday activity, all forms of practice and study are irrelevant to enlightenment. As we have seen, Zongmi was in turn criticized for his position. Further, between the death of Zongmi and the compilation of the Song Biographies one and a half centuries later, the attack on traditional scholarship gained momentum, and stories of burning books and spurning preachers proliferated. What is important for our purposes is that this attack on traditional scholarship took form not in scholarly treatises—which would of course be absurd—but in hagiography, specifically in “recorded sayings” and in genealogical biographies known as “transmission of the lamp” collections.
The first occurrence of the term "recorded sayings" (yulu) is in the Song Biographies where it refers to a new genre of Chan literature that emerged in the eighth century. These texts are composed of short, often enigmatic dialogues between a master and another figure, often a disciple or another Chan master. Occasionally, a few biographical or environmental facts are given along with the dialogue, but the focus is on the exchange itself. In other words, in form these brief encounters are very much like the descriptions of debates between monks in the Biographies, only stripped of the larger biographical context.

The content of the dialogues in the recorded sayings, however, is entirely different from that of the debates recorded in the Biographies. Masters respond to questions with paradoxes, crude jokes, enigmatic gestures, shouts, and beatings, repeatedly emphasizing the theme that enlightenment is not found outside of one's own mind. The purpose of these encounters is taken to be neither persuasion nor explanation, but direct and unmediated enlightenment. In these dialogues, monks not only depart from the tradition of the scholar-monk, they ridicule and disparage it. "Followers of the Way, even if you can understand a hundred sutras and treatises, you're not as good as one plain monk who does nothing," advises Linji Yixuan, the eighth-century figure at the center of one of the most famous collections of recorded sayings. Layman Pang accosts a scholar-monk lecturing on the scriptures with, "Lecture-master, since there is no self and no person, who is he who's lecturing, who is he who's listening?" It is said that as a youth Linji studied the Vinaya but later abandoned his studies, saying "These are mere medicines and expedients to save the world. They are not that doctrine that has been separately transmitted outside the scriptural teachings!"

When tenth-century monks compiled the collection of biographies of Chan monks known as the Zu tang ji (Collection of [Accounts from] the Hall of the Patriarchs), this attack on book-learning continued. In the Hall of the Patriarchs, Yangshan Huiji discourages his students from reading the scriptures, insisting that "The essence of Caoxi [Hui-neng] has nothing to do with reading books." When a monk discovers Yaoshan reading a book, he asks, "You do not usually allow us to read scriptures. How is it that you read them yourself?" To this Yaoshan replies, "I'm trying to get some sleep."

In addition to ridiculing reading and lecturing, Chan literature from this period also disparages recitation, writing of commentaries, and memorization. In short, the Chan accounts ridicule every element of the scholar-monk ideal that had taken shape over the centuries in traditional hagiography. It should be noted that, although this attack on mediation of all kinds focuses on the scholar-monk, some
Chan accounts also single out for ridicule meditation, self-mutilation, and the six supernormal powers. In fact, examples can be found in the immense literature of the “classical period” of Chan ridiculing all of the aspects of the monastic ideal I have discussed this far, including ideals associated with scholarship, thaumaturgy, and asceticism.

These Chan dialogues are not as straightforward as a simple critique of the traditional image of the monk. The iconoclastic imagery of the encounters is often intended to be taken symbolically. Linji advises his disciples to kill their fathers and mothers, draw blood from the Buddha, and burn Buddhist scriptures, but when questioned by his disciples, explains that the “father” is ignorance; the mother, concupiscence, and so forth. Other dialogues are less explicit, leaving the reader uncertain of just what the words and images symbolize or whether they are to be read symbolically at all. Throughout, the dialogues are extremely sophisticated and self-referential, playing off of traditional hagiography and increasingly in the later dialogues off of the sayings and responses of previous Chan masters.

These new genres of hagiography put the compilers of the Song Biographies in an awkward position. In keeping with the ecumenical nature of the Eminent Monks genre, Zanning included biographies of the most important Chan monks of even the most radical lineage, yet he clearly did not feel comfortable with the brash image of the iconoclastic Chan monk. The Song Biographies do include a few examples of “encounter-dialogues,” including Huineng’s famous encounter with Hongren in which Hongren greets the southerner Huineng with the statement that men from the South do not possess the Buddha nature, to which Huineng responds, “There are northern and southern men, but there is no north and south to the Buddha nature.” Playing on this theme, when Hengtong first meets his master, Zhaoxian, and tells him he is from Xingzhou, Zhaoxian comments, “My Way does not come from there,” to which Hengtong responds, “Do you mean to imply that you, Reverend, are here?” The Song Biographies even include the famous story of Danxia Tianran burning an image of a Buddha to keep warm. Nevertheless, the accounts of Chan monks in the Song Biographies for the most part read like biographies of other monks, for the compilers of the Song Biographies were reluctant to include material from the new genres of Chan literature.

At the end of a short, conventional biography of Zhaozhou Congshen, a well-known monk in the Mazu lineage, the Song Biographies states that “his recorded sayings circulate widely and are very popular.” Similarly, Linji is given only a few lines in the Song Biographies, though, as the Biographies themselves note, “his sayings circulate very widely.” In other words, when compiling the Song Biographies, Zan-
ning had access to collections of recorded sayings but chose not to use them. Zanning's distaste for this material and the type of monk it represents is confirmed in a comment by the Song monk Huihong. In a preface Huihong notes, "When I first traveled to the Wu Region and read Zanning's *Song History of Monks*, I thought it strange that he did not include a biography of Yunmen [Wenyan] [a prominent Chan figure of the late Tang]. I asked an elderly man about this, and he said that he had once heard his teacher, who was from the Wu Region, say that he had met Zanning who explained that he had deleted Yunmen's biography because he 'was no scholar.'" Apparently then, by eschewing accounts of encounter-dialogue and criticizing the antischolastic bent in some Chan circles, Zanning hoped to temper the brunt of the Chan critique and maintain an image of the scholar-monk consistent with traditional Chinese Buddhist hagiography.

**The Transformation of the Genre**

Earlier in my discussion of the meat-eating, wine-drinking monks, we saw a battle over the image of the monk at court with the enemies of the clergy painting the average monk as a profligate scoundrel and Buddhist hagiographers presenting the monk as either an upright holy man or as a transcendent figure beyond the ken of conventional morality. Similarly, as we saw in the second chapter, those antagonistic to Buddhism characterized Buddhist thaumaturges as evil sorcerers, while Buddhist hagiography depicts such monks as benevolent wonderworkers. Here in the case of the teacher-monk we again see a thinly veiled, and perhaps even unconscious, struggle for the image of the monk, with the *Song Biographies* attempting to paint a conventional image of the monk as scholar firmly rooted in Buddhist scholasticism and the new Chan literature presenting an image of a monk who eschews the trappings of traditional scholasticism for direct awakening. In other words, the new Chan literature represented not only an attack on traditional scholarship, but also the creation of a new image of the monk, a Chan ideal.

To a certain extent the image of the monk was influenced by portraiture and poetry. In both of these arenas the dramatic image of the Chan monk prevailed over that of the more sober scholiast. When we think of portraits of Chinese monks today we think first of paintings of the eccentric Bodhidharma or of Huineng, and when we think of Buddhist poetry, we think first of the personal, intensely religious poetry of Hanshan, rather than the more refined secular poetry of Jiaoran. But most of all, the image of the monk was shaped by hagiography, providing as it did detailed accounts of what monks (supposedly) said and did. In this arena it is clear that Zanning's efforts to
tone down the radical image of the Chan monk in favor of that of a more traditional scholar-monk were not successful.

Less than twenty years after the completion of the Song Biographies, another collection of Buddhist biographies, the Jingde chuan-deng lu (Transmission of the Lamp [Compiled During the] Jingde Era), was submitted to the throne. Although compiled by a member of the Fayan Chan lineage and exclusively devoted to Chan concerns, this collection is even longer than the Song Biographies. Unlike the Song Biographies, the Transmission of the Lamp is only tangentially interested in the feats of asceticism, thaumaturgy, and scholarship that so concern the Biographies of Eminent Monks. Rather, it is most interested in the bon mots of “recorded sayings” and in lineage.116

The Transmission of the Lamp traces the lineages of the monks of the early Song back through the masters of the early Tang and ancient India all the way to the seven Buddhas who preceded Šākyamuni in distant antiquity. Rather than dividing monks into categories of translators, reciters, exegetes, and so forth, the Transmission of the Lamp groups monks according to Chan lineages. The individual accounts in the Transmission of the Lamp can only loosely be described as biographies. A typical account begins with a few lines recounting the monk’s family background, after which it quickly establishes the monk’s lineage, and then launches into a series of “transcriptions” of encounters between the monk and his master or the monk and his own disciples. While Daoyuan, the compiler of the Transmission of the Lamp, relied occasionally on epitaphs or accounts in the Eminent Monks series, the chief source for his biographies was the recorded sayings of the late Tang. Therefore, the success of the Transmission of the Lamp in addition to signaling the success of a new image of the monk also signaled the success of a new genre of Buddhist hagiography.

The Transmission of the Lamp was not the first collection to string together recorded sayings into genealogies, but it was the first to gain widespread acceptance. Its best-known predecessors, a Chan collection known as the Baolin zhuan and the Hall of the Patriarchs with their colloquial, often coarse language, were perhaps too unrefined for literati tastes. The Hall of the Patriarchs seems to have been little known in China and may even have been compiled outside of China, while the Baolin zhuan, though occasionally cited, was often criticized for poor organization and inferior style.117 The Transmission of the Lamp, on the other hand, met with immediate and sustained success.118 Approximately twenty years after the completion of the Transmission of the Lamp, another, expanded version of the text was compiled, like the Transmission of the Lamp, on imperial edict.119 This was followed in later years by new “lamp histories” expanding on the original, adding
exchanges to the original biographies or adding biographies of monks who had lived since the completion of the original text.

In 1151, Chao Gongwu, a prominent Song bibliographer, noted that the *Transmission of the Lamp* “circulates widely throughout the world” and praised the text as “the primary source for the study of Chan.”\(^{120}\) The Song fascination with the lamp histories culminated in the *Wudeng huiyuan* (*Compendium of Five Lamp Histories*) by the Southern Song monk Puji, who brought together and edited five different lamp histories.\(^{121}\) The influence of the lamp histories extended even to Confucian scholars like Zhu Xi who compiled the *Yiluo yuan yuan lu*, a collection of the sayings of Confucian scholars modeled on the lamp histories.\(^{122}\)

In contrast, while the *Eminent Monks* series was continued with a *Ming Biographies of Eminent Monks*, this work was much shorter than its predecessors and seems to have had little influence. Other collections drew heavily on the *Eminent Monks* series when recounting the lives of non-Chan monks who lived before the Song. In addition, two other genres of Buddhist hagiography—Tiantai works organized chronologically and Pure-Land works, taking as their theme stories of monks rewarded for carrying out Pure-Land practices—also proliferated after the Tang and are, in some ways, more similar in style and subject matter to the *Eminent Monks* series than the Chan collections. Nonetheless, overall, the position of the *Eminent Monks* in Buddhist hagiography was superseded by the lamp histories.

**Conclusion**

At one point in his writings, Huihong, the twelfth-century critic of the *Eminent Monks* series, argued that the reason for the omission of certain key Chan figures from the *Eminent Monks* and the placement of the accounts of translators and exegetes before Chan masters stems from the fact that Chan masters “do not make use of brush and ink,” an activity reserved for “lecturers” (*jiangshi*), a term Huihong used derisively to refer to pedants concerned only with petty technical matters.\(^ {123}\) This critique is in keeping with the general trend in Buddhist hagiography from the late Tang through the Song away from the traditional Buddhist scholar to the radical antischolasticism of the Chan monk. But what is curious about Huihong’s critique is that Huihong was himself a “lecturer” who was well known for “making use of brush and ink.” Not only did Huihong compile lengthy biographies of monks, albeit in the new Chan style, he was also an accomplished literary critic, best known to scholars of Chinese poetry as the author of the *Lengzhai yehua*, a collection of secular poetry with commentary.

Huihong’s relation to traditional scholarship is indicative of the
position in which Chan monks found themselves, especially after the
ascendancy of the new Chan hagiography. For many such monks there
was clearly a gap between the antischolar rhetoric and practice. Modern
scholars of Chan have pointed out that despite the prevalence of Chan
hagiography that ridicules traditional forms of practice, Chan
monks continued to meditate, conduct rituals, and study scriptures.124
Although the gap between rhetoric and practice cautions us against
overemphasizing the impact of Chan rhetoric, it does not discount en-
tirely the importance of the new Chan exempla. After the rise of the
new hagiography, the position of the scholar-monk was much more
precarious than it had been. And while many monks continued to be
attracted to exegetical, doctrinal writings, they now prefaced their
interest with uneasy caveats, reservations, and misgivings.
Final Reflections

The title of this book, *The Eminent Monk*, suggests that it will present a detailed portrait of the ideal monk. After following a series of motifs through the vast hagiographical corpus, we find that if we hope to encompass all of the representations of medieval Chinese monks in a single picture, we can paint this picture only in the broadest of brush strokes. On the most general level, the ideal monk of this hagiography was composed of the qualities I discussed in the first section of the first chapter ("The Monastic Distinction"). The monk was recognized by his clothing, his diet, and the habits and strictures that governed his everyday life, setting him apart from "the vulgar." This being said, it should be evident by now that when we look more closely, we see that there was more than one ideal of the monk in China; individuals entered the Order for various reasons, pursued different goals, and were perceived differently by the laity. This should come as no surprise. The social category of the monk, like that of the peasant or the official, was not narrowly defined and always allowed for a variety of gradations and intersections with other types of people. Within the category of official there were high officials and low officials, court officials and local officials, southern officials and northern officials. The same could be said for the monastic community: there were powerful monks and monastic menials, provincial monks and urban monks, southern monks and northern monks. To a certain extent, all of these distinctions are mental categories, depending on the values placed on juxtapositions and the lines drawn between them. But these sorts of distinctions—north / south, rich / poor—are the subject of another study; in this study I have focused instead on qualities clearly laden with a positive value judgment, social categories recognized as goals to be striven for, characteristics and behaviors considered worthy of
One such ideal type, within the *saṅgha*, was the ascetic. Distinguished from those outside of the Order by his chastity, his diet, and his coarse, simple clothing, the ideal ascetic was devoted to a life of rigorous self-cultivation. In contrast to the secular world which placed supreme value on progeny, the ascetic renounced the possibility for sons, not to mention sexual pleasure, by living a life of sexual abstinence. In contrast to the value placed on meat and wine by peasant and official alike, the ascetic maintained a strict vegetarian diet and did not allow wine to pass his lips. The same could be said at some level of most all monks, but the ideal ascetic took the notion of asceticism a step further. Ascetic virtuosi went beyond the strictures of a vegetarian diet, renouncing all food and water for extended periods of time. Ascetic heroes did not limit themselves to subduing the passions of the body; they attacked it as a source of defilement, mutilating, burning, and even killing themselves as a part of their ascetic practice. The allure of the ascetic life, however, came not only from a desire to destroy the impure body, but also from a longing to purify the self, to create a better, cleaner body, an idea expressed most clearly in the belief that monks who immolated themselves would be reborn in a pure-land and, in place of a puss-filled bag of flesh and bones, leave behind bright, shiny, numinous relics.

Another ideal type we might construct from the hagiography is that of the wonder-worker or thaumaturge. As a result of his attainments in self-cultivation, most conspicuously meditation, the ideal thaumaturge came to possess extraordinary qualities. Occasionally these qualities took the form of one or more of the "six supernormal powers" of a Buddha—magical powers, supernormal hearing, the ability to read minds, knowledge of one's previous existences, ability to discern the previous lives of others, and finally, the state of having "no outflows," a state in which one is no longer plagued by any form of defilement. But more commonly, the thaumaturge was defined by his ability to see into the future. Stories circulated of monks of the past who had known in advance of recent political and social upheavals and had predicted them in enigmatic phrases decipherable only after the events occurred. Such stories, in addition to verifying the existence of holy monks, also provided a sense of historical continuity and order. If the baffling and often cruel vagaries of history seemed incomprehensible to the ordinary person, he could rest assured that the thaumaturge had perceived the order behind the chaos even before it occurred. The ideal wonder-worker was also known for his mastery of esoteric techniques, inspiring monks to study the arts of fortune-telling and heal-
ing and to pore over spell manuals translated (or purporting to be translated) from Sanskrit. Above all, the ideal thaumaturge was one who understood the mechanism of the unseen world of spirits, gods, and ghosts and could at key moments manipulate this world.

The vast corpus of Chinese Buddhist exegetical writings testifies to the prevalence of yet another type of ideal monk: the scholar-monk. The ideal scholar-monk was an erudite master of the written word. He memorized vast quantities of texts through which he was able to classify and analyze the seen and unseen world around him. The ideal scholar-monk applied himself to Indian and Chinese learning. He was versed in the Chinese classics and so skilled in the arts of verse and calligraphy that he inspired the admiration of the scholar-officials who were considered the caretakers of these traditions. The scholar-monk was a fierce debater, who, through swift rhetoric and wit, humiliated his opponents before crowds of admiring students. And the scholar-monk was a great teacher who gathered together hundreds of disciples to absorb and carry on his teachings after his death.

Finally, juxtaposed to the scholar-monk was the Chan eccentric, an ideal figure who took shape in the mid-Tang and became by the Song one of the most memorable types of monks in Chinese Buddhism. Hinted at obliquely in the Song Biographies of Eminent Monks, the Chan ideal was propagated chiefly in a new brand of hagiography centering on the words and actions of Chan masters. In these texts, the enlightened Chan master lives in a constant state of awareness, exhibiting his enlightenment through enigmatic, often crude phrases and gestures. In contrast to the scholar-monk, the ideal Chan monk ridicules scriptures and literary erudition, eschews meditation, and shows little interest in the written word. Unfettered by scriptures, rituals, and meditation, the ideal Chan figure is above all unlocalizable; his awakening, unmediated.

I referred earlier to Victor Turner's idea of "root-paradigms," that is, set patterns of behavior with particular symbolic associations. Within the various ideal types I have described above were these nested systems of practice; not necessarily ways of life, but rather guidelines for short-term, very special types of conduct. In the hagiography, a monk intent on a life of especially rigorous asceticism does not practice random austerities, but follows instead set patterns of practice. One of the most common of these sets of practices was the twelve dhūtāṅga, namely: wearing garments made of rags from the dust-heap; wearing only the three garments of a monk; deriving food only from begging; begging from door to door; eating in only one sitting a day; eating with only one bowl and only accepting one serving of food; living in the forest; sitting under a tree; residing in an unsheltered place; stay-
ing in a cemetery; taking any seat provided; and never lying down, even to sleep. These practices were not carried out universally by the Chinese sangha, but when monks decided to follow the life of the more severe ascetic, even if only for a short period of time, the dhūtāṅga provided an established, ordered map for action. Supported by canonical texts and propagated in stories of biographies of monks, these practices provided parameters to the ascetic life-style, standards against which monks could measure themselves.

Another of these root-paradigms was the practice of self-mutilation and ritual suicide. As in the case of dhūtāṅga, the forms of self-mutilation practiced in the hagiography are based on scripture, most notably the Lotus Sūtra. Monks do not mutilate themselves at random but according to established methods of self-sacrifice. Similarly, when monks burn themselves to death in the Biographies, it is as a part of an involved ritual of anointment and scriptural recitation that was pregnant with meaning. Although there were men both within and without the saṅgha who condemned the practice of mutilation, mutilation and ritual suicide were supported by a pervasive belief in the efficacy of such practices for self-purification and the accumulation of merit. The symbolic significance of the signs of these practices—the missing finger, the bright red characters of a scripture copied in blood, the stele marking the relics of a monk who had burned himself to death—were instantly recognized as Buddhist forms of self-sacrifice. Although those who did not share Buddhist beliefs condemned or ridiculed self-mutilation, those who did hold these beliefs responded to the mutilated monk with the respect and reverence these beliefs entailed.

We have also seen the outlines of the root-paradigm of prophecy in the Biographies. Monks were routinely attributed the ability to foresee the future, and many actively pursued the techniques and learning associated with prophecy and fortune-telling. The massive body of literature either coming from India or purporting to come from India presented Chinese monks with contradictory views on the propriety of monastic fortune-telling. Despite the occasional condemnation of fortune-telling in the canonical literature, Chinese monks seem to have had no compunction about practicing fortune-telling as long as they received no money for their services. Although some monks were undoubtedly influenced by mantic arts developed in India, for the most part prophecy and fortune-telling followed indigenous Chinese practices dating back to the Han Dynasty and earlier. Related to the practice of fortune-telling was that of geomancy, particularly the selection and positioning of graves—a practice in which many monks engaged, and a sphere in which monks served a lay need for religious professionals.
Finally, in the later biographies of Chan monks, we see the emergence and development of the root-paradigm of encounter-dialogue. In the hagiography, the exchange between a Chan master and his disciple did not follow the conventional rules of debate or instruction depicted in the earlier hagiography. The rules of encounter-dialogue were more elusive, their parameters constantly changing. This was an extremely self-conscious genre of hagiography, a genre that required adherence to the basic structure of master-disciple exchange, but at the same time demanded constant innovation within this structure. Once Huineng's reply to the statement that men from the South do not possess the Buddha Nature became known, other monks were expected to reply to the same question differently, but in such a way as to reveal their understanding of the original exchange. This dynamic reached its extreme in the dozens of increasingly enigmatic replies to sets of questions such as, “Why did Bodhidharma come from the West?” repeated endlessly in the Chan literature.

We can discern these ideal types and root-paradigms in the hagiography, but must keep in mind that the hagiography is not a direct, unmediated reflection of monastic values. In other words, the writers of the biographies, and the compilers who collected them into the Eminent Monks series shaped the presentation of monastic ideals. When we place the hagiography in historical context, we see that the biographies often played a role in contests for the image of the monk. That is, the biographies were not only products of the detached musings of religious thinkers, but were also responses to very real threats to the monastic community.

The clearest example of this sort of "image-war" is in the contrast between the depiction of monks in the Biographies and the image of the monk in anti-Buddhist court polemic. In memorials to the throne calling for official measures against the saṅgha and in the edicts these memorials provoked, we can perceive the attempt on the part of critics to create an image of the monk as a depraved tax-evader. Far from a spiritual figure, the monk (and nun), according to these accounts, was enmeshed in worldly desire, a glutton and a lecher who used the begging bowl and tonsure as a disguise in order to better carry out his self-serving depravities. With these attacks as background, we can readily understand the need leading monks felt for biographies of upright ascetics who scrupulously avoid all contact with women, meat, and wine. I have further argued that the curious accounts in the Biographies of monks who do drink wine and eat meat were in fact added to the collection to combat this image problem, for the behavior of these monks is shown in the Biographies to stem from the loftiest of goals. Consequently, the biographies send the message that most monks
are upright ascetics, and that even monks who appear to be breaking the monastic code may in fact be operating on a high spiritual plane incomprehensible to ordinary men.

A similar instance of Buddhist hagiography attempting to wrest control of the image of the monk from his detractors is in the portrayal of spells in the *Biographies*. According to the Tang legal code, the use of incantations was a punishable offense. At the same time, however, certain emperors actively supported the translation of Buddhist spell manuals. In short, the distinction between wonder-working and sorcery was a fluid one, depending largely on the circumstances in which a spell was used. If a spell was used to cure a princess, the monk who cast it was hailed as a benevolent thaumaturge. In times of political crisis, however, any use of incantations drew the charge of sedition, for spells were believed to have the power to imprecate and destroy their targets. Not surprisingly, spells in the Buddhist hagiography are all of a benign nature, used to cure illness, bring water in times of drought, and drive away evil spirits. The spells cast by rivals to Buddhism, on the other hand, whether visiting Brahmans from India or Daoist priests, are either condemned as destructive and evil or dismissed as ineffective.

In the last chapter I discussed a contest for the image of the monk within the *saṅgha* in different genres of Buddhist hagiography. Whereas the scholar-monk is depicted in the *Eminent Monks* series as a knowledgeable sage worthy of emulation, in the Chan hagiography the scholar-monk is portrayed as a pedant mired in insignificant technicalities and his own ego. Conversely, the radical Chan monk was criticized by Zongmi and others as hedonistic, as abandoning scriptures and practice for self-indulgence, a critique echoed obliquely in the *Song Biographies*. In the Chan hagiography, on the other hand, the same figure is depicted as an enlightened master who has transcended mundane attachments to doctrine and practice for unmediated enlightenment.

In practice, the lines that divide the ascetic from the thaumaturge, or the practice of self-mutilation from the study of spells, were permeable. Most monks at various times in their lives pursued different and even contradictory goals. But when we attempt to be more precise about the impact of hagiography and the ideals it propagated on actual monks, we must set aside the abundance of materials available for the study of ideals and attempt to make sense of bits and pieces of scattered information: archaeology, third-party descriptions of monks, and occasional offhand comments in the hagiography itself hinting that the average monk may have fallen far short of the monastic ideal. Some evidence suggests that many monks ignored the prohibition on
wine or circumvented it through casuistry, justifying wine-drinking as a form of medication. Sophisticated ridicule of scriptures and meditation in Chan recorded-sayings betrays a knowledge of scripture and meditation, suggesting that even the Chan monks who claimed to have transcended traditional forms of study and practice, did in fact engage in them.

In addition to the problem of the gap between ideal and practice, the sheer bulk and orderliness of monastic hagiography can easily mislead us. As we read through lively stories conveniently collected in the canon in uniform language, the power of the monastic vision leads us to exaggerate its importance. Leading scholars of Chinese religion have warned that in practice Buddhism was nothing so orderly as a progression of teachings through distinct lineages from masters to disciples, that the canon that contains these biographies represents a censored, "clean" version of the history of Buddhism. Naturally enough, women, farmers, merchants, and craftsmen have little place in biographies of monks. The danger, then, is in taking monastic ideals for Buddhism as a whole, as in any number of popular presentations of Buddhism that characterize Buddhism with a few lines about meditation, renunciation, and emptiness—concerns closely tied to the monastic ideal. This being said, though we may not wish to place monks at the center of medieval Chinese Buddhism, they themselves did just that. That is, monks thought of the monastic life as the authentic Buddhist way of life and encouraged their followers to think the same way. It is the strength of this vision, the idea of the eminent monk expressed so vividly in the hagiography that accounts in large measure for the successful introduction and expansion of the monastic institution in China.
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